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Ansøgning om tilladelse til anlæg på søterritoriet
Dette ansøgningsskema benyttes ved ansøgning om tilladelser til etablering, renovering og udvidelse
af anlæg på søterritoriet.
Husk at læse vejledningen på side 6, før skemaet udfyldes.
Eventuelle spørgsmål til ansøgningsskema og vejledning rettes til Kystdirektoratet på tlf. 99 63 63 63
eller via e-mail kdi@kyst.dk.

Bemærk: En ansøgning kan først behandles, når alle nødvendige oplysninger foreligger.
Til Kystdirektoratets notater:
Dato for modtagelse:

Journal nr.:

Projekttype:

Sagsbehandler:

A. Oplysninger om ejere af den eller de matrikler, hvor anlægget opføres
Navn
Naturstyrelsen Blåvandshuk
Kontakt: Niels Christiansen, Skovfoged/klitplantør
Adresse
Ålholtvej 1
Lokalt stednavn

Postnr.

By

-

6840

Oksbøl

Telefon nr.

Mobil nr.

E-mail

72543000

21418600

nst@nst.dk / ncr@nst.dk
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E. Beskrivelse af anlægget i sin helhed
Kan evt. uddybes i bilag
Bemærk: Nødvendige bilag skal også vedlægges, se rubrik I
Note: A full project description and environmental screening is attached.
Cable owner and applicant
The cable will be installed and owned by North Sea Connect Denmark ApS.
Contact information:
North Sea Connect Denmark ApS
C/O Bech-Bruun v/adv. Jakob Kristensen, Langelinie Alle 35, 2100 København Ø
Address for correspondence: 51-54 Pearse Street, Dublin 2, Ireland
Email: legal@aquacomms.com
Phone number: +353 (0)1 662 4399

Enquiries and contact related to the permitting should be through the consultant:
Ramboll Hannemanns Alle 52
2300 København S
Att. Mikkel Sønderstrup Randløv
Phone number: 51616379
Email: MIBR@ramboll.com
Att. Jørn Bo Larsen
Phone number: 516186 63
Email: JLA@ramboll.com

Project description
Note: A full project description is provided in Chapter 4 of attachment 1: Project description and environmental
screening, Denmark
The cable
The cable type to be used is an Alcatel OALC 4 cable, which is a resilient cable type designed specifically for
repeatered systems. A ‘repeatered system’ is a cable system typically longer than 350-400 km. To prevent the
optical signal deteriorating from the point of origin to the destination, the signal is boosted approximately every 70 km
in a repeater. The cable itself is between 25 mm and 40 mm in diameter, depending on the level of cable armouring.
At the heart of the cable is the fibre unit structure, where the optical fibres are set in a steel tube and are protected by
a jelly from water penetration and hydrogen. The cable is insulated with high-density polyethylene; the insulation also
provides abrasion resistance. In shallow water (normally <1000m water depth), the fibre unit and insulation sheath
are protected by galvanised steel wires and layers of black polypropylene yarn for additional protection against
external threats (known as armouring). The entirety of the cable within Danish waters will be fitted with armoured
protection.
Reason for establishing the cable
The Havhingsten cable project will create a diverse connection between Denmark and the UK, along with an
additional connection in the Irish Sea between the UK, Isle of Man and Ireland. The cable system will provide ‘carrier
neutral’ access to the EU and UK telecoms networks, which allows interconnection between multiple
telecommunication carriers and/or providers bringing competitive access from large telecoms providers.
The cable will support the needs of the web-scale providers that underpin today’s international cloud industry. The
route will enable connectivity for global carriers, cloud-based networks, data centres, information technology (IT)
companies and the global media. There is increasing demand for high-capacity connectivity linking Northern Europe,
and the Havhingsten project will facilitate this in combination with existing fibre optic routes. Havhingsten will deliver
a reliable and resilient connection to support the rise of the European digital economy. It therefore will benefit the
socio-economic conditions within each of the countries in which it lands, including Denmark.
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The cable route
The cable route has been designed by route engineers at ASN to be the optimum route for the cable, taking into
consideration environmental and stakeholder constraints. The cable route has been engineered to avoid potential
hazards, reduce impact to seabed users such as disruption to marine resources and operations, and secure long‐
term protection of the cable.
The cable route and project design are developed and refined through two main stages:
•
•

A Cable Route Study – detailed review of all factors affecting the routing of the cable, including physical,
environmental, socio-economic, and regulatory aspects
A Cable Route Survey – surveys of the inshore and deep-water sections of the route.

The whole offshore cable route is presented in Figure 1, while a zoom on Danish waters is presented in Figure 2.
The marine elements of the cable route are proposed to cross the Irish Sea from Loughshinny (north of Dublin in
Ireland) to Squires Gate Lane (south of Blackpool on the west coast of the UK). The marine cable route will then
continue across the North Sea from the Seaton Sluice (on the east coast of the UK, north of Newcastle), to Houstrup
(on the west coast of the Jutland peninsula in Denmark). Two marine cable route branches from the Irish Sea section
to the Isle of Man are included to landing points at Port Erin and Port Grenaugh. An additional stubbed cable route is
included north of Houstrup (landing at the parking area at Gammelgab) out to the Danish TW boundary for future
extension.
The stubbed route will be installed to provide an alternative landing in Denmark. This additional landing will offer
diversity from the main cable route by means of a future extension. In order to facilitate the future extension, the
installation of the stubbed route out to the Danish TW boundary is planned at the same time as the installation of the
main cable route. This approach will improve efficiency of installation, provide a more economically viable future
extension, and reduce the level of disruption that two separate installations would cause. The additional stubbed
route will provide further high-capacity connection to Denmark and Northern Europe.
The landing point for the stubbed route has been selected as it is a sufficient separation from the main route to
provide a viable alternative in the case of cable damage. Both cables in the same trench and at the same landing
point would not offer a viable diverse route in case of cable damage or failure. A route to the south of Houstrup was
investigated but was ultimately not considered to be viable as there is existing and future wind farm development in
this area.
The additional stubbed cable route landing at the parking area at Gammelgab (north of the main cable), will consist
of a BMH and a cable installed out to the Danish TW boundary. The stubbed cable will remain in the seabed outside
of the TW boundary at the end of the installation operation, ready to be recovered at the time of future extension.
It is intended that this stubbed route will be extended in the future to provide additional connection to Denmark. The
options for this cable extension are under review, but the provisional plan is that this stubbed route would be
extended within 10 years from completion of the Havhingsten project.
The length of the main data cable within Danish waters is approximately 315 km, while the length of the northern
stubbed cable within Danish waters is 25 km. The length of the fibre optic cable from shoreline to the BMH is
approximately 0.44 km for the main cable route, and 0.43 km for the additional subbed cable route. Cable lengths in
Danish waters are presented in Table 1. A depth profile along the cable route in Danish waters is presented in Figure
3.
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Figure 1 Havhingsten fibre optic submarine cable system linking Ireland, the Isle of Man, the UK and Denmark.

Table 1 Havhingsten fibre optic submarine cable system in Danish waters.
Section
Onshore1
Territorial Waters (TW)
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
Country total
1: From shoreline to BMH

Unit
km
km
km
km

Main cable
0.435
24.2
287.5
312.1

Danish waters

Cable stub
0.425
25.2
0
25.6
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Figure 2 Havhingsten – Route corridor in Danish waters.

Figure 3 Overview of the depth profile along the cable route.
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Danish landfalls
The location of the planned landfalls for the main route and the cable stub in Denmark are shown in Figure 4 and
coordinates for the Beach Manhole (BMH) are provided in Table 2. A Cadastral map for the two landfalls is
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 4 Both landfalls are located at parking areas. The cable will be installed by HDD for a length of approximately
850 m from the BMH. As such, no construction work will take place at the beach or in the dunes, except for some
activities at the parking areas.

Table 2 Location of the planned landfalls (BMH).
Planned landfall (BMH)
Main cable
Cable stub

Coordinates WGS84 (Longitude/Latitude)
8° 10,96’ /55° 46,057’
8° 10,871’ /55° 47,523’
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Figure 5 Cadastral map for the two landfalls.

Expected lifetime of the cable-system
The offshore cable lifetime expectancy is approximately 25 years. At the end of the cable's life the options for
decommissioning will be evaluated. In most circumstances, the least environmentally damaging option may be to
leave the cable in-situ. If the cable is removed, it will be disposed of according to the standard agreed at that time;
where feasible, parts of the cable will most likely be reused or recycled.
EIA screening
An EIA screening report is provided in the attached document “Project description and environmental screening,
Denmark.
Permit applications
The following applications have been submitted or will be submitted shortly – see Table 3.
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Table 3 Needed approvals and permits identified for the cable landing in Denmark.
Permit/Dispensation

Authority

Permit under the Coastal Protection Act

Danish Coastal Authority
(Kystdirektoratet)

Dispensation under Nature Conservation Act - §8
(Protected Dunes)

Danish Coastal Authority
(Kystdirektoratet)

Various relevant permissions according to the
Planning Act

Varde Municipality
(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation from the Danish Protection of
Nature Act – §3 (Nationally protected nature)

Varde Municipality
(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation to work in a Natura 2000 area

Varde Municipality
(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation for working in an area designated as
protected forest (Fredskov)

Environmental Protection Agency
(Miljøstyrelsen)
Local divisions:
Miljøstyrelsen Sydjylland
Skovridervej 3, Arnum
6510, Gram
Tlf: 72544000
Syd@mst.dk

Dispensation from the Danish Protection of
Nature Act – §50

Conservation Board for South
Jutland (northern section)
(Fredningsnævnet)
Fredningsnævnet for Sydjylland, nordlig del
Retten i Kolding
Kolding Åpark 11
6000 Kolding
sydjyllandnord@fredningsnaevn.dk
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F. Beskrivelse af planlagte arbejdsmetoder
Kan evt. uddybes i bilag
A full project description is provided in attachment 1: Project description and environmental screening, Denmark. For
a detailed description of the planned installation methodologies please refer to the following chapters:
4.5 Route surveys
4.6 Technical specifications
4.7 Project implementation onshore and nearshore
4.8 Project implementation offshore
4.9 Cable operation (maintenance and repairs)
4.10 Cable operation (restriction)
4.11 Project time schedule
4.12 Subcontractor land consents
4.13 Decommissioning

G. Uddybning
Skal der i forbindelse med anlægget foretages uddybning?
Ja
Nej
Hvis ja skal mængden for uddybningen angives

-

m³

Beskrivelse af hvordan sedimentet fra uddybningen efterfølgende tænkes behandlet:
-
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Ansøgningen sendes med post til:
Kystdirektoratet
Højbovej 1
Postboks 100
7620 Lemvig
Eller via e-mail: kdi@kyst.dk

Vejledning til ansøgningsskema
(vedrørende ansøgning om tilladelse til anlæg på søterritoriet)

Punkt A. Oplysninger om ejere
Her anføres navn, adresse mv. på ejere af den eller de matrikler, hvor anlægget opføres på eller
ud for. Er der flere ansøgere, kan det anføres i et vedlagt bilag.
Punkt B. Evt. repræsentant (entreprenør, ingeniør eller lignende)
Her anføres navn, adresse mv. på den person, der fungerer som kontaktperson (projektansvarlig)
under sagens behandling, det kan for eksempel være et entreprenør- eller ingeniørfirma.
Punkt C. Offentliggørelse af oplysninger
Kystdirektoratet er forpligtiget til at orientere naboer og andre berørte parter om ansøgninger om
tilladelse til anlæg på søterritoriet. Ved orienteringen sker der altid en videregivelse af de
oplysninger, som er angivet i skemaet. Endvidere offentliggøres ansøgningen på Kystdirektoratets
hjemmeside.
Punkt D. Anlæggets placering
Her anføres projektets adresse, dvs. dets fysiske placering. Det er vigtigt for sagens behandling, at
matrikelnumre samt ejerlav angives. Disse oplysninger kan findes i ejendommens skøde eller
indhentes fra kommunen eller på internettet, f.eks. på www.miljoportalen.dk.
Punkt E. Beskrivelse af anlægget
Her beskrives anlægget i sin helhed. Beskrivelsen skal bl.a. omfatte formål og baggrund for
anlægget, anlæggets udformning, en beskrivelse af hvilke materialer, der anvendes til anlægget og
overvejelser over anlæggets indvirkning på strømningsforhold og den nærliggende kyst.
Til anvendelse for en screening for VVM skal beskrivelsen ligeledes belyse nedenstående forhold.
Anlæggets
- dimensioner
- kumulation med andre projekter
- anvendelse af naturressourcer
- affaldsproduktion, forurening og gener
- risiko for ulykker, navnlig under hensyn til de anvendte materialer og teknologier
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Anlæggets betydning for den miljømæssige sårbarhed i området særligt i forhold til
- nuværende arealanvendelse
- de tilstedeværende naturressourcers relative rigdom, kvalitet og regeneringskapacitet
- det naturlige miljøs bæreevne med særlig opmærksomhed på kystområder, områder der er
fredet eller omfattet af national og international natur- og miljøbeskyttelses
lovgivning,tætbefolkede områder, områder der er af særlig betydning ud fra et historisk,
kulturelt eller arkæologisk synspunkt
Anlæggets potentielle påvirkninger herunder
- påvirkningernes omfang (geografisk område og antal personer der berøres)
- påvirkningernes grænseoverskridende karakter
- påvirkningers grader og -kompleksitet
- påvirkningens sandsynlighed
- påvirkningens varighed, hyppighed og reversibilitet
Beskrivelsen kan eventuelt suppleres med bilag.
Punkt F. Beskrivelse af arbejdsmetoder
Her angives hvilke arbejdsmetoder, der benyttes ved opførelsen af anlægget, bl.a. hvordan og
hvornår arbejdet udføres. Angivelsen af arbejdsmetoder er vigtigt for vurderingen af anlæggets
påvirkning på miljøet.
Punkt G. Uddybning
Hvis der i forbindelse med anlægget foretages en uddybning, skal det angives i kubikmeter, hvor
stor en mængde sediment uddybningen omfatter, og ligeledes hvad der efterfølgende skal ske
med sedimentet, f.eks. om det skal bruges til kystfodring, opfyldning mv.
Punkt H. Opfyldning
Hvis der i forbindelse med projektet foretages en opfyldning, skal omfanget af opfyldningen
angives i kubikmeter materiale brugt til opfyldningen. Kvaliteten af materialet til opfyldningen skal
belyses, specielt mht. om det er forurenet eller uforurenet materiale, der benyttes.
Punkt I. Nødvendige bilag
Følgende bilag skal foreligge, før en ansøgning om tilladelse til anlæg på søterritoriet kan
behandles:
- Søkort med anlægget indtegnet
- Matrikelkort med anlægget indtegnet. Matrikelkort kan findes på www.miljoportalen.dk.
Anlæg kan f.eks. indtegnes med tusch på matrikelkortet.
- Plan- og skitsetegning over det samlede anlæg
- Målsatte snittegninger, der gør rede for anlæggets konstruktioner. På snittegningen angives
f.eks. konstruktionernes højde, bredde, længde mv.
- Målfast oversigtskort med hele anlægget indtegnet
- Samtykkeerklæringer fra ejerne af alle berørte matrikler skal vedlægges, hvis anlægget
strækker sig over mere end ansøger / ejers matrikel. Hvis en repræsentant for ejeren, f.eks.
entreprenør- eller ingeniørfirma søger om tilladelse til anlægget på ejerens vegne, skal
ansøgningen desuden vedlægges en samtykkeerklæring fra ejeren om, at han er
indforstået med dennes repræsentation, samt at han er indforstået med, at anlægget
opføres på hans ejendom.
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Er der i forbindelse med anlægget lavet en strømningsanalyse eller lignende, er det hensigtsmæssigt at vedlægge den/dem som bilag for at belyse sagen bedst muligt.

Hvis der er spørgsmål til ansøgningsskemaet, kan Kystdirektoratet kontaktes på tlf. 99 63 63 63
eller på email: kdi@kyst.dk.
Kystdirektoratet
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SUMMARY
This environmental screening concludes that, although the cable covers a large distance, the
associated environmental and socio-economic impacts are highly localised in extent and temporary
in duration. The footprint of impact is narrow, generally restricted to a corridor of a few metres’
width along the cable route. Only one potentially long-term impact has been identified, which is:
•

Impact on bottom-trawl activities in the ±200 m restricted area around the cable where
bottom trawling, anchoring and where construction works will be prohibited.

A summary of the environmental screening is presented in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1

Summary of the environmental screening.

Receptor
Natura 2000 sites

Impact1

Comment
The closest offshore Natura 2000 sites, N89 and N246, are at a distance of
approximately 21 km and 36 km from the cable, respectively. Neither
sediment dispersion from trenching the cable into the seabed, physical
disturbance from vessels nor airborne nor underwater noise will have any
impacts on the designated habitats and species.
All onshore construction activities are confined to the two parking areas
where the Beach Manholes (BMHs) are located. All traffic to and from the
parking areas will be along the existing roads. As the cable will be
established from the parking areas and out into the sea by Horizontal
Directional Drilling (HDD), there will be no direct environmental impacts
outside the parking areas. As there are no designated habitats inside the
parking areas, there will be no impacts on designated habitats.
Noise and physical disturbance from construction activities at the parking
areas

is

not

assessed

to

result

in

any

impacts

on

designated

habitats/species outside the construction areas.
Other international

Same as above.

protected areas
Landfall and

All onshore construction activities are confined to the two parking areas

national protected

where the BMHs are located.

areas
The duration of the total works at the onshore construction areas is
estimated to be 6-8 weeks per site. During this period, a work area of
approximately 2.500 m2 will be established at each parking area. Inside
the work area, the equipment and machinery for construction are stored.
All traffic to and from the parking areas will be along the existing roads.
Outside the parking area, indirect impacts are comparable to those
described above for Natura 2000 areas. Upon completion of the installation
works, the work areas will be restored to their pre-construction condition.
During installation activities at the parking areas, there will be significantly
fewer parking spots available for the public. The disturbance and issue
arising from occupying a large part of the parking areas will be worst during
spring/summer, when the number of visitors is highest.
Bathymetry

Trenching will result in very local and temporary changes in the seabed.
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Impact1

Comment
Where a crossing occurs, the plough will be recovered and redeployed at a
suitable and safe distance either side of the crossing point. The cable will
then be protected by post-lay burial operations, subject to suitable
conditions for jetting. Additional protection such as URADUCT® (or similar)
will be used for all power cable and pipeline crossings.

Seabed sediments

Installation

activities

will

involve

some

disturbance

of

and

local

modifications to the seabed. The impacted area primarily comprises the
footprint of the cable trenching equipment and is therefore restricted to a
maximum of a few metres on each side of the cable route. The short-term
presence of a shallow linear depression in the seabed following cable plough
burial will not have a lasting effect. The seabed form and profile at and near
the installation operations are expected to re-establish themselves within
months after the burial activity.
Benthic flora,

Inside the directly affected area, is it assessed that the benthic fauna will

fauna and habitats

re-establish within one to a few years.

Fish

The limited quantity of increased suspended sediment and the short-term
nature of the construction period suggests that the impact will only be local
and temporary (from a few hours to a few days). Sediment dispersion is
assessed not to have any significant impact on food availability or spawning
activities.

Birds

Based on the limited quantity of increased suspended sediment and the
short-term nature of the construction activities, the impact will only be local
and temporary at any given location (from a few hours to a few days).
Sediment dispersion is assessed not to have any significant impact on food
availability.

Marine mammals

Based on the limited quantity of increased suspended sediment and the
short-term nature of the construction activities, the impact will only be local
and temporary at any given location (from a few hours to a few days).
Underwater noise, physical disturbance and sediment dispersion is
assessed not to have any significant impact on marine mammals.

Ship traffic

The presence of a stationary or slow-moving vessel along the cable route
during construction is not considered out of the ordinary and is expected
to have a negligible impact on ship traffic. The impact of the cable during
the operation phase is assessed to be negligible.

Existing and

Crossing infrastructure elements (cables, pipelines, wind farm areas etc.)

planned

is only a matter of technique and, as such, does not pose a problem. No

infrastructure

significant impact is expected, but crossing agreements have to be in place
before construction.

Resource

The cable route does not cross any areas designated for extraction of raw

extraction sites

materials. However, both the main cable route and the northern cable stub
cross an area that at some point may be designated for extraction – a so
called “potential common area”.

Military practice

The planned cable routes will cross the military shooting area EKR 78 inside

areas

the Danish territorial waters (TW). If cable lay is coordinated with the
proper authorities to ensure that no exercises will interfere with
construction activities, then no impacts on military areas are foreseen.
During operation, the cable is expected to be trenched into the seabed and
is hence not expected to pose any restrictions to military areas, except that
the military has to take the cable into account if explosions at the seabed
are to take place.
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Impact1

Comment
During construction there will be a safety zone around the cable-lay vessel,
within which ship traffic and fishery are prohibited. However, the cable
installation is a moving process and the safety zone will be of a short
duration at any given location.
According to the Executive Order on the protection of cables and submarine
pipelines (BEK no. 939 of 27/11/1992) section 4, a ±200 m protection zone
is automatically established on either side of a subsea cable. Within this
zone, anchoring, extraction of materials and any use of tools that drag on
the bottom (including bottom trawling) are prohibited. Upon request by the
cable owner, the Danish Maritime Authority may repeal the general ban on
fishing in the protection zone. In accordance with the Fishery Act of
19/06/2017 Chapter 15, Danish fishermen can make a claim that they
should be compensated because of the reduction of the area at the seabed
available for fishery.

Cultural heritage

Route surveys have not identified any cultural heritage related objects near
the cable route. The strategy is to avoid any found objects by local rerouting of the cable. Known wrecks have been avoided.

Marine Strategy

Possible impacts from the project are not considered to prevent fulfilment

Framework

of the purpose of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.

Directive
Water Framework

Possible impacts from the project are not considered to prevent fulfilment

Directive

of the purpose of the Water Framework Directive.

1: If an impact is assessed as ranging from “Negligible – minor”, then the highest impact is shown above.
2: Planning, protected areas, flora and fauna.
Negligible

Impacts that are indistinguishable from the background/natural level of environmental
and socio-economic change. Impacts are considered “not significant”.

Minor

Impacts of low magnitude, within acceptable standards. Impacts are considered “not
significant”.

Moderate

These impacts may or may not be significant, depending on the context, and
additional mitigation may thus be required in order to avoid or reduce the impact to
non-significant levels.

Major

Exceeds acceptable limits and standards. Impacts are considered “significant”.
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INTRODUCTION
Alcatel Submarine Networks (ASN) has been selected as the Supplier of the Havhingsten fibre optic
submarine cable system. Aqua Comms (through its wholly owned Danish subsidiary – North Sea
Connect Denmark ApS) is the Developer and Landing Party for Havhingsten and Ramboll has been
selected by ASN as the Permitting Consultant to manage in-country consultation with authorities
and the permit application process for the offshore part of the cable.
The planning of the route is performed in accordance with industry recognised standards and codes
including those of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Installation and maintenance
are performed according to approved and certified ISO quality systems.
The project is compliant with the Europe 2020 Strategy (EU2020), and the Digital Agenda for
Europe, which furthermore underlines the importance of broadband deployment to promote
competitiveness, social inclusion and employment in the European Union (EU) and defines the aim
as to “ensure the roll-out and take-up of broadband for all, at increasing speeds, through both
fixed and wireless technologies, and to facilitate investment in the new very fast open and
competitive internet networks that will be the arteries of a future economy”.
In Denmark, the competent authority for permitting of an offshore data cable is the Danish Coastal
Authority, which is a division of the Danish Ministry of the Environment.
The purpose of this report is to present the project description and an environmental screening of
potential impacts from construction, operation and decommissioning of the planned cable inside
Danish waters. The report is part of the permit application documentation for construction of the
offshore part of the cable in Denmark. The onshore part of the project is handled by other parties
in separate applications. However, there has been some dialogue with Varde Municipality and power
of attorney has been obtained from the landowner as to the locations of the landfalls.
The following environmental and socio-economic parameters are included in the screening:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natura 2000 sites
Other international protected areas
Bathymetry
Seabed sediments
Benthic flora, fauna and habitats
Fish
Marine mammals
Birds
Ship traffic
Existing and planned infrastructure
Resource extraction sites
Military practice areas
Fishery
Cultural heritage
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
Water Framework Directive (WFD)

Geographic Information System (GIS) data have been gathered and displayed on maps in order to
highlight potential issues in relation to the chosen route and key environmental or other permitting
concerns or issues. The data have been processed to make them suitable for visual presentation
on maps, thereby allowing for the extent of potential impacts to be assessed and evaluated based
on these maps.
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The cable route is presented in Figure 2-1. The route corridor applied for is 500 m wide. Based on
survey results, the cable route has been planned within this corridor.

Figure 2-1

Havhingsten fibre optic submarine cable system linking Ireland, the Isle of Man, the UK and
Denmark.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 Permitting process
In Denmark, the competent authority for permitting of an offshore data cable is the Danish Coastal
Authority, which is a division of The Danish Ministry of the Environment. A permission will be
granted in accordance with the Act on Coastal Protection (LBK no. 78 dated 19/01/2017). Guidance
on relevant considerations and requirements are described in the guidance on the laying of
telecommunications cables and certain pipelines in the territorial sea (VEJ no. 163 dated
17/09/2001) 1.
Once the Danish Coastal Authority has received an application containing all the necessary
information, they will begin processing the case. Before the Danish Coastal Authority makes a
decision, the application will be sent into consultation with other relevant authorities. They will
assist in the assessment of the potential impact of the project in relation to, inter alia, shipping,
fisheries, the environment, cultural heritage, nature conservation, marine spatial planning and
existing facilities. The internal authority consultation period usually lasts four to eight weeks. In
addition, a number of other relevant stakeholders will be informed and given the chance to provide
comments (the Danish Coastal Authority decides who they need to inform/consult). The application
will also be posted on the homepage of the Danish Coastal Authority, giving the public an
opportunity to comment on it.
A roadmap for permitting of an offshore data cable in Denmark is presented in Figure 3-1.
A permit will be subject to compliance with a number of terms, e.g. related to maintenance and
removal. In addition, there may be specific requirements, e.g. related to the construction work or
surveys.

1

Note that new guidance is currently being developed, according to the point of contact at the Danish Coastal
Authority (Thomas Larsen).
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Permit application by project
developer

The Danish Coastal Authority

The Danish Coastal Authority ensures
that all needed information is included
in the application material
(This usually within 2 weeks)

Expected timeframe: 14-16 weeks

4-8 weeks
Authority consultation
[Stjernehøring]
The Danish Maritime Authority
The Danish Agrifish Agency
The Danish Environmental protection
Agency
The Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces
The Danish Energy Agency
The Danish Admiral Fleet
Relevant Municipalities
Relevant NGOs
Webpage for public consultation

Developer answering questions
and if needed presents additional
material

Announcement of permit decision
and permit conditions

Figure 3-1

Roadmap for permitting an offshore data cable in Denmark. The competent authority for
permitting of an offshore data cable is the Danish Coastal Authority.

3.2 Relevant national legislation
Table 3-1 shows the relevant national legislative framework when planning an offshore data cable
in Danish waters.
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Relevant legislative framework as regards planning an offshore data cable in Danish waters.

Legislative framework

Examples of relevance

Statutory order of the act on fisheries and

§§ 77-80: If needed, relevant compensation agreements with

fish farming (Fisheries Act) (LBK no. 764 of

fishermen can be made either before or after a permit

19/06/2017)

application is submitted. The coastal authority will consult
fishermen during the consultation phase. A permit may be
given on the condition that an agreement be made with
fishermen.

Statutory order on the museum act (LBK

§ 25: The applicant may request an opinion from the relevant

no. 358 of 08/04/2014)

cultural history museum(1). When the museum has received a
request, it must provide an opinion as to whether the work to
which the request relates involves a risk of destruction of
cultural heritage.

Executive order on the protection of cables

§4: A 200 m protection zone is automatically established on

and submarine pipelines (BEK no. 939 of

either side of a cable. Within this zone, anchoring, extraction

27/11/1992)

of materials and any use of tools that drag on the bottom
(including bottom trawls), are prohibited. Upon request by the
cable owner, the Danish Maritime Authority may repeal the
general ban on fishing in the protection zone.

Statutory order of the act on hunting and

§ 6: The breeding or resting areas of the mammals listed in

game

Appendix 1 must not be destroyed or damaged.

management

(LBK

no.

270

of

12/04/2018)

§ 7: The mammals listed in Appendix 1 and birds must not
intentionally be interfered with to a degree which is harmful to
the species or populations.

Executive order on the safety of navigation

§ 3: An activity may only be carried out if a risk assessment

in connection with engineering works and

shows that shipping safety will not be significantly impaired

other activities, etc. in Danish waters (BEK

and that free shipping will not be hindered.

no. 1351 of 29/11/2013)
Statutory order on the nature conservation

§ 8: No changes may be made to the condition of the dune

act (LBK no. 934 of 27/06/2017)

conservation areas (e.g. on the west coast of Denmark).
§ 15. No changes may be made to the conditions of beaches
or other areas lying between the beach shore and the beach
protection line (strandbeskyttelseslinjen) (typically a 300-m
zone). Dispensation shall be requested from the Coastal
Authority, which is the competent authority for this.

Statutory order on the registration cable

§ 6: The owner of a cable must ensure that it is recorded in

owners act (LBK no. 206 of 15/03/2018)

the Cable Owner Register (LER register).

Executive order on the administration of

§ 4: If the Coastal Authority estimates, after consultation with

international nature conservation areas

other relevant authorities, that a project might have a

and the protection of certain species in

significant impact on an international nature protection area,

relation to coastal protection measures, as

then an impact assessment shall be made.

well as the establishment and extension of
certain plants on the territorial sea (BEK
no. 896 of 21/06/2016)
1) The responsibility for the cultural heritage is divided between five cultural history museums, all of which
have one or more marine archaeologists employed. The overall responsibility lies with the Danish Agency
for Culture and Palaces. For Havhingsten, the responsible museum is Strandingsmuseet St. George.
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3.3 Project approvals and permits
Required approvals and permits identified for the cable landing in Denmark are presented in
Table 3-2. Applications have been submitted or will be submitted shortly.
Table 3-2

Needed approvals and permits identified for the cable landing in Denmark.

Permit/Dispensation

Authority

Permit under the Coastal Protection Act

Danish Coastal Authority
(Kystdirektoratet)

Dispensation under Nature Conservation Act - §8

Danish Coastal Authority

(Protected Dunes)

(Kystdirektoratet)

Various relevant permissions according to the

Varde Municipality

Planning Act

(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation from the Danish Protection of

Varde Municipality

Nature Act – §3 (Nationally protected nature)

(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation to work in a Natura 2000 area

Varde Municipality
(Varde Kommune)

Dispensation for working in an area designated as

Environmental Protection Agency

protected forest (Fredskov)

(Miljøstyrelsen)
Local divisions:
Miljøstyrelsen Sydjylland
Skovridervej 3, Arnum
6510, Gram
Tlf: 72544000
Syd@mst.dk

Dispensation from the Danish Protection of

Conservation Board for South

Nature Act – §50

Jutland (northern section)
(Fredningsnævnet)
Fredningsnævnet for Sydjylland, nordlig del
Retten i Kolding
Kolding Åpark 11
6000 Kolding
sydjyllandnord@fredningsnaevn.dk
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Cable owner
Aqua Comms (through its wholly owned Danish subsidiary – North Sea Connect Denmark ApS) is
the project developer and landing party and is working with ASN to deliver the Havhingsten project.
ASN, as part of Nokia, is a fully integrated provider of turnkey submarine network solutions. For
the Havhingsten project, ASN is providing services from feasibility, route engineering, system
design, manufacturing and installation to Aqua Comms.
Founded in 2014, Aqua Comms has established a reputation for excellence in the field of subsea
cabling. Aqua Comms specialises in the building and operating of submarine cable systems. Aqua
Comms facilitates telecommunications through planning, implementation and supply of fibre pairs,
spectrum and capacity services to the global media, content and carrier markets.
Aqua Comms is the owner and operator of the existing America Europe Connect-1 (AEC-1) and
CeltixConnect-1 cable systems. Aqua Comms is also (through its wholly owned Danish Subsidiary
– America Europe Connect 2 Denmark ApS) the landing party, operator and one of the owners of
the AEC2/Havfrue cable linking New Jersey with Blaaberg which is currently in the process of
development. Aqua Comms continues to build on its vision of efficient submarine infrastructure
ownership with the development of the AEC-2 and Havhingsten projects, which connect the US and
Northern Europe, see Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1

Cable systems build or under development by Aqua Comms. Havhingsten is marked as the
purple route.

4.2 Reason for establishing the cable
The Havhingsten cable project will create a diverse connection between Denmark and the UK, along
with an additional connection in the Irish Sea between the UK, Isle of Man and Ireland. The cable
system will provide ‘carrier neutral’ access to the EU and UK telecoms networks, which allows
interconnection between multiple telecommunication carriers and/or providers bringing competitive
access from large telecoms providers.
The cable will support the needs of the web-scale providers that underpin today’s international
cloud industry. The route will enable connectivity for global carriers, cloud-based networks, data
centres, information technology (IT) companies and the global media. There is increasing demand
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for high-capacity connectivity linking Northern Europe, and the Havhingsten project will facilitate
this in combination with existing fibre optic routes. Havhingsten will deliver a reliable and resilient
connection to support the rise of the European digital economy. It therefore will benefit the socioeconomic conditions within each of the countries in which it lands, including Denmark.
4.3 The cable route
The cable route has been designed by route engineers at ASN to be the optimum route for the
cable, taking into consideration environmental and stakeholder constraints. The cable route has
been engineered to avoid potential hazards, reduce impact to seabed users such as disruption to
marine resources and operations, and secure long‐term protection of the cable.
The cable route and project design are developed and refined through two main stages:
•
•

A Cable Route Study – detailed review of all factors affecting the routing of the cable,
including physical, environmental, socio-economic, and regulatory aspects
A Cable Route Survey – surveys of the inshore and deep-water sections of the route.

The whole offshore cable route is presented in Figure 4-2, while a zoom on Danish waters is
presented in Figure 4-3. The marine elements of the cable route are proposed to cross the Irish
Sea from Loughshinny (north of Dublin in Ireland) to Squires Gate Lane (south of Blackpool on the
west coast of the UK). The marine cable route will then continue across the North Sea from the
Seaton Sluice (on the east coast of the UK, north of Newcastle), to Houstrup (on the west coast of
the Jutland peninsula in Denmark). Two marine cable route branches from the Irish Sea section to
the Isle of Man are included to landing points at Port Erin and Port Grenaugh. An additional stubbed
cable route is included north of Houstrup (landing at the parking area at Gammelgab) out to the
Danish TW boundary for future extension.
The stubbed route will be installed to provide an alternative landing in Denmark. This additional
landing will offer diversity from the main cable route by means of a future extension. In order to
facilitate the future extension, the installation of the stubbed route out to the Danish TW boundary
is planned at the same time as the installation of the main cable route. This approach will improve
efficiency of installation, provide a more economically viable future extension, and reduce the level
of disruption that two separate installations would cause. The additional stubbed route will provide
further high-capacity connection to Denmark and Northern Europe.
The landing point for the stubbed route has been selected as it is a sufficient separation from the
main route to provide a viable alternative in the case of cable damage. Both cables in the same
trench and at the same landing point would not offer a viable diverse route in case of cable damage
or failure. A route to the south of Houstrup was investigated but was ultimately not considered to
be viable as there is existing and future wind farm development in this area.
The additional stubbed cable route landing at the parking area at Gammelgab (north of the main
cable), will consist of a BMH and a cable installed out to the Danish TW boundary. The stubbed
cable will remain in the seabed outside of the TW boundary at the end of the installation operation,
ready to be recovered at the time of future extension.
It is intended that this stubbed route will be extended in the future to provide additional connection
to Denmark. The options for this cable extension are under review, but the provisional plan is that
this stubbed route would be extended within 10 years from completion of the Havhingsten
project.
The length of the main fibre optic cable within Danish waters is approximately 315 km, while the
length of the northern stubbed cable within Danish waters is 25 km. The length of the fibre
optic cable from shoreline to the BMH is approximately 0.44 km for the main cable route, and
0.43 km for the additional stubbed cable route. Cable lengths in Danish waters are presented in
Table 4-1. A depth profile along the cable route in Danish waters is presented in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-2

Havhingsten fibre optic submarine cable system linking Ireland, the Isle of Man, the UK and
Denmark.

Table 4-1

Havhingsten fibre optic submarine cable system in Danish waters.

Section

Unit

Danish waters
Main cable

Cable stub

0.435

0.425

Onshore1

km

Territorial Waters (TW)

km

24.2

25.2

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)

km

287.5

0

Country total

km

312.1

25.6

1: From shoreline to BMH
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Figure 4-3

Havhingsten – Route corridor in Danish waters.

Figure 4-4

Overview of the depth profile along the cable route \1\.
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4.3.1
Danish landfalls
The location of the planned landfalls for the main route and the cable stub in Denmark are shown
in Figure 4-5 and coordinates for the Beach Manhole (BMH) are provided in Table 4-2. More details
are presented in Section 6.3, page 65.
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Figure 4-5

Both landfalls are located at parking areas. The cable will be installed by HDD for a length of
approximately 850 m from the BMH. As such, no construction work will take place at the beach
or in the dunes, except for some activities at the parking areas.

Table 4-2

Location of the planned landfalls (BMH).

Planned landfall (BMH)

Coordinates WGS84 (Longitude/Latitude)

Main cable

8° 10,96’ /55° 46,057’

Cable stub

8° 10,871’ /55° 47,523’

4.4 Expected lifetime of the cable-system
The offshore cable lifetime expectancy is approximately 25 years. At the end of the cable's life the
options for decommissioning will be evaluated. In most circumstances, the least environmentally
damaging option may be to leave the cable in-situ. If the cable is removed, it will be disposed of
according to the standard agreed at that time; where feasible, parts of the cable will most likely
be reused or recycled.
4.5 Route surveys
The goal of the cable route surveys is to select the most feasible and economically sound cable
route. Upon completion of the cable route surveys, the final cable route within the survey corridor
is planned and the data collected will form the foundation of all downstream cable engineering,
manufacture and subsequent cable installation methodology planning.
The Havhingsten route survey in Danish waters was completed in the fourth quarter of 2018. The
survey data was acquired across a survey corridor width of 500 m, centred on the cable route. The
survey comprises:
1. A geophysical survey of:
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Side scan sonar (for localisation of boulders and type of seabed)
Multibeam echosounder (bathymetry)
Sub-bottom profiling (geology)
Magnetometer (for localisation of cables, pipelines, wrecks and unexploded ordnance
(UXO)).

2. A geotechnical survey consisting of:
•

Cone penetration test (CPT) cores and grab samples (for seabed sediment analysis and
burial prediction).

The route survey was split into segments. The segments for UK-Denmark are presented in Figure
4-6. Denmark is covered by the following route segments:
•
•
•
•
•

Segment
Segment
Segment
Segment
Segment

S2-2: Valhal stub (connection to the Valhal platform) 0,8 km
S2-3: Branching Unit (BU) Valhal to BU Halfdan 94,4 km
S2-4: Halfdan stub (connection to the Halfdan platform) 0,8
S2-5: BU Halfdan to BMH Houstrup 197,0 km
S2-5a: Cable stub at Gammelgab (DK) 25,7 km.

Examples of the route survey data are presented below, and results are used where relevant in the
environmental screening. All survey data will be provided to the relevant authorities upon request.

Figure 4-6

Route segments.
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4.5.1
Side scan sonar
Side-scan sonar in conjunction with seafloor samples provides an understanding of the differences
in material and texture type of the seabed. Side-scan sonar imagery is also a commonly used tool
to detect debris items and other obstructions on the seafloor that may be hazardous to seafloor
installations such as a cable. Examples of survey results are presented in Figure 4-7 and Figure
4-8.

Figure 4-7

Example of results from the side scan sonar survey. Mapping boulders and debris in the survey
corridor. Image of linear trends in magnetic anomalies associated with cable and pipeline
crossings, with single points as ferrous items or geological contacts
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Figure 4-8

Example of how seabed type and finds from the side scan sonar survey are mapped. The whole survey corridor is mapped as shown.
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4.5.2
Sub-bottom profiling
Sub-bottom profiling is used for identifying and characterising layers of sediment or rock under
the seafloor. Data from the sub-bottom profiling are e.g. used for the burial assessment and route
planning. An example of the results from the sub-bottom profiling are presented in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9

Example of sub-bottom profiling illustrating shallow geology of silty gravelly sand over hardground. Data from the sub-bottom profiling are e.g. used for the burial assessment.

4.5.3
Burial assessment
The target depth of the cable is 2 m below the seabed surface. The burial assessment estimates
that 100% of the route is subject to a burial operation. The burial equipment to be used is primarily
a seabed plough, although a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is sometimes used to conduct postlay burial (PLB) , e.g. at cable/pipeline crossings. The types of burial operations along the route in
Danish waters are shown in Table 4-3.
The burial predictions are based on the data supplied from the marine geophysical and geotechnical
surveys. Data used in the compilation of the burial assessment included CPT and core data,
bathymetry data, side scan sonar data and sub-bottom profiler data.
Burial conditions along the proposed route are generally expected to be moderate to good. There
are areas which have been categorized as having reduced target burial depth and this is due to very
dense sand or possibly cemented hardground. Harder seabed will also give significant less
penetration from e.g. trawl boards, anchors etc.
Trawl scars are extensive across the entire North Sea, but it is believed that burial, even areas of
reduced burial, will exceed the depth of penetration by bottom trawl gear.
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Type of burial operation along the route in Danish waters.

Havhingsten cable route

Length

Ploughing

Post-lay burial

HDD

km

Km

Km

Km

20,0

0,7

Not applicable

(96.8%)

(3,2%)

Main route
GB/DK border – BU Valhal
BU Valhal – BU Halfdan

20,7
94.4

(Segment 2-3)
BU Halfdan – Coast

197.0

(Segment 2-5)
Total

312.1

85.6

8.8

(90.7%)

(9.3%)

Not applicable

165.4

30.7

0.887

(84,0%)

(15.6%)

(0.5%)

-

-

-

Cable stub
Cable stub

25.7

(Segment 2-5a)

21.0

3.8

0.9

(81.8%)

(14.9%)

(3.3%)

4.5.4
Magnetometer
The magnetometer survey was conducted using Geometrics G-882 Marine Magnetometer. The
following numbers of magnetic anomalies were observed:
•
•
•

50 along route segment 2-3
455 along route segment 2-5
105 along route segment 2-5a

The route segments are shown in Figure 4-6, page 20. The magnetic anomalies are primarily
associated with pipeline and cable crossings, see example in Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10

Two potential cable or pipeline crossings indicated by magnetic anomalies.
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4.5.5
Wreck analysis
Wrecks identified within the survey corridor during the survey operations were investigated and
reported in the form of wreck reports. Only one wreck was identified near the proposed cable route
within Danish waters. A side scan sonar and multibeam echosounder illustration of the wreck is
presented in Figure 4-11. The wreck is located in the cable stub survey corridor at a distance of 225
m from the cable route. The route has been engineered to maintain a separation of at least 200 m
from the wreck. This if further described under Section 6.15 Cultural heritage, page 114. A wreck
report is provided in Appendix 1.

Figure 4-11

4.6

Side scan sonar and multibeam echosounder illustration of the wreck located at 55° 49.9868'N,
007° 39.0374'E. This wreck is located at a distance of 225 m from the cable route.

Technical specifications

4.6.1
The cable
The cable type to be used in the North Sea is an Alcatel OALC 4 cable, which is a resilient cable type
designed specifically for repeatered systems (Figure 4-12). A ‘repeatered system’ is a cable system
typically longer than 350-400 km. To prevent the optical signal deteriorating from the point of origin
to the destination, the signal is boosted approximately every 70 km in a repeater. The cable itself
is between 25 mm and 40 mm in diameter, depending on the level of cable armouring. At the heart
of the cable is the fibre unit structure, where the optical fibres are set in a steel tube and are
protected by a jelly from water penetration and hydrogen. The cable is insulated with high-density
polyethylene; the insulation also provides abrasion resistance. In shallow water (normally <1000m
water depth), the fibre unit and insulation sheath are protected by galvanised steel wires and layers
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of black polypropylene yarn for additional protection against external threats (known as armouring).
The entirety of the cable within Danish waters will be fitted with armoured protection.

Figure 4-12

Example of a double armoured fibre optic cable. The exact cable structure may vary, as the final
vendor is not yet selected. The outer diameter of the cable will be 25-40 mm in total, depending
on the final cable selection.

4.7 Project implementation onshore and nearshore
Planning and construction of the submarine cable system will be undertaken by ASN on behalf of
the operator, Aqua Comms. Prior to the installation of the offshore submarine cable, various
preparation activities will take place at each landfall, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Horizontal Direction Drilling (HDD)
The Beach Manhole (BMH)
Earthing system
Cable landing
Connection to the terminal station.

Each of these activities are described below.
4.7.1
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)
HDD provides a trenchless method of installing conduits from shore to off-shore. The system cable
is then pulled through the conduit to shore for connection to the system's on-shore equipment. HDD
is used when trenching or excavation is not practical or environmentally desirable e.g. in cases
where sensitive marine resources exist, or where regulations require it, HDD allows the cables to
pass beneath the seafloor and sensitive nearshore resources such as e.g. dunes, seagrass and reefs.
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Prior to the construction work, geotechnical investigations, including the collection of soil samples
at the landing site, may take place up to a month before HDD drilling. The purpose of the
investigations is to survey the drill entry and exit points and the drill path. The geotechnical
investigations will include topographic surface elevations, foreign lines, and obstructions. The
survey will be carried out by no more than 4 people and may include the use of a small inshore
vessel. Coring analysis will be performed to check the composition of the soil and sand. The coring
will inform the selection of the type of drill head to improve drilling progress and safety. The drilling
mud proposed to be used is conventional bentonite.
Before starting work, the project will establish a safety perimeter, including installation of safety
fencing to limit access to the site during construction. With access restricted, the drill entry pit
would be formed in line with the HDD rig, in order to contain the mud returning from the bore while
drilling. A slurry sump pump will be set in place next to the entry pit to pump out the returning
fluid, feeding it to the recycling unit for further treatment, adjustment, and reuse.
The first stage consists of drilling a small diameter pilot hole along the desired centreline of a
proposed installation line. The second stage consists of enlarging the pilot hole to the desired
diameter to accommodate the final bore pipe. Finally, the drill casing can be left in place as the new
bore pipe. Prior to HDD activities, a detailed engineering plan and HDD profile is generated. The
depths, mud mixtures, and drilling head types are determined based on soil boring samples and
geophysical analysis.
HDD will be employed in Denmark to drill a hole from the location of the BMH out to a punch out
point in the nearshore area. The HDD is required to avoid trenching through sensitive dune habitat
in Jutland. The duct will pass under the dunes and the seabed to punch out at approximately 5-6
m water depth. The construction activities will entail installation of a new 100 mm internal diameter
duct from the BMH location at each landing in Denmark and will drill approximately 800-1,000 m.
HDD will be required at both landings in Houstrup and may also be required for the system earth
cable.
Upon completion of the installation works, the beach area will be restored, and all shore-based
equipment, tools and waste materials will be removed from the site.
Details of the potential schedule for the HDD activity are shown in Table 4-4. The typical equipment
used and a typical site layout are shown in Table 4-5. It is expected that an area of approximately
50 m x 50 m, or around 2500 m2, around the BMH will be required for the HDD equipment. A
generic sketch of the work area is shown in Figure 4-13. The area will be fenced with no access for
the public. The noise will not exceed 115 dB. Working hours will be 06.00-19.00 Monday-Thursday
and 06.00-15.00 Friday
The planed work area and HDD at each site are shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15. The HHD is
planned to be carried out by the Danish Company V. P. No-Dig ApS. The following appendices on
HDD are attached:
•
•
•
•

Methods of procedures (Appendix 2)
Information sheet on the HDD machine (Appendix 3)
HDD profile at Houstrup (Appendix 4)
HDD profile at Houstrup Gammelgab (Appendix 5)

Each Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is approximately 850 meter – and will surface at a water
depth of approximately 5 meters.
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Schedule of drilling activity at each landing.

Activity

Estimated Duration

Pre-drilling geotechnical investigations

2 weeks

Drilling site set up

1 week of activity prior to drilling at the BMH

HDD Drilling activities

4-6 weeks

Working hours

Monday-Thursday 06.00-19.00
Friday 06.00-15.00

Table 4-5

Equipment to be used for HDD.

Equipment

Estimated Footprint (m)

Drilling Rig

22 x 3

High Pressure Mud Pump

15 x 3

Generator

2x2

Mud Separation Unit

6 x 2.5

Drill cuttings storage

6 x 2.5

Trailer – pipe supply

15 x 2.5

Trailer – tools and equipment

15 x 2.5

Open storage area

3x3

Figure 4-13

Generic sketch of the work area.
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Figure 4-14

Main cable. Planned work area (marked in red) at the parking area at Houstrup. The work area is
approximately 2.500 m2. The Horizontal Directional Drilling is approximately 850 meter – out to
a water depth of approximately 5 meters.

Figure 4-15

Cable stub. Planned work area (marked in red) at the parking area Gammelgab. The work area is
approximately 2.500 m2. The Horizontal Directional Drilling is approximately 850 meter – out to
a water depth of approximately 5 meters.

4.7.2
Beach Manhole
A beach manhole (BMH) is an underground chamber that is required for cable maintenance. The
BMH is the transition between the submarine cable and the land cable.
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The BMH at both landing sites will be constructed in advance of the cable landing operations, just
after HDD installation. The BMH is planned to be constructed in the existing car parks at each site.
The BMH footprint will be 3.4 x 2.4 m (8.2 m2) and will be constructed at the level of the surface of
the car park. The BMH roof will be of reinforced strength to support the weight of cars/buses that
may be required to use the parking space designated for the BMH.
The BMH construction will take place shortly after the HDD spread has been demobilised. It is
expected that casting the BMH will take approximately 1-2 weeks on site.
4.7.3
Earthing system
Every powered submarine cable system needs power fed from the shore. This power is supplied by
power feed equipment (PFE), located in the terminal stations at each end of the system, or part of
the system (segment). Each suite of power feed equipment requires a dedicated earth, separate
from the station earth, for optimum operation. This dedicated system earth is also known as the
‘system ground’ or ‘ocean ground bed’ (OGB). The preferred location for the system earth is near
the cable landing point at the beach, particularly if the distance between the beach and the terminal
station is greater than 1-2 km. This allows the transmission cable and the earth return cable to be
installed in parallel, in the same conduit system, hence giving greater resistance to external
electrical disturbances.
A land-based, electrode type, system earth array will be installed in vertically drilled holes.
Constructed of a silicone iron core surrounded by low resistance carbon granules encased in a
lightweight tin canister, they are approximately 2.0 m in length and 0.12 m in diameter, weighing
approximately 30 kg each.
They are generally installed ‘inland’ in sets of 4, 8 or 12, with a separation of 5 m between each
anode and a separation of 25 m between any other earth system or any other buried metallic object.
The number of rods required dictates the footprint of the earth array. They can be installed in
various soil conditions and demonstrate a soil resistivity up to a maximum of approximately 70 Ohm
metres.
Under normal operation, a system earth will dissipate approximately 1 amp. to the soil around it.
The 25-m separation from any other system earth or buried metal object ensures that there is no
undue interaction. Local soil potential should be less than 3 volts where the system earth is installed,
with respect to the ocean reference of potential, and will rapidly decrease with distance. At 20 m
from the system earth, the soil potential will have decreased to approximately 1 volt, which is
negligible compared to the natural direct current (DC) earth potential due to naturally occurring
electrochemical activity. There will be no other adverse effects in the immediate vicinity, such as
local heating or drying out, because the current is so low.
It is important to appreciate that a system earth does not represent a hazard to the general public,
especially as it is buried in the ground, the cables are screened and placed in PVC conduits, and the
anodes can have concrete slabs placed above them for additional protection if required.
System earths are often placed in public areas, under sports fields, parks, parking lots and the like,
and once installed they require no routine maintenance for the entire life of the cable system, which
is 25 years.
The exact location of the earthing system will be defined following further site investigations but is
assumed to be within 10-30 m of the BMH location. An example of a plan view of an “earth array”
is shown in Figure 4-16.
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Example of earthing rods in an array.

4.7.4
Cable landing
Due to the location of the 12 m water depth contour (the minimum depth for the cable lay vessel)
being more 2,500 m from shore, the cable will be installed in the inshore area using a shallow water
installation barge known as a pre-laid shore end (PLSE) barge. The PLSE barge (Figure 4-17) will
install the cable into the HDD using divers to guide the cable into the new HDD duct.
The PLSE barge will be equipped with a cable tank, cable engine, cable guides and dynamic
positioning and will be operated by a team of 6-8 men. The self-propelled installation barge can
operate in very shallow water and will be supported by one or more small dive boats, as required.
When installing into the pre-installed HDD, the barge will be temporarily set up in a four-point
mooring. During this time, the cable will be connected to the messenger line within the duct and
pulled to the BMH.
A winch (Figure 4-18) will be set up alongside the BMH and secured to a dead-man anchor point,
such as a large piece of machinery (e.g. large excavator). The winch will connect to the messenger
line rope within the duct to be used by the Havhingsten cable. Once connected to the messenger
line, the cable will be pulled to the BMH and secured.
Once the cable is landed and pulled through to the BMH, cable testing will be performed to ensure
the cable is working. The land cable team will join the cable to the land cable at the BMH (beach
joint), the transition between submarine cable and land cable.
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Figure 4-17

Near shore to a water depth of 12 m, the cable will be installed using a shallow water
installation barge (known as a PLSE barge).

Figure 4-18

Typical winch equipment.

Equipment at the BMH will typically include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1-2 excavators (one will normally be used as dead-man anchor)
Quadrant and/or winch
Temporary fencing material
Hauling rope, stoppers and floats
Cable detection equipment to detect existing cables on the beach
Shovels and misc. hand tools
Radio communication equipment
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6-12 workers are involved in the operations and will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beach master
One driver for each excavator in operation
Winch driver
Local labour to assist, normally a team of 4-8 men
Guards, as required
One ASN representative
One Client representative
Environmental representatives, if required

4.7.5
Connection to the terminal station
Only the main cable is connected to a terminal station at this stage. The cable stub is planned to
be connected to a terminal station at a later time when the stubbed cable is extended.
Once the cable enters the BMH through the seaward duct, it is then connected to existing terrestrial
infrastructure. The connection to the terminal station will be made from the BMH via a terrestrial
cable installed through ducts. A 50 mm duct will be required between the BMH and the terminal
station location. The ducts will be installed in the grass verge alongside the road for most of the
route. In order to minimise disruption and damage to the natural environment, HDD techniques will
used on terrestrial works when crossing Natura 2000 protected areas or other protected zones as
necessary. The dimension of the trench for the cable will be 0.3 m in width and 0.6-1.0 m in depth.
Figure 4-19 shows the planned terrestrial cable route between the BMH and the terminal station.

Cable stub (BMH) at the parking area at Gammelgab

Houstrup

Main cable (BMH) at the parking area at Houstrup

Figure 4-19

Terrestrial route to terminal station location.

The terminal station is located on land to be leased from the Varde Municipality at Hennebysvej 7,
6800 Nørre Nebel, Houstrup. The area is shown in Figure 4-20. The terminal station will be adjacent
to the existing pumping station and occupy approximately 80 m2 of the total allocated area. The
terrestrial fronthaul ducts will be brought in via an entrance adjacent to the existing water pumping
station.
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The planned location of the terminal station. Hennebysvej 7, 6800 Nørre Nebel, Houstrup.

4.8 Project implementation offshore
Planning and construction of the submarine cable system will be undertaken by ASN on behalf of
the operator, Aqua Comms. The cable installation will be carried out in the following sequence and
explained in detail in the following sections:
•
•
•

Route clearance (out-of-service cables crossing the route) and pre-lay grapnel run (removal
of seafloor rubbish along the route)
Lay of seaward cable
Cable and pipeline crossings

Each of these stages will be presented in more detail in the following sections.
4.8.1
Route clearance (RC) and pre-lay grapnel run (PLGR)
Prior to the cable installation, a route clearance and a pre-lay grapnel run will be conducted over
the length of the cable route, to minimize the risk of later damage to the burial equipment and
ensure an efficient installation. The pre-lay grapnel run is designed to remove any surface debris
along the planned route (e.g. abandoned fishing nets, wire rope or other significant debris on the
seabed surface) that would be an obstruction to the simultaneous cable lay and burial process. The
route clearance will remove any out-of-service (OOS) cables identified to be crossing or otherwise
obstructing the proposed cable route.
As part of the route clearance operation, the OOS cables will be recovered to the vessel using
grapnels and cut. The end of the cut cable will be weighted and returned to the seabed so that it is
not an obstruction to shipping and navigation. The OOS cable is then tracked to the other side of
the cable corridor, cut and the end weighted with concrete or anchor chain and returned to the
seabed. This process is in accordance with International Cable Protection Committee (ICPC)
recommendations.
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The pre-lay grapnel run will be conducted by the installation vessel towing a grapnel along the
proposed cable route before the cable installation, using a grapnel fluke penetrating between 0.21.0 m into the seabed (subject to seabed conditions). The route clearance will be conducted using
specialized grapnel with longer flukes penetrating up to 1.5 m, and a section of the OOS cable would
be cut/removed to allow the installation and burial process to continue. Typical grapnel gear is
presented in Figure 4-21.
All debris recovered from the seabed will be stored on board and disposed of at an appropriate
approved land facility once the vessel docks. The route clearance and pre-lay grapnel run operation
are carried out at a target rate of 25 km per day.

Figure 4-21

Typical grapnel gear used to penetrate seabed, grip, cut and recover cable.

4.8.2
Seaward laying of the cable
The target is to bury all the cable in Danish waters. Cable burial will use various industry standard
burial tools:
•

•
•

Inshore section - from the HDD exit at approximately 5 m water depth to where the main
cable installation vessel can start at approximately 12 m water depth - the cable will be
jetted by divers with a burial sledge tool.
Offshore section - the cable will be ploughed (Figure 4-23, Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25).
In localized areas, where the plough cannot achieve the target burial depth, the target
depth can often be achieved using ROV-based jetting techniques, e.g. due to crossings
(Figure 4-23).

The burial assessment is presented in Section 4.5.3, page 23.
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Inshore section
For the inshore installation, once the cable has been successfully and safely pulled ashore and
secured to a dead-man anchor (see Section 4.7.4, page 31), the PLSE barge will release the mooring
ropes and commence surface laying the cable by manoeuvring along the planned route.
The PLSE barge will continue to work its way along the planned cable route under the direction of
a surveyor (navigation team). As-laid data will be collected during the cable lay operations. The
operation will progress along the planned cable route until the barge has reached the end of the
PLSE cable section. From here the main cable installation vessel will take over.
The PLSE barge will be equipped with a jetting sledge tool and powerful water pump will be used to
bury the cable to the required target depth where planned and where possible. The cable will be
buried by the jetting sledge tool to a target depth of 2.0 m at a rate of approximately 25-75 m/hour,
dependent on soil type, flow and water pressure.
The main cable installation vessel will then recover the PLSE cable (usually at around 12 m water
depth), which will then be spliced onto the main lay cable. Once the PLSE cable has been spliced to
the main cable, the main installation vessel will move away from Houstrup, continuing installation
offshore. Makai Lay is the onboard cable engineering software used to install the cable along the
planned route, with high positional accuracy and control of the cable tension in combination with
the ship’s navigational systems.
Offshore section
The installation vessel will be a purpose-built cable ship fully equipped with all the necessary
equipment, tools and facilities to safely handle and install, joint, test, and power the submerged
plant, including simultaneous lay and plough burial (Figure 4-22). The vessel will have sufficient
power and dynamic positioning capability to carry out the installation in the expected weather and
current conditions.
Jetting tools use high-pressure water to cut a trench and liquefy the sediment to a depth of
approximately 2 m beneath the cable, which then sinks under its own weight to the bottom of the
trench. Most of the emulsified material will remain in the trench and quickly consolidate. Any small
residual open trench may be backfilled naturally. Jetting is a localized operation, which has a narrow
footprint, effectively that of the jetting tool, which will be on the order of approximately 0.5 m wide.
Figure 4-25 shows the plough in operation on the seabed. The plough used to bury the cable in the
seabed has dimensions of 11 m x 5 m x 6 m (L x H x W) and a submerged weight of 25 tonnes.
The plough is designed to backfill the cable burial trench during operation. The cable will be buried
by the plough at a rate of approximately 20 km/day, depending on the number of crossings and
plough recoveries.
Notices to mariners will be provided in advance of all planned cable installation operations, including
notices to local fisheries.
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Figure 4-22

ASN cable installation vessel.

Figure 4-23

Left: Cable Burial Plough, Right: Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV).

Figure 4-24

Cable burial plough on the seabed.
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Typical ploughing operation, where the plough often will be at a distance behind the vessel which
is 2-3 times the water depth.

4.8.3
Cable and pipeline crossings
Multiple crossings of existing power cables, pipelines and fibre optic cables have been identified
along the planned Havhingsten cable route. All asset owners will be notified in line with ICPC
guidelines and where possible, a favourable crossing angle of close to 90 degrees is pursued for all
crossings.
Where a crossing occurs, the plough will be recovered and redeployed at a suitable and safe distance
on either side of the crossing point. The cable will then be protected by post-lay burial operations,
subject to suitable conditions for jetting. The plough is raised 250 m before the crossing point and
lowered again 250 m after, leaving 500 m of surface laid cable over the crossing. An ROV equipped
with jetting tools is used to post-lay bury the Havhingsten cable to the target 2.0 m burial depth.
Additional protection such as URADUCT® (or similar) will be used for all power cable and pipeline
crossings. Here, Crossing Agreements (pipeline and power cables only) may require additional
protection/stabilisation at the crossing location, e.g. rock dumping or concrete mattresses, subject
to agreement with the asset owner.
Where the Havhingsten cable crosses out of service cables, these cables will be cut and cleared
away from the cable route as described in the Route Clearance operation above.
4.9 Cable operation (maintenance and repairs)
Following installation, the cable is expected to be operational for at least 25 years. During operation
there may be a potential requirement for maintenance work such as cable repair at fault locations
due to unexpected damage.
For land-based repairs, the equipment and methods will be the same as for the shore end cable
installation works.
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For inshore and submarine cable repairs, equipment and methods would again be similar to those
outlined in Section 4.8. The repair works process for shore end and marine works is outlined below:
1. Terminal testing: Testing from cable station terminal, to try and determine fault location as
precisely as possible using optical or electrical characteristics of the submarine cable;
2. Initial Inspection: Cable and seabed will be inspected using Side Scan Sonar, ROV or divers
where appropriate to determine the precise fault location and nature if unknown. If the
cable is buried, tracking equipment will be used;
3. Cut faulty cable, buoy off, recover to vessel: If necessary to cut the cable at the fault area,
either an ROV or grapnels will be used, or, if feasible, divers. Divers use hand-jetting and
ROV use a jetting technique to uncover buried cable. Grapnels (Figure 4-21) penetrate the
seabed without jetting to pick up, cut and recover the cable. The cable ends will be
recovered to the vessel, using divers, ROV or gripper grapnels. While one cable end is
repaired on the vessel, the other cable end will be attached to a rope that is lowered to the
seabed and this rope will be attached to a buoy to mark its location.
4. Cable splice and repair: Damaged cable section will be cut out. First, one end will be spliced
to the spare repair cable section and electrical and optical testing will be conducted to
ensure the integrity of the splice and cables. Then the second cable end will be picked up
and spliced back to the repair cable section. Upon completion, the cable integrity will be
confirmed through end-to-end electrical and optical testing.
5. Replacement of repaired cable: Once the cable has been fully repaired and connected, it
will be lowered onto the seabed, along the ‘as-laid’ cable route. Once the repaired cable is
in the ‘as-laid’ cable route alignment, a diver or ROV will perform an inspection of the repair
area, including determining the beginning and ending of unburied cable.
6. Post-Lay Inspection and Burial (PLIB): Should burial at the repair area be necessary, it will
be carried out to best endeavours or pre-determined target depth, using divers or ROV
jetting up to 2.0 m. If burial is not possible, other means of protection may be considered
such as articulated piping, URADUCT® or other means such as rock dumping. One final
diver or ROV inspection will be carried out before repair works are completed.

4.10 Cable operation (restriction)
During operation in Danish waters, there will be an automatic safety zone of 200 m on each side of
the cable, where fishery with bottom trawl, anchoring, raw material extraction etc. are prohibited
under Danish law according to Act No. 939 of 27/11/1992.
4.11 Project time schedule
The cable system is provisionally scheduled to be landed and installed starting in the second or third
quarter of 2019 and is expected to be operational by the end of the fourth quarter of 2019. The
exact timing of the landing site works in Denmark will be dependent upon the offshore works,
licensing work permits and conditions that will be part of the project design to limit the potential
for impacts on features of conservation interest. A provisional schedule of cable installation activities
at is shown in Table 4-6. Cable landing and all diving work will require relatively good weather.
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Provisional rough project schedule for the Danish section of the cable.

Activity

Estimated duration

Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)

4-6 weeks per site

Installation of system earth

3 days per site

Installation of the BMHs

1-2 weeks per site

Cable lay from end of HDD at 5 m water depth to plough start position at around

2 days per site

12 m water depth
Diver burial of the cable from end of HDD at 5 m water depth to plough start

1 week per site

position at around 12 m water depth
RC and PLGR

2 weeks

(target rate of 25 km per day)
Simultaneous cable lay and ploughing (average 20 km/day at 2.0 m plough

4 weeks

burial)

excluding weather risk

Final splice of the offshore cable to the PLSE

2 days

PLIB of all crossings, BUs and splices

24 days
excluding weather risk

4.12 Subcontractor land consents
The resources and equipment mentioned here are typical for a landing such as Houstrup. Access
restrictions, restriction in working time and the local security situation may call for slightly different
manning levels to accommodate such requirements.
Prior to the cable landing operation, a pre-landing meeting will take place to allow vessel officers to
coordinate with the Beach Contractor and local resources available. The pre-landing meeting will
cover full coordination between the vessel and resources on the beach and will include, but not be
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working area
Safety – public activities
Notification to local authorities
Any possible restrictions – e.g. environmental
Tidal data
Weather forecasts
Radio communication and mobile numbers
Terminal station contact details
Hardware available on beach
Working teams available and organization
Beach master in charge
Small boats available
Diving team(s) available
Landing position of vessel – distance to shore
Length of beach pull
Slack in BMH and slack for inshore part
When to start operation
Rigging of cable end and floats
Stoppers and temp. seabed anchors – e.g. for plough start
Testers/jointers
Handling of floats
Testing of cable
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4.13 Decommissioning
The project’s life expectancy is approximately 25 years. At the end of the cable's life, the options
for decommissioning will be evaluated. In most circumstances, the least environmentally damaging
option may be to leave the cable in-situ. If the cable is removed, it will be disposed of according to
the standard agreed at that time; where feasible, parts of the cable will be reused or recycled.
The objectives during the decommissioning process will be to minimize both the short and longterm effects on the environment whilst making the sea safe for others to navigate. The
decommissioning process will comply with the requirements as defined at that time. If the cable is
removed, the decommissioning process is expected to be similar to the process of installation – i.e.
requiring similar vessels and timescales to the installation phase.
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ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The EIA screening assesses whether the project is likely to have a significant impact on the
environment. The assessment methodology serves to provide a means of characterizing the possible
sources of impacts from the project and assess their overall significance. The impacts include direct
and indirect impacts as well as cumulative and transboundary impacts.
The assessment of impacts from the project inside Danish waters and at the landfalls addresses
potential environmental (physical-chemical, biological) and social impacts (socio-economic impacts)
of construction, operation and decommissioning of the Havhingsten data cable on the relevant
environmental and socio-economic resources or receptors that may be impacted, see Table 5-1.
Table 5-1

Resources and receptors susceptible to potential impacts associated with the Havhingsten cable
project Danish waters.

Resource or receptor type
Physical-chemical and biological

Resource or receptor
Landfall cable stub
Landfall main cable
Bathymetry

Environmental

Seabed sediments
Benthic flora and fauna and habitats
Fish
Marine mammals
Birds
Natura 2000 sites
Other international protected areas
Socio-economic

Ship traffic
Existing and planned infrastructure
Resource extraction sites

Socio-economic

5.
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Military practice areas
Unexploded ordnance (UXO) and related restrictions
Fishery
Cultural heritage
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
Water Framework Directive (WFD)

5.1 Potential sources of impacts
The assessments are compiled on the basis of a "worst-case" scenario with regard to the largest
potential impact on the environment. If these impacts are acceptable, it means that the project can
be approved regardless of the final project design. Worst-case scenarios related to planned impacts
during installation of the cable are related to the following activities:
•
•
•
•

Sediment dispersion and re-sedimentation from offshore cable installation activities.
Physical disturbance and noise (airborne and underwater) during cable installation activities
onshore and offshore.
Air emissions from cable installation activities onshore and offshore.
Habitat changes caused by disturbance of the seabed during cable lay and caused by
onshore activities.
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Physical presence of the cable during operation.

Assumptions taken for the above-mentioned potential impacts, including experience and
experiences from projects with similar impacts, are presented in Section 5.3.
5.2 Impact assessment
The impact assessment methodology for the planned project activities takes into consideration the
nature and type of impact, the magnitude of the impact and receptor/resource sensitivity in order
to determine the impact ranking and significance, as shown in Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.4.
5.2.1
Impact nature and type
Impacts are defined according to their nature and their type, as outlined in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2

Nature and type of potential impacts.

Nature of impact
Negative

Impact that is considered to represent an adverse change from the baseline or to introduce
a new, undesirable factor.

Positive

Impact that is considered to represent an improvement to the baseline or to introduce a
new, desirable factor.
Type of impact

Direct

Impact that results from a direct interaction between a project activity and the receiving
environment (e.g. the loss of a habitat during cable installation).

Indirect

Impact that results as a consequence of direct impacts or other activities that are
encouraged to happen as a consequence of the project (e.g. a change in benthic fauna
community, and fish community locally because of changes of the seabed habitat caused
by trenching of the cable into the seabed).

Cumulative

Impact that may occur as a result of a planned project activity in combination with other
planned infrastructure or activities. The individual projects may generate their own
individually insignificant impacts, but when considered in combination, the impacts may
have a significant impact on receptors.

Transboundary

Impact that may occur in another country because of activities in in Denmark (e.g. the
propagation of noise/air pollutants across national borders).

5.2.2
Impact magnitude
The magnitude of an impact is a measure of the change in the baseline conditions and is described
in terms of a number of variables, including the spatial extent, duration, intensity and reversibility
of the impact, as presented in Table 5-3. The evaluation of magnitude has adopted a qualitative
ranking of negligible, low, medium and high.
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Impact magnitude.

Spatial extent of impact
Local

Impacts affecting the cable route corridor and/or the immediate vicinity of the cable
construction site, i.e., out to a distance of less than approximately 500 m.

Regional

Impacts affecting resources or receptors at a distance of more than approximately 500 m
from the cable construction site.

National

Impacts affecting Danish TW and EEZ waters.

Transboundary

Impacts experienced outside the Danish EEZ.

Temporary

Impacts of very short duration which will cease within hours to a few days from completion
of the activity.

Short-term

Impacts of short duration which will cease within a few weeks to a year or two from
completion of the activity, as a result of recovery.

Long-term

Impacts that are predicted to continue over an extended period (>2 years)

Low

Impacts may be forecasted but are frequently at the detection limit and do not lead to any
permanent change in the structures or functions of the resource/receptor concerned.

Medium

Impacts are forecasted to be above the detection limit and may lead to some detectable
alterations to the resource/receptor concerned, but their basic structure/function is
retained.

High

The structures and functions of the resource/receptor are affected partially/completely.

Duration of impact

Intensity of impact

The impact that determines the magnitude of an effect differ by resource and/or receptor.
Therefore, specific definitions have been used for the physical-chemical and biological environment
compared to the socio-economic environments, as presented in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5.

Table 5-4

Impact magnitude – physical-chemical and biological environment.

Impact
magnitude

Definition

Negligible

Temporary impact that is localised and within natural variations. The environment will revert
to pre-impact status immediately after the activity is completed.

Low

Temporary or short-term impact that is localised and detectable above natural variations.
The impact may occur on a species that affects localised individuals within a population but
does not affect the population itself or other trophic levels. The environment will revert to
pre-impact status once the impact ceases.

Medium

Temporary or short-term impact that may extend beyond the local scale and may bring
about an order of magnitude change in the quality or functionality of a resource/receptor
or an impact on a species that affects a portion of a population and may bring about a
change in abundance and/or a reduction in the distribution over one or more generations.
The environment will revert to pre-impact status once the impact ceases.

High

Long-term impact that results in an order of magnitude change on the local or larger scale
that is irreversible and above any applicable limits. The environment will not revert to preimpact status immediately after the activity is completed.
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Impact magnitude – socio-economic environment.

Impact
magnitude

Definition

Negligible

Barely noticeable, temporary impact which does not lead to discernible changes.

Low

Impact leading to very limited, temporary damage or changes.

Medium

Impact that may bring about change in status but does not threaten the overall stability
of the socio-economic resource/receptor.

High

Impact of sufficient magnitude to bring about a long-term or permanent change in status.

Sensitivity of a resource or receptor
The sensitivity of a resource or receptor describes how it may be more or less susceptible to a given
impact. The evaluation of sensitivity has adopted a qualitative ranking of low, medium or high,
based on consideration of the following two criteria:
•

•

Resilience to change, describing the degree to which a resource or receptor is resilient to
change in regard to the specific source of impact. Determination of the resilience to change
includes evaluation of the specific resource or receptor’s adaptability, diversity and whether it
is present in the area impacted by the project activity.
Importance, describing the resource or receptor’s qualities or its importance as recognised for
example by its conservation status, its ecological, cultural and social importance or economic
value.

Criteria for determining sensitivity are elaborated upon in Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 for the physicalchemical and biological environment and the socio-economic environment, respectively, based on
expert judgement.
The criteria for the biological environment are applied with a degree of caution in that seasonal
variation and species lifecycle stages must be considered. Bird species, for example, may be
deemed more vulnerable during the breeding season but also, for some species, during passage
and migration, particularly moulting birds at sea.
Table 5-6

Sensitivity criteria – physical-chemical and biological environment.

Sensitivity

Definition

Low

A resource or receptor that is of low importance or one that is important but resilient to
change (in the context of project activities) and will naturally and rapidly revert back to preimpact status.

Medium

A resource or receptor that is important. It may not be resilient to change but can be actively
restored to pre-impact status or will revert naturally over time.

High

A resource or receptor that is important, not resilient to change and cannot be restored to
pre-impact status, nor revert naturally over time.
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Sensitivity criteria – socio-economic environment.

Sensitivity

Definition

Low

An asset which is not considered to be important in terms of its resource, economic, cultural
or social value.

Medium

An asset which is considered not to be important on a regional level but is of local importance
to the asset base, livelihoods, etc.

High

An asset which is specifically protected by national or international policies or legislation and
is of importance to the asset base, livelihoods etc.

5.2.4
Impact ranking and significance
Impact ranking is determined through a combination of impact magnitude and the sensitivity of the
receptor or resource. A qualitative ranking of the overall impacts as negligible, minor, moderate or
major has been assigned, as shown in Table 5-8. However, it should be noted that the matrix is
considered as a guideline for the assessments in this report. As such, the ranking of a given impact
on a particular resource or receptor will also be subject to expert judgement, and deviations from
the matrix may occur.
Subsequently, impacts have been determined as either “not significant” or “significant”. There is no
statutory definition of a “significant” impact and therefore the determination is necessarily
subjective.
The impact matrix presented in Table 5-8 is used to assess negative impacts. Positive impacts have
not been assessed using the framework set out above, but rather have been described qualitatively.
Where, following assessment, no impact is anticipated, this is stated, and no further discussion is
provided.
Table 5-8

Impact ranking and significance matrix.

Sensitivity
of
receptor/r
esource

Impact
Ranking

Impact magnitude
Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Low

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Moderate

Medium

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

High

Negligible

Moderate

Moderate

Major

Negligible

Impacts that are indistinguishable from the background/natural level of
environmental and socio-economic change. Impacts are considered “not significant”.

Minor

Impacts of low magnitude, within acceptable standards. Impacts are considered “not
significant”.

Moderate

These impacts may or may not be significant, depending on the context, and
additional mitigation may thus be required in order to avoid or reduce the impact to
non-significant levels.

Major

Exceeds acceptable limits and standards. Impacts are considered “significant”.
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Assumptions

5.3.1
Sediment dispersion from trenching by ploughing
As described in Chapter 4 and as documented from the burial assessment surveys carried out, the
data cable is planned to be trenched into the seabed along the whole route inside Danish waters.
Sediment brought into suspension during ploughing originates from the trench itself and the
mechanical disturbance of the surface sediment by the front skids of the trenching equipment. The
amount of sediment to be brought in suspension that will be re-sedimented on the seabed outside
the construction area will primarily depend on the sediment type to be trenched. Increased turbidity
caused by sediment brought in suspension offshore will primarily be restricted to the bottom water
layer.
Mathematical modelling for evaluation of the potential impacts from sediment brought into
suspension (turbidity and re-sedimentation) during ploughing of the Nord Stream Pipeline east of
Bornholm showed that a measurable increase of suspended sediment could only be expected in the
very close vicinity of the area where ploughing was to be undertaken and that the increased turbidity
would be short-termed, see Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1

Duration of suspended sediment concentration > 1 mg/l due to post-lay trenching for the Nord
Stream pipeline \2\.
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Vessel-based monitoring of sediment dispersion was carried out during post-lay trenching in Danish
waters as part of the Nord Stream AG monitoring programme in 2011 for Line 1 and again in 2012
for Line 2. The results showed that the actual amount of sediment brought into suspension during
trenching was only approx. 45% (around 7 kg/s) of the sediment assumed in the numerical
modelling of sediment dispersion (16 kg/s), and that the concentrations of suspended sediment 500
m from the plough never exceeded 4 mg/l. The results therefore showed that the assumptions for,
and the results of, the sediment spill modelling carried out as part of the EIA prior to the construction
works were conservative (i.e., on the safe side), and that increased concentrations of suspended
sediment during trenching were restricted to the area close to where trenching was undertaken
\3\\4\.
The plough used for the Nord Stream Pipeline (22 m long and approx. 8 m wide, weight 200 tonnes,
see Figure 5-2) was significantly larger than the plough that will be used for ploughing the
Havhingsten cable (11 m long and 6 m wide, weight 25 tonnes) into the seabed. This means that
impacts from construction of the Havhingsten cable in terms of sediment dispersion and resedimentation are generally expected to be significantly less than what was seen during the Nord
Stream project.

Figure 5-2

The plough used by Nord Stream for trenching of the 48-inch pipeline.

5.3.2
Sediment dispersion from trenching by jetting
As described in chapter 4, approximately 13% of the cable in Danish waters is planned to be postlay trenched into the seabed by jetting. This will primarily be done at pipeline and cable crossings.
The amount of sediment that will be suspended and re-sedimented outside the construction area
will depend on the sediment type where jetting will be undertaken. The sediment that will be
liquefied/fluidised in the deepest part of the trench is assessed to stay in the trench. As shown in
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Figure 5-3, the backfilling of sandy/silty sediments in the jetted trench varies from 50 – 100 %.
Sediment that is suspended and not backfilled will settle inside/outside the area where the trenching
activity takes place.
Based on the above, the amount of sediment to be brought into suspension outside the construction
area during jetting, as for ploughing, is relatively small. The spread will be very localised in the
immediate vicinity around the trench/cable at the seabed. The duration of increased turbidity will
be short, as the sediment brought into suspension will be re-sedimented after a few hours or days,
depending on the type of sediment.

Figure 5-3

5.3.3

Example showing “backfilling” in the jetted trench of sediment that has been liquefied and
brought into suspension during jetting, depending on the seabed sediment type \5\.

Physical disturbance, noise and air emissions

Onshore
Onshore activities, including: site preparation, HDD, establishment of a BMH, establishment of the
earthing system and pull in of the cable will have a total duration of approximately two months, see
Chapter 4. During this period, the project will generate noise; air emissions from the combustion of
fuel as well as emissions of dust; and physical disturbance from the construction activities, presence
of machinery and equipment, light and worker activities inside and around the construction area.
The activity that will cause the highest noise level is the HDD activity. Mathematical modelling with
the software SoundPLAN (version 8.0) of noise propagation from HDD activities has been
undertaken for the planned data cable Havfruen, with landfall just north of the main landfall of
Havhingsten \6\. The modelling is based on noise emissions of 113 dB (A), 1 m above the ground.
The results showed that the noise level 500 m from the noise source would be <40 dB(A), and 150
m from the source, the noise level would be approx. <55 dB(A) \6\. Based on the results of the
noise propagation modelling, impacts from noise are assessed to be very local, i.e. restricted to the
vicinity of the construction area at the two parking areas.
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Impacts from the onshore construction activities are assessed to be restricted to the construction
areas, which are located at public parking areas, and to roads to and from the parking areas, which
will be used by workers for the transport of machinery and materials for the construction works.
Offshore
During establishment of the offshore cable, there will be air emission, airborne and underwater
noise and physical disturbance from the cable laying vessel. Offshore air emissions from vessels
during cable-laying are the primary source of offshore emissions generated as part of the project.
Air emissions from the cable laying vessel are assessed to be similar to air emissions from other
maritime vessels transiting the area. On this basis, the cable installation activities will not contribute
significant air emissions to the project area.
Underwater noise levels were measured in Sweden during ploughing of the Nord Stream Pipeline
into the seabed \7\. The results showed that the noise source level spectra of the trenching vessel
“Far Samson” and three commercial vessels were similar, see Figure 5-4. It was similarly assessed
that the airborne noise propagation during ploughing will be more or less the same as for other
commercial vessels \7\.
The physical disturbance, noise and air emissions will be short-term, local and restricted to the area
where the construction activities take place.

Figure 5-4

Estimated source level spectra (dB re 1µPa2/Hz @ 1m) of Far Samson (during trenching) and
three commercial vessels \7\.

5.3.4
Habitat changes onshore
Habitat changes onshore are related to the following installation activities:
•
•

Establishing of the BMH and earthing system.
Horizontal direction drilling (HDD).
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The work area for establishing the BMH and HDD is on the order of 50x50 m, see Figure 4-14 and
Figure 4-15, page 29 and page 29. The BMH will be located beneath the ground and hence not
visible during operation. All construction works are located at parking areas. Upon completion of
the installation works, the work area will be restored, and all shore-based equipment, tools and
waste materials will be removed from the site. The cable or BMH will not be visible during operation.
5.3.5
Habitat changes offshore
Habitat changes offshore are related to the following installation activities:
•
•

Trenching of the cable into the seabed (ploughing and jetting).
Cable protection at cable or pipeline crossings by e.g. URADUCT, rocks, concrete
mattresses, or similar.

Where the cable is trenched into the seabed, the existing habitat will be modified. The width of the
corridor where the habitat will be modified is assessed to be up to approximately 6 m, within which
the habitats will be impacted by the trenching tool and re-sedimentation of the suspended sediment.
The habitat is generally assessed to be able to re-establish to pre-installation conditions within a
few years, depending on the physical and biological conditions locally at the seabed.
Close to cable and pipeline crossings, the cable is laid down directly on the seafloor and protected
by URADUCT. Rock dumping or concrete mattresses, or similar, may be used if required by existing
asset owners, which will result in a new, very local hard-bottom habitat.
5.4

Unplanned events

5.4.1
Accidental fuel/oil release
An unforeseen accidental fuel/oil release during cable installation can happen by ship-to-ship
collision followed by a subsequent leakage of oil, either in terms of bunker oil (passenger and cargo
ships) or crude oil (tankers). The risk of an oil spill is thus a product of the collision frequency and
the conditional probability of having an oil spill in the event of a collision between the cable vessel
and a third-party vessel. The overall results of the risk assessment in relation to maritime traffic is
included in Section 6.10.
5.4.2
“Frac-out” during HDD
The preparation for the HDD activity requires the use of water, bentonite drilling additives, and a
mixing unit in order to lubricate the drill cutting head. Bentonite clay is a biodegradable and nontoxic substance. A very small amount of polymer additive would be available onsite to be employed
in the drilling fluid. This would only be used in situations where it becomes necessary to enhance
the bore stability by strengthening the filter-cake being formed on the bore walls during the drilling
operation.
Solid and liquid sludge that cannot be recycled further would be transported by a vacuum truck and
disposed of at an off-site location designated by the selected local subcontractor. If cracks or
fissures exist in the substrate, there is a possibility that drilling mud can move through the cracks
and exit at the surface, in this case under the beach or in the North Sea offshore of the landing site.
This is known as an inadvertent drilling fluid release, or “frac-out”.
The risk of frac-out is low and has been mitigated by a HDD target depth of 16-22 m below beach
surface. The project will implement a series of monitoring and management measures during the
HDD to detect and respond to a potential drilling fluid release. While drilling is taking place, the
mud system operator will monitor drilling fluid volumes from the pumps and return flows from the
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borehole and alert personnel if there is a decrease in the return volume. This is the most effective
and efficient way to detect a drilling fluid release.
5.4.3
Unexploded ordnance (UXO) and related restrictions
Munitions encounters in the North Sea have been registered by the Convention for the Protection
of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR) Commission, and historic encounters
with munitions are shown in Figure 5-5. More than 3,000 encounters with munitions have been
reported during 2004-2017 in the North Sea. Analysis of encounter data has only indicated a few
findings in the Danish part of the North Sea \8\. Along most of the Danish west coast, mines from
the Second World War (WWII) could be encountered; therefore fishing, anchoring and seabed
operations are not advisable in these areas. South of Nymindegab, the area along the coast is a
“restricted military area”, where there is a higher risk of finding mines. Most mines were cleared
just after the war; however, there is still a risk of encountering mines, see Figure 5-6.

Figure 5-5

Historic munition encounters \9\.
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Area where mines from the WWII might be found (redrawn from sea chart).

Encounters with conventional munitions or chemical warfare agents (CWA) pose a threat to human
health, as well as a potential threat to the marine environment. Also, if a mine is still active, it can
pose a threat to the construction vessels and the people onboard should it explode during
construction activities.
An UXO desk top study has been prepared for both cable landings and cable routes, which describes
the different types of explosives used on land and in the nearshore areas mainly during WWII. ASN
has been in contact with Skive Kaserne (Danish Defense – unit located at the city of Skive), which
has been very helpful and provided copies of the German minefield plans from WWII and all relevant
post-war mine clearance reports for the two landing areas. No reports were found that confirmed
new UXO has been identified and removed on the beach and dune areas at each of the landings
over the past many years.
ASN considers the probability of finding any UXO at the two landings to be very low, but also
recognizes that it is theoretically possible to find UXO debris in the nearshore part of the landing
zone. The high-resolution side scan records have not identified any suspicious UXO debris at the
seabed surface at the time of cable route survey.
The local HDD contractors and the diving company which will carry out the HDD installation and
cable landings activities have many years of experience working in this area and as such have not
raised any concerns or issues.
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To mitigate the UXO risk, ASN has prepared a UXO Awareness document which will be shared with
all Contractors and personnel involved in the cable landing activities. This document describes what
types of mines have been used in this area and what to do in case one is encountered (recognize,
retreat and report).
ASN will try to avoid UXO clearance and avoid identified UXO debris identified, if any. Staff will be
instructed to take a picture, if possible, note the location/position and report it to the ASN
Representative on site for further action.
On the day of installation, divers involved with the cable installation will swim along and check the
route on seabed from the HDD exit around the 5 m depth contour to the end of the no anchor zone,
approximately one nautical mile from the waterline/beach. In the unlikely event that divers find an
unidentified, UXO-like object along the planned cable route, it will be reported to the onsite ASN
Representative and cable will be routed at a safe distance around the object. ASN will share such
unlikely findings with the local police, which in turn will notify Skive Kaserne (Danish Defense – unit
located at the city of Skive).
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EIA SCREENING
The environmental impact assessment screening presented in this chapter includes the following
for each resource or receptor:
1.
2.
3.

A description of the existing conditions of the resource or receptor along the planned data cable
route.
A description and assessment of the potential impacts from construction and operation of the
planned data cable.
A summary table as presented in Table 6-1 below. The table is based on the methodology
presented in Section 5.2.

Table 6-1

Summary table used for each resource or receptor.

Impact

Impact magnitude

Sensitivity2

Overall
impact

Spatial extent1
Impact (1-n)

Duration1

Intensity1

Ranking

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

Regional

Short-term

Medium

Medium

Minor

National

Long-term

High

High

Moderate

Transboundary
1:

Spatial extent, duration, intensity of the potential impact.

2:

Sensitivity of the resource or the receptor to the potential impact.

Major

6.1 Natura 2000 sites
Natura 2000 is an EU network of protected areas that was established to ensure the survival of
Europe’s most valuable species and habitats. The Natura 2000 network comprises:
•
•
•

Special Protection Areas (SPAs): Areas for the conservation of bird species listed in the Birds
Directive as well as migratory birds;
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs): Areas for the conservation of habitat types and animal
and plant species listed in the Habitats Directive;
Sites of Community Importance (SCIs): Areas for the conservation of habitat types and animal
and plant species listed in the Habitats Directive (sites that have been adopted by the European
Commission but are not yet formally designated by the government of each Member State).

The objective of the Birds Directive is to implement special measures to maintain the favourable
conservation status of wild birds, focusing primarily on conserving the habitats of certain rare
species of birds and regularly occurring concentrations of migratory birds. The objective of the
Habitats Directive is to protect biodiversity by requiring Member States to take measures to
maintain or restore the favourable conservation status of natural habitats and wild species. The
Natura 2000 network protects the habitats listed in Annex I and the rare and vulnerable species
listed in Annex II of the Habitats Directive, as well as the rare and vulnerable bird species listed in
Annex I of the Birds Directive and regularly occurring concentrations of migratory birds.
The conservation objective of the Natura 2000 network is to achieve favourable conservation status
for the designated species and habitats. The conservation status of a natural habitat is defined in
the Habitats Directive as “favourable” when:
•

The habitat’s natural range and areas it covers within that range are stable or increasing;
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The specific structure and functions necessary for long-term maintenance of the habitat exist
and are likely to continue for the foreseeable future;
The conservation status of the habitat’s characteristic species is favourable.

The conservation status of a species is considered “favourable” when:
•
•
•

Population dynamics data indicate that the species is maintaining itself as a viable component
of its natural habitats on a long-term basis;
The natural range of the species is not being reduced nor is it likely to be reduced for the
foreseeable future;
There is, and probably will continue to be, a sufficiently large habitat to maintain the population
of the species on a long-term basis.

Article 6 is one of the most important articles in the Habitats Directive as it defines how Natura
2000 sites are managed and protected. Paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 require that, within Natura 2000
sites, Member States:
•
•

Take appropriate conservation measures to maintain and restore the habitats and species for
which the sites have been designated to a favourable conservation status;
Avoid damaging activities that could significantly disturb these species or deteriorate the
habitats of the protected species or habitat types.

The Danish Environmental Protection Agency has developed management plans for each Natura
2000 site. The management plans include an assessment of the current conservation status, main
threats and measures to achieve the conservation objectives of the Natura 2000 sites. The first
generation of Natura 2000 management plans covered the period 2010-2015, while the second
generation covers the period 2016-2021.
Paragraphs 6.3 and 6.4 of the Habitats Directive establish the procedure to be followed when
planning new developments that may affect a Natura 2000 site. Thus, an assessment of the impact
of a project on Natura 2000 sites begins with an assessment of the significance of the project
(Væsentlighedsvurdering) to assess whether the project applied for may lead to significant adverse
impacts on Natura 2000 sites, and the species and habitats that form the basis of each site's
designation. If it cannot be excluded that construction, operation and decommissioning of the cable
may cause significant impacts on the Natura 2000 site, the applicant will be required to carry out a
Natura 2000 Impact Assessment, also called a “Natura 2000 appropriate assessment” (Natura
2000-konsekvensvurdering). The assessment of the significance (Væsentlighedsvurderingen) thus
constitutes a form of expanded screening of the possible impact of the Natura 2000 area prior to
granting a license for the cable installation.
Below follows the assessment of significance (Væsentlighedsvurdering) to assess whether the
project applied for may lead to significant adverse impacts on Natura 2000 sites, and the species
and habitats that form the basis of each site's designation. This assessment of significance is thereby
included as part of the overall screening of the Havhingsten project (this report).
Natura 2000 sites in proximity to the cable route in Danish waters are shown in Figure 6-1 and
Figure 6-2, with additional details provided in Table 6-2.
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Natura 2000 sites in the project area \10\.

Figure 6-2

Natura 2000 sites in the landfall areas \10\.
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Selected Danish Natura 2000 sites in proximity to the cable route.

Natura 2000 site
N69
Ringkøbing Fjord
og
Nymindestrømmen

Minimum distance to
the cable route
Main route/cable stub
<0.1 km / 0 km

SPA, SAC,
SCI
SAC 62

SPA 43

N83

0 km / 2.1 km

SAC 72

Designated habitats and species
() = Natura 2000 code
Atlantic salt meadows (1330)
Embryonic shifting dunes (2110)
Shifting dunes along the shoreline with
Ammophila arenaria (white dunes) (2120)
Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous
vegetation (grey dunes) (2130)
Decalcified fixed dunes with Empetrum
nigrum (2140)
Dunes with Hippophae rhamnoides (2160)
Dunes with Salix ssp. Argentea (Salicion
arenariea) (2170)
Humid dune slacks (2190)
Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica
tetralix (4010)
Species-rich Nardus grasslands, on
siliceous substrates in mountain areas
(and sub-mountain areas, in Continental
Europe) (6230)
Molinia meadows on calcareous, peaty or
clayey-silt-laden soils (Molinion caeruleae)
(6410)
Alkaline fens (7230)
Sea lamprey (1095)
River lamprey (1099)
Twaite shad (1103)
Allis shad (1102)
Atlantic salmon (1106)
Otter (1355)
Floating water-plantain (1831)
Spotted crake (breeding)
Eurasian Bittern (breeding)
Spoonbill (breeding)
Mute swan (migratory)
Bewick's swan (migratory)
Whooper swan (migratory)
Short-sleeved goose (migratory)
Greylag goose (migratory)
Barnacle goose (migratory)
Dark bugged goose (migratory)
Shelduck (migratory)
Wigeon (migratory)
Teal (migratory)
Pintail (migratory)
Shoveler (migratory)
Goldeneye (migratory)
Large crustaceans (migratory)
White-tailed eagle (migratory)
Marsh Harrier (breeding)
Blue Harrier (migratory)
Osprey (migratory)
Peregrine falcon (migratory)
Coot (migratory)
Avocet (migratory/breeding)
Eurasian dotterel (migratory)
Plover (migratory)
Common ryle (migratory/breeding)
Ruff (breeding)
Small copper plunger (migratory)
Arctic Tern (breeding)
Short-eared Owl (breeding)
Sandwich tern (breeding)
common tern (breeding)
Embryonic shifting dunes (2110)
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Natura 2000 site
Blåbjerg Egekrat,
Lyngbos Hede og
Hennegårds Klitter

N84
Kallsmæk hede,
grælrup langsø,
Fiilsø og Kærgård
klitplantage
N246
Sydlige Nordsø
N89
Vadehavet
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Minimum distance to
the cable route
Main route/cable stub

SPA, SAC,
SCI

3.9 km / 6.6 km

SAC 73
SPA 50
SPA 56

<28.4 km / >43.3 km

SAC 255
SPA 113
SAC 78
SAC 86
SAC 90
SPA 57

>17.3/>20 km

Designated habitats and species
() = Natura 2000 code
Shifting dunes along the shoreline with
Ammophila arenaria (white dunes) (2120)
Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous
vegetation (grey dunes) (2130)
Decalcified fixed dunes with Empetrum
nigrum (2140)
Dunes with Hippophae rhamnoides (2160)
Dunes with Salix repens ssp. argentea
(Salicion arenariea) (2170)
Wooded dunes of the Atlantic, Continental
and Boreal region (2180)
Humid dune slacks (2190)
Coastal dunes with Juniperus spp. (2250)
Oligotrophic to mesotrophic standing
waters with vegetation of the Littorelletea
uniflorae and/or Isoeto Nanojuncetea
(3130)
Depressions on peat substrates of the
Rhynchosporion (7150)
Alkaline fens (7230)
28 habitat types and one species
7 breeding bird species
7 breeding bird species and 5 migratory
bird species
One habitat type and 3 species
3 migratory bird species
33 different habitat types, and 11 species

7 breeding bird species and 30 migratory
species
SPA: Designated under the European Commission Birds Directive.
SAC: Designated under the European Commission Habitats Directive (sites that have been adopted by the
European Commission and formally designated by the government of each country in whose territory the
site lies).
SCI: Designated under the European Commission Habitats Directive (sites that have been adopted by the
European Commission but are not yet formally designated by the government of each country).

Annex IV species of the Habitats Directive
For species and sub-species listed in Annex IV of the Habitats Directive, a strict protection regime
must be applied across their entire natural range within the EU, both within and outside Natura
2000 sites. Therefore, it has to be ensured that a project does not impact Annex IV species inside
the project area or damage or destroy their breeding and resting areas.
•

Harbour porpoise is the only marine Annex IV species that occurs regularly inside the project
area. Other marine mammals (whales) that are listed under Annex IV may only occur
occasionally in the area.

•

The only onshore Annex IV species that may regularly occur inside the project area and
that potentially may be impacted by the project is the sand lizard (Lacerta agilis) \11\.

6.1.1
Main route
The main route, with the landfall and BMH at the parking area at Houstrup beach behind the dunes,
is located inside the Natura 2000 site N83, which includes designated habitats (SAC 72). The closest
Natura 2000 sites (N69 and N84) outside the project area are located <0.1 km and approximately
3.9 km, respectively, from the BMH.
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6.1.2
Cable stub
The cable stub route, with the landfall and BMH at the Gammelgab parking area behind the dunes,
is located inside the Natura 2000 site N69, which includes designated habitats and species (SAC
62), and designated bird species (SPA 43). The closest Natura 2000 sites (N83 and N84) outside
the project area are located approximately 2.1 km and 6.6 km, respectively, from the BMH.
6.1.3
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on Natura 2000 sites during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•
•
•

Increased turbidity during offshore installation activities.
Physical disturbance and noise (airborne and underwater) during installation activities.
Air emissions of pollutants during installation activities.
Habitat changes.

Offshore
The closest offshore Natura 2000 sites, N89 and N246, are located approximately 21 km and 36
km from the cable route, respectively. Neither sediment dispersion from trenching the cable into
the seabed, physical disturbance from vessels nor airborne or underwater noise will have any
impacts on the designated habitats and species. As described in Section 5.3, impacts from cablelaying and will be very local (<1 km) and of a very short duration at any specific location.
The potential impacts on the protected Annex IV species harbour porpoise from construction of the
data cable are assessed to be negligible as:
•
•

•

The duration of impacts during cable-laying at any specific location is very short (hours
/days).
The impact from sediment dispersion is local (restricted to <1 km from the trenching
activity) and short-term at any given location. Furthermore, the impact will most likely be
restricted to the bottom water layer.
Underwater noise levels are assessed not to deviate from the noise level of the normal
maritime traffic in the area and are therefore not assessed to result in any measurable
impact on the harbour porpoise.

Onshore
The main route is located inside the onshore Natura 2000 site N83 (designated for several habitat
types) and <0.1 km from the onshore Natura 2000 site N69 (designated for habitats, fish species,
otter, and bird species). The cable stub is located inside the Natura 2000 site N69 and approximately
2.1 km north of Natura site N83.
There are eight designated breeding bird species inside Natura site N69. Suitable breeding locations
for birds inside the Natura 2000 site are located more than 5 km from the construction area for
Havhingsten. This is also the case for the area where the designated species otter has been
observed \6\\11\.
All onshore construction activities are confined to the two parking areas where the BMHs will be
located. All traffic to and from the parking areas will occur along the existing roads. As the cable
will be established from the parking areas out into the sea by HDD, there will be no direct
environmental impacts outside the parking areas. As there are no designated habitats inside the
parking areas, there will be no impacts on designated habitats.
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Outside the parking area, there may be the following indirect impacts:
•
•

Noise and physical disturbance from the construction activities (HDD of the cable to the
sea, construction of the BMH)
Air emissions (pollutants and dust)

Mathematical modelling and calculations of the noise level from HDD activities, which result in the
highest noise levels from the construction activities, for the Havfruen data cable planned to be
established a few kilometres north of the Havhingsten cable stub showed noise levels below 40 dB
at a distance of approximately 500 m from the construction site \6\. Based on this, no impacts from
noise are assessed on the designated species or birds during the period of HDD, expected to last
4–6 weeks per site. Noise during the establishment of the BMH and during the cable landing
operation is not assessed to result in any impacts on designated species or birds.
Physical disturbance from light and other construction activities at the parking areas is not assessed
to result in any impacts on designated habitats/species outside the construction areas.
Air emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) and air pollutants, as carbon dioxide (CO2), sulphur
dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile hydrocarbons (HC) from the combustion of fuel
during construction activities both offshore and onshore is assessed not to result in any impacts on
Natura 2000 sites. Air emissions during the construction period will be of a short duration both with
on- and offshore. The total amounts of substances emitted from the combustion of fuel have not
been calculated but is very low when compared to general emissions inside the project area (from
i.e. ship traffic and cars). Air emissions during construction activities is therefore not assessed to
have any impacts on the Natura 2000 sites.
Emissions of dust from traffic and construction activities will more or less depend on weather
conditions, but is generally assessed to be negligible, and may be mitigated by securing watering
of construction areas and access roads if necessary and by handling of construction materials
(materials for drilling mud, concrete etc.) properly. Impacts outside the construction area, if any,
are assessed to be negligible and will not have an impact on designated species or habitats.
There is a very low risk that there may be a leakage of drilling mud ("frac outs") during the drilling
(HDD). A "frac out" is an accidental release of drilling mud or water from the underground drilling
to the surface during the drilling operation, usually through cracks in soil layers. Drilling mud
consists of bentonite clay which is a biodegradable and non-toxic substance. A very small amount
of polymer additive is available onsite to be employed in the drilling mud in case it becomes
necessary to enhance the bore stability by strengthening the filter-cake being formed on the bore
walls during the drilling operation. A "frac out" in the dunes would be a short-term event and the
affected area would be limited. A "frac out" assessed not to result in any impacts outside the area
that is physically impacted by the drilling mud/cracks in the soil layer. In the case of a "frac out"
an appropriate clean-up operation would be initiated in accordance with the contingency plan for
handling accidental spills. Based on this, it is not considered likely that the HDD will have a
significant impact on the protected dune habitat.
Upon completion of the installation works, the work area will be restored, and all shore-based
equipment, tools and waste materials will be removed from the site. It is assessed that there will
not be any impacts on Natura 2000 sites, designated species and habitats, or Annex IV species
during the operation phase of the Havhingsten data cable.
The overall impacts on Natura 2000 sites and their respective designated habitats and species
caused by construction and operation of the cable is assessed to be negligible.
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Impact
Increased turbidity

Impact magnitude

Receptor

Overall impact

sensitivity

Spatial extent

Duration

Intensity

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

Local - regional

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

during offshore
installation activities
Physical disturbance
and noise (airborne
and underwater)
during installation
activities
Air emissions

6.2 Other international protected areas
The protection of nature falls under several different types of conventions and laws. For this project,
the following protected areas are considered:
•
•
•

OSPAR marine protected areas
Ramsar sites
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage
Sites

6.2.1
OSPAR marine protected areas
OSPAR marine protected areas (MPAs) are areas for which protective, conservation, restorative or
precautionary measures have been instituted for the purpose of protecting and conserving species,
habitats, ecosystems or ecological processes of the marine environment.
Figure 6-3 shows the MPAs in the vicinity of the data cable. There is one nearshore area –
“Ringkøbing fjord og Nymindestrømmen” which is “crossed” by the cable; however, the cable will
be drilled beneath it (HDD). It has not been possible to obtain information on why the area is
designated as an MPA.
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OSPAR Marine Protected Areas \9\.

6.2.2
Ramsar sites and UNESCO world heritage sites
The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (the Ramsar Convention) is an
intergovernmental treaty that provides the framework for national action and international
cooperation for the conservation of wetlands. The convention requires contracting parties to
formulate and implement their planning so as to promote the conservation of wetlands and as far
as possible the wise use of wetlands in their territories. In Denmark, Ramsar sites are integrated
into Natura 2000 sites and are thus subject to the same protection as those areas. Ramsar sites
close to the cable route are shown in Figure 6-4, whilst further details are provided in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3

Ramsar sites crossed by the cable route.

Ramsar site
DK141
Ringkøbing Fjord

Description
A large, shallow, brackish inlet surrounded by extensive areas of salt meadows. Water
flow from fjord to sea is artificially controlled. The site is an internationally important
area for breeding, wintering and staging of numerous species of water birds.

A World Heritage site is a landmark or area which is selected by UNESCO as having cultural,
historical, scientific or another form of significance, and is legally protected by international treaties.
The sites are judged as important to the collective interests of humanity. The closest UNESCO site
is the Wadden Sea UNESCO site, which is more than 25 km away from the cable route, see Figure
6-4. The Wadden Sea is the largest unbroken system of intertidal sand and mud flats in the world.
It is a large, temperate, relatively flat coastal wetland environment, formed by the intricate
interactions between physical and biological factors that have given rise to a multitude of
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transitional habitats with tidal channels, sandy shoals, sea-grass meadows, mussel beds, sandbars,
mudflats, salt marshes, estuaries, beaches and dunes. The area is home to numerous plant and
animal species, including marine mammals such as the harbour seal, grey seal and harbour
porpoise. The Wadden Sea is one of the last remaining large-scale, intertidal ecosystems where
natural processes continue to function largely undisturbed.

DK141

Figure 6-4

UNESCO and Ramsar sites \10\.

6.2.3
Main cable route
The main cable route will be established by HDD drilling “underneath” one OSPAR area and one
Ramsar site (DK141 Ringkøbing Fjord). The closest UNESCO site is more than 25 km away.
The Ramsar site Ringkøbing Fjord is a brackish inlet, surrounded by extensive areas of salt
meadows. The site is an internationally important area for breeding, wintering and staging of
numerous species of water birds.
6.2.4
Cable stub route
The protected areas crossed by the cable stub are the same as for the main cable route (see above).
6.2.5
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on international protected areas during construction and operation
of the Havhingsten data cable relate to:
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Physical disturbance and noise (airborne and underwater noise) during installation
activities.
Air emissions of pollutants during installation activities.

All onshore construction activities are confined to the two parking areas where the BMHs are located.
All traffic to and from the parking areas will be along the existing roads. As the cable will be
established from the parking areas and out into the sea by HDD, there will be no direct
environmental impacts outside the parking areas. As there are no designated habitats inside the
parking areas, there will be no impacts on designated habitats.
Outside the parking area, indirect impacts are comparable to those described in Section 6.1.3, page
60. Upon completion of the installation works, the work area will be restored, and all shore-based
equipment, tools and waste materials will be removed from the site.
The overall impacts on other international protected areas caused by construction and operation of
the Havhingsten data cable is assessed to be negligible and insignificant.
Impact

Increased turbidity

Impact magnitude

Receptor

Overall

sensitivity

impact

Spatial extent

Duration

Intensity

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

Local

Temporary

Low

Low

Negligible

during offshore
installation
activities
Physical
disturbance and
noise
Air emissions

6.3 Landfall and national protected areas
The landfall of the Havhingsten data cable is shown and briefly described in Section 4.3.1. The
landfalls of the main cable route and the cable stub are shown in Figure 6-5 and on the cadastral
map in Figure 6-6.
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Havhingsten – Route in Danish TW.

Figure 6-6

Cadastral map.
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Along the Danish west coast, where the landfalls of the Havhingsten data cable are planned, there
are several different types of national protected areas. The following protection types are
considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protected area (fredet område)
Protected forest (fredskov)
Nature protection area (naturbeskyttede områder)
Beach protection line (strandbeskyttelseslinjen)
Dune protection line (klitfredningslinjen)
Lake and stream protection line (sø- og åbeskyttelseslinjen).

6.3.1
Protected area (fredet område)
Designation of the protection of certain areas is carried out to fulfil all the objectives of the Nature
Conservation Act, i.e., the protection of landscapes, animals and plants and their habitats, cultural
history, natural history and educational values, just as conservation may provide for the
improvement and restoration of nature. In addition, designation can regulate people's access to the
area in order to protect it. At present, about 5% of Denmark’s area is designated as protected area
(fredet område). Areas designated as protected are shown in Figure 6-7.
The protected areas shown in Figure 6-7 include:
•
•

•
•

Hennegårds Klitter (dune area), protected in 1994 because of the unique landscape/nature,
located north of Henne beach and south of the landfall for Havhingsten.
Nymindestrøm, protected in 1947 because of the unique landscape/nature, located just
north of the main cable landfall for Havhingsten, and where the landfall of the cable stub
is located.
Værneengene (meadows), protected in 2002 and located north of the protected area
Nymindestrøm.
Lønnbe Kirkeflod (wetland area), protected in 1981 and located east of the lanfdfall for the
cable stub and east of the protected forest (fredsskov).

6.3.2
Protected forest (fredskov)
In a protected forest, it is not the individual trees that are protected, but the forest itself, so that
new plants are to be planted if trees are cut down or otherwise damaged. Forest owners are
therefore obliged to restore the forest after e.g. storm damage. Vulnerable habitats in protected
forest areas, e.g. watercourses, mosses, meadows or hedges, must be preserved, and neither be
cultivated nor drained/dewatered. Areas designated as protected forest (fredskov) are shown in
Figure 6-7.

6.3.3
Lake and stream protection line (sø- og åbeskyttelseslinjen)
The lake and stream protection line apply to lakes with a surface area larger than 3 ha and to
streams registered with a protection line. The stream protection line is located 150 m from the
stream bank at the normal water level. Within the protection zone, it is prohibited to place
structures, including shacks, trailers and poles. It is further prohibited to conduct any planting or
to change the ground elevation. Agricultural use is allowed, except for the planting of fir trees, fruit
trees etc. Service buildings necessary for agriculture and fishing are allowed to be constructed in
these protected areas. The lake and stream protection lines are shown in Figure 6-7.
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Protected areas and protected forest \10\.

6.3.4

Nature protected areas – the so-called § 3-protected areas (naturbeskyttede
områder)
Many natural areas have disappeared from the landscape over the past 50 years. When the natural
areas disappear, much of the wildlife and plants also disappear. In order to slow down this
development, it was decided in 1972 to protect certain natural habitats. In 1992, these provisions
were extended by the Nature Conservation Act, which includes provisions for the protection of
various natural habitats such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meadows
Heathlands
Bogs
Grasslands
Beach meadows
Lakes

These habitats are protected everywhere they occur in Denmark. About 10% of Denmark's area is
protected under § 3 of the Nature Conservation Act. Areas designated as nature protected areas –
the so called § 3-protected areas (naturbeskyttede områder) – are shown in Figure 6-8.
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Nature protected areas \10\.

6.3.5
Beach protection line (strandbeskyttelseslinjen)
The coastal areas of Denmark are protected under the provisions of the Nature Conservation Act.
The purpose of such protection is to preserve the open coasts and the scenic, natural and
recreational values attached to the coasts. The beach protection zone encompasses the beach width
and the area up to 300 m behind the beachfront, except for in summer house areas, where it is
only 100 m or less.
There are strict rules for the protected zone where, in general, no changes to the existing state may
be made. This means that it is not permitted to e.g. build, construct fences, plant or otherwise
change the terrain. However, there are a number of exceptions to the prohibition against changing
the condition, and the Danish Coastal Authority may in some cases give a dispensation for
construction or other changes to the condition. In determining whether a dispensation may be
granted, the Coastal Directorate makes an overall and concrete assessment in each case. A number
of considerations are included in the assessment, including the impact on the coastal landscape,
nature and recreational interests.
The beach protection zone generally comprises all Danish coasts. The west coast of Jutland, from
Skagen to Blåvandshuk/Skallingen and from there along the west side of Fanø, Mandø and Rømø,
are instead protected by the dune protection line (see below).
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6.3.6
Dune protection line (klitfredningslinjen)
The coastal areas along the west coast of Jutland and a few other places have a dune protection
line instead of a beach protection line. Like the beach protection line, the dune protection line
protects dune areas but is also intended to prevent sand drift. The dune protection line is defined
from the inner border of the beach and normally extends 300 m inwards. However, in summer
house areas it only extends 100 m inwards, see Figure 6-9.
Provided that there are specific or current sand drift issues in the area in question, a section of up
to 500 m measuring from the beginning of the sand dunes may be included in the dune protection
zone. It is prohibited to alter the state of the protected area or to practice activities causing a higher
risk of sand drift. It is therefore prohibited to construct any structures, including shacks, trailers,
poles, terraces and garages. It is furthermore prohibited to conduct ground work, remove
vegetation, graze or burn the areas. Outside legally installed roads, motor driven vehicles,
horseback riding and bicycling are prohibited.

Figure 6-9

The dune protection line. Note: there is no beach protection line in this area, as it is replaced by
the dune protection line along this part of the coast \10\.

6.3.7
Main landfall
The landfall of the main data cable route, with the planned BMH located inside the public parking
area at the end of Houstrup Strandvej is shown in Figure 6-10.
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Location for main planned cable route, showing access to the beach over the dunes from the
parking area (left), and the parking area at the end of Houstrup Strandvej (right).

The area where the BMH and the onshore construction activities will take place is cadastre number
9e, Houstrup By, Henne (1340355), and is owned by the Nature Agency of Denmark, see also Figure
6-6.
The landfall of the main cable route is located inside/crosses protected areas as follows, according
to the national protected areas described in Sections 6.3.1 - 6.3.6:
•
•
•

A protected forest area (fredskov).
A nature protected §3 – area of heathland and grassland.
Inside the dune protection zone.

6.3.8
Cable stub landfall
The landfall of the cable stub, north of the landfall of the main cable route, is located inside the
public parking area near the beach where the road Gammelgabvej passes Nyminde Strøm and turns
to the north along Nyminde Strøm to the town Nymindegab.

Figure 6-11

Location of the cable stub, with the planned BMH located inside the public parking area (left), and
a view over the parking area from the dunes (right).

The area where the BMH and the onshore construction activities will take place is located in cadastre
number 156 eh, Bjerregård, Lønne (1340951), and is owned by the Nature Agency of Denmark,
see also Figure 6-6.
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The landfall for the main cable route is located inside/crosses protected areas as follows, according
to the national protected areas described in Sections 6.3.1 - 6.3.6:
A protected area (Nymindestrøm).
A nature protected §3 – area of heatland and grassland.
The dune protection zone.

•
•
•

6.3.9
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on the landfall sites during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•
•
•

Physical disturbance and noise during installation activities.
Occupying space at the parking areas during installation activities
Air emission of pollutants during installation activities.
Habitat changes.

All onshore construction activities are confined to the two parking areas where the BMHs are located.
The duration of the total works at the onshore construction areas is estimated to be 6-8 weeks per
site. During this period, a work area of approximately 2.500 m2 will be established at each parking
area. Inside the work area, the equipment and machinery for construction of the BMH and the HDD
will be located, see Section 4.7, page 26. All traffic to and from the parking areas will be along the
existing roads. As the cable will be established from the parking areas and out into the sea by HDD,
there will be no direct environmental impacts outside the parking areas.
Outside the parking areas, indirect impacts are comparable to those described in Section 6.1.3,
page 60. Upon completion of the installation works, the work areas will be restored their preconstruction condition.
During installation activities at the parking areas, there will be significantly fewer parking spots
available for the public, see Section 4.7.1, page 26. The disturbance and issue of occupying a large
part of the parking areas will be highest during spring/summer, when the number of visitors is the
highest.
The overall impacts on the landfall area and national protected areas caused by construction and
operation of the Havhingsten data cable is assessed to be negligible and insignificant.

Impact

Physical disturbance

Impact magnitude
Spatial extent

Duration

Intensity

Local

Temporary

Medium
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Low
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and noise
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Local

Temporary

Medium
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Local

Temporary
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Low
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Local

Temporary

Low

Low
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1: Moderate impacts relate to the spring/summer tourist season.
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6.4 Bathymetry
The bathymetry of the Danish part of the North Sea consists of relatively shallow areas (<90 m) in
the major parts of the western, central and the southern North Sea. The eastern, near-coastal areas
are generally shallow (<30 m) and slope gradually towards greater depths (~90 m) in the central
and the western parts. In the northern and north-eastern parts of the North Sea in the Danish area,
the depth slopes gently down to 200 m before it reaches the shelf edge or the edge of the Norwegian
Trench, which extends east along the Norwegian coast into the Skagerrak, with depths up to 500
m \12\. The bathymetry of the North Sea is shown in Figure 6-12.

Figure 6-12

Seabed bathymetry \9\.

6.4.1
Main route
An overview of the depth profile along the cable route inside Danish waters is shown in Figure 6-13.
The overview shows a water depth of approximately 70 m at the UK/DK EEZ border, with a
maximum depth along the cable route of approximately 72 m. The water depth decreases towards
land to about 40 m at KP 120, after which it increases to about 55 m at KP 135 and then again
decreases to approximately 20 m at the Danish TW.
Inside the TW, the water depth reduces to approximately 5 m within 1 km from the shoreline,
approximately where the HDD will break through the seabed from land. The water depth along the
final kilometre into the shoreline changes in accordance with the sandbanks along the coastline.
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Overview of the depth profile along the main cable route.

6.4.2
Cable stub
The water depth profile along the cable stub is similar to that of the main cable route.
6.4.3
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on bathymetry during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•

Installation of the cable into the seabed.
Crossing structures to be established for crossing of existing cables and pipelines, or
protection structures to be established if cable is placed directly on seabed.

HDD will not result in changes in seabed bathymetry, while trenching will result in local and shortterm changes in seabed bathymetry. At cable crossings, but more so at pipeline crossings, the
crossing structure to be established (concrete mattresses, rock cover or similar) may result in a
measurable and long-term reduction in water depth. Changes in water depth will depend on the
type of crossing structure established.
Based on the above, the overall changes in bathymetry caused by construction and operation of the
cable is assessed to be negligible to minor.
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6.5 Seabed sediments
The substrate is dominated by sand in most of the North Sea. Fine-grained mud, sandy mud or
muddy sand can be observed in the western and northern parts of the North Sea and Skagerrak,
where mud predominates in the deep trenches. Outside the shallow water part of the landfall area
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of the cable route, there is also a larger area of muddy sand located inside and just outside of
Danish TW. Coarse sand sediments are located in the central parts of the North Sea, with gravel
beds and ridge patches extending from the south-east to the north-west. The deposits of hard
substrate (hard glacial clay, stones and boulders) generally extend across the eastern/north-eastern
North Sea in the area of the maximum extension of the last ice age \12\.
The seabed morphology and the seabed sediment data are shown in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15,
respectively.

Figure 6-14

Seabed morphology \12\.
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Seabed sediments \13\.

6.5.1
Main route
Along the planned cable route, the substrate is dominated by sand and muddy/silty sand, and there
are smaller areas with gravel and coarse sand as well as an area with mud and sandy mud located
in the western part of the Danish section of the North Sea.
The seabed sediment inside the Danish TW is, as for the main route, dominated by sandy and
muddy/silty sandy sediment, with sand nearshore in shallower areas near the coast, and
muddy/silty sandy sediments further offshore in deeper areas.
6.5.2
Cable stub
The sediment conditions along the cable stub route are similar to what is described above for the
main route.
6.5.3
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on seabed sediments during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•

Offshore installation activities.
Crossing structures to be established for the crossing of existing cables and pipelines, or
protection structures to be established if the cable is placed directly on seabed.
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Pre-installation activities such as route clearance, pre-lay grapnel run and the installation of the
cable into the seabed will involve some disturbance and local modifications to the seabed. The
impacted area will mainly comprise the footprint of the cable trenching equipment and is therefore
restricted to a maximum of a few metres on each side of the cable route. The seabed sediment
conditions are assessed to be able to re-establish to pre-installation conditions within a few days to
a few years, depending on the local conditions.
Where crossing and or protection structures are going to be established there will be a local longterm change of the existing sediment conditions.
The overall changes in sediment conditions caused by construction and operation of the cable are
assessed to be negligible to minor.
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6.6

Minor

Benthic flora, fauna and habitats

6.6.1
Benthic flora
The marine benthic macroflora of higher plants and macroalgae in the North Sea is restricted to the
photic zone and therefore typically occurs in the shallow water areas near the coastline and down
to approximately 30 m water depth.
Based on an analysis of the nearshore area of the planned Viking Link landfall location west of
Blåbjerg plantation in 2014–2016 and the results of investigations of benthic habitats and
communities at the nearshore area east of the Horns Rev 3 offshore wind farm, it was concluded
that macroflora do not exist in the shallow water areas along the coastline at the planned landfall
locations \14\ \15\.
6.6.2
Soft-bottom fauna
A significant proportion of the energy fixed by the phytoplankton in the North Sea will settle on the
seabed and provide food for an abundant benthic invertebrate fauna. The species composition of
the benthic fauna reflects the sediment composition, current regime and depth. Species richness
generally increases with depth, while biomass generally increases towards the shallower, southern
North Sea. The benthic fauna assemblages in the Danish part of the North Sea are identified in
Figure 6-16.
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Benthic fauna assemblages in the North Sea \16\ \17\ \18\.

6.6.3 Hard-bottom fauna
Hard-bottom communities are strongly associated with a substrate capable of anchoring key species
of algae and fauna. Figure 6-17 shows known distributions of broad-scale, hard-bottom
communities in the Danish part of the North Sea. No hard-bottom fauna communities have been
identified close to the planned cable route.
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Distribution of broad-scale, hard-bottom communities in the Danish part of the North Sea \12\.

6.6.4 Benthic habitats
OSPAR has established a list of threatened and/or declining species and habitats in the North-East
Atlantic. This list provides an overview of the biodiversity in need of protection and is being used
by the OSPAR Commission to guide the setting of priorities for further work on the conservation
and protection of marine biodiversity under Annex V of the OSPAR Convention.
Figure 6-18 shows the distribution of OSPAR threatened habitats inside the Danish part of the North
Sea. None of the threatened habitats are located close to the planned cable route.
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OSPAR threatened and/or declining species and habitats \12\.

6.6.5
Main route
The soft-bottom fauna communities along the main cable route are shown in Figure 6-16.
The more nearshore fauna community is characterized by the shallow-water community Limecola
balthica (earlier known as Macoma balthica) (assemblage V). A little further from the coast, within
Danish TW, the community is characterized by the species Tellina fabula, Montacuta ferruginosa
and Echinocardium cordatum (assemblage VII). Within the EEZ, various fauna communities are
found along the route, including:
•
•
•

Nethphys cirrosa, Echinocardium cordatum and Urothoe poseidonis (assemblage Ia).
Nucula nitidosa, Callianassa suibterranea and Eudorella truncatula (assemblage IIa)
Ophelia borealis and Nepthys longosetosa (assemblage IIb).

No benthic flora communities have been identified close to the planned cable route, see Figure 6-16.
No hard-bottom fauna communities have been identified close to the planned cable route, see Figure
6-17.
6.6.6
Cable stub
The benthic flora and fauna community along the cable stub route is similar to what has been
described above for the main cable route.
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6.6.7
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on the benthic flora, fauna and habitats during construction and
operation of the Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•

Offshore installation activities.
Crossing structures to be established for the crossing of existing cables and pipelines, or
protection structures to be established if the cable is placed directly on the seabed.

Pre-installation activities, such as route clearance and pre-lay grapnel run, and cable installation
with trenching of the cable into the seabed will involve some disturbance and local modifications to
the seabed. Direct impacts on the benthic flora, fauna and habitats will be restricted to impacts
inside the area (footprint) where cable-lay will take place. Inside the footprint of approximately 5
m along the cable route, flora and fauna will be impacted. Inside the directly affected area, it is
assessed that the benthic fauna will be able to re-establish within one to two years, depending on
the local conditions and the specific species affected.
Indirect impacts on benthic flora, fauna and habitats can potentially be caused by increased turbidity
and re-settlement of sediment brought into suspension. However, as described in Section 5.3, the
thickness of the re-settled sediment layer outside the directly affected area will be small and
insignificant. Only in the very close vicinity (i.e., within a few metres) of the directly affected area
is there a risk of affecting the most sensitive benthic flora and fauna species. Increased turbidity
will be of a very short duration of a few hours at any given location, as the cable-lay activity is
continuously moving.
Underneath crossing and protection structures (concrete mattress, rock placement or similar), the
existing fauna will perish. A new hard-bottom fauna community will likely establish at these
locations.
The overall impact on the benthic fauna and habitats caused by construction and operation of the
cable is assessed to be negligible to minor.
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6.7 Fish
More than 200 fish species have been recorded in the North Sea. Most species can be found in the
western North Sea, in the Skagerrak and along the Norwegian trench, where many deep-water fish
are also located \12\. The overall relative distribution of pelagic 2 and demersal 3 fish species in the
North Sea, based on survey results from 2001 – 2016, is shown in Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20.
Spawning areas for some of the commercially important fish species in the North Sea, with a focus
on fish species with spawning areas along the planned cable route, are shown in Figure 6-21 to
Figure 6-25.
2

Lives in the pelagic zone

3

Lives and feeds on or near the bottom of the sea
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Figure 6-19

Relative distribution of pelagic fish species based on results from the ICES DATRAS survey
database, 2001-2016 \12\.

Figure 6-20

Relative distribution of demersal fish species based on results from the ICES DATRAS survey
database, 2001-2016 \12\.
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Spawning grounds for cod \17\.

Figure 6-22

Spawning grounds for whiting \17\.
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Figure 6-23

Spawning grounds for mackerel \17\.

Figure 6-24

Spawning grounds for European plaice and common sole \17\.
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Spawning grounds for sandeel \17\.

6.7.1
Main route
Existing literature and field studies describing the fish communities along the west coast of Denmark
and in the regional area of the planned cable route show sandy sediment habitats along much of
the west coast. These habitats form the basis for the fish communities that are present. The fish
communities along the coastal section of the cable route are dominated by flatfish (dab, plaice,
sole, turbot and flounder), sandeel, gurnards and gobies. Pelagic fish include sprat, herring, whiting,
Atlantic cod and horse mackerel. In the deeper, muddy sand areas further offshore, the dominant
fish species are typically dab, grey gurnard, whiting and haddock.
Based on the results of the field surveys described in the EIA for Horns Rev 3, the most common
fish species in the eastern part of the cable route were as follows \14\:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sandeel (Ammodytidae)
Common dab (Limanda limanda)
Sand goby (Pomatoschistus minutus)
Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa)
Sprat (Sprattus sprattus)
Herring (Clupea harengus)
Cod (Gadus morhua)
Hooknose (Agonus cataphractus)
Dragonets (Callionymidae)
Whiting (Merlagius merlangius)
Horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus).
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6.7.2
Cable stub
The most common fish species along the cable stub route north of Houstrup are similar to what has
been described for the main cable route above.
6.7.3
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on the fish community during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•
•

Offshore installation activities that cause increased turbidity.
Underwater noise from vessels and construction activities.

In general, the North Sea is characterized by turbid and exposed conditions. Fish species and
communities present along the cable corridor and in the surrounding areas are adapted to these
conditions and are not considered sensitive to suspended sediment. The area impacted by the
installation activities will be very limited in extent, and the duration of the impact will be short (i.e.
from hours to days). It is expected that fish in the cable corridor will move to adjacent areas during
disturbance and return to the area after the construction activities have been completed. It is
therefore assessed that the impact on fish from disturbance of the seabed, increased sediment
concentrations in the water, noise and increased vessel traffic due to construction activities will be
negligible.
The increased vessel traffic and the noise from vessels and the cable installation machinery onboard may also lead to disturbance of fish during construction. These disturbances may cause
temporary displacement of fish and thereby prevent fish from using the area. However, the degree
and extent of the potential impacts are small and will be of short duration (i.e., from hours to days).
After construction activities are completed, fish will be able to return to the areas of disturbance.
In addition, fish along the cable corridor and in adjacent areas are accustomed to disturbance from
vessels, which are common in this region. It is therefore assessed that the probability of adverse
impacts due to increased traffic and noise is low. Thus, impacts on fish due to disturbance from
increased traffic and noise in the construction phase are considered to be negligible.
The cable burial activities will affect the seabed along the cable route and possibly have a negative
impact on the benthic habitats along a narrow section of seabed (i.e., within a few metres on each
side of the cable) (see Section 6.6.7). This could have an impact on the food availability for fish.
However, the direct impact on the seabed will constitute a very small proportion of the total marine
habitat for fish and their food resources, and the extent of the impact is therefore assessed to be
low. The impact on benthic habitats in general will be temporary and on a very small scale. Because
it is expected that benthic habitats will regenerate within one to two years, the impact on benthic
habitats and their associated fish communities is assessed to be negligible.
The overall impacts on fish species caused by construction and operation of the cable are assessed
to be negligible.
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6.8 Marine mammals
The marine mammals in the North Sea consist of two species of seal: grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)
and harbour seal (Phoca vitulina), and four species of cetaceans that occur commonly or are
resident: harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus
albirostris), bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncates), and minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata).
In addition, there are at least five less common species that occur regularly: short-beaked common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis), Atlantic white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus), long-finned pilot
whale (Globicephala melas), killer whale (Orcinus orca), and Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus)
\19\. However, the results from a series of large-scale surveys for cetaceans in European Atlantic
waters, the so-called SCANS I-III 4, reveal that of the mentioned cetaceans, only the harbour
porpoise regularly occurs in the project area \20\.
6.8.1 Seals
Both seal species are found in the Danish part of the North Sea and Skagerrak, where they breed
and haul out in larger numbers in the Wadden Sea as well as in the western part of Limfjorden.
Individual seals or smaller groups are also seen resting along the western coast of Jutland, including
at Skagen Gren. Data on abundance are available from annual counts of seals at haul-outs during
breeding and moulting.
Grey seal
The grey seal is widely distributed throughout the North Atlantic. They often haul-out on land,
especially on outlying islands and remote coastlines exposed to the open sea. The grey seal feeds
on a wide variety of fish, mostly benthic or demersal species, caught at depths down to 70 m or
more. Sandeels are an important part of the grey seal diet in many areas. Cod and other gadids,
flatfish and herring are also important locally. However, the grey seal will generally eat whatever is
available.
During winter in the North Sea, most grey seals reside on land for several weeks during DecemberJanuary, where they give birth and mate again during moulting season in February-May. At these
times, most of the seal population is on land for most of the time, thus reducing the density at sea.
Overall, the grey seal population continues to exhibit stable growth in the Wadden Sea. Adult grey
seals are generally counted during the moulting season, since they spend substantially more time
on land during that period. In 2018, the total count in the Wadden Sea amounted to 6,144 adult
grey seals (Denmark, Germany and Netherlands); 228 seals were counted in Denmark \21\. There
is no available information on grey seal distribution in the Danish part of the North Sea.
Harbour seals
Harbour seals are found throughout the coastal waters of the Northern Hemisphere, from temperate
to polar regions. Harbour seals are mainly found in the coastal waters of the continental shelf and
slope, and are also commonly found in bays, rivers, estuaries and intertidal areas. At sea, they are
most often seen alone, but occasionally occur in small groups. Haul-out sites include rocks, sand
and shingle beaches, sand bars, mud flats, vegetation and a variety of man-made structures.
Harbour seals prefer to frequent familiar resting sites. They may spend several days at sea and
travel up to 50 km in search of feeding grounds. The harbour seal is a generalist in food selection
and appears to prefer fish species that are easily accessible and numerous - in the Wadden Sea,
harbour seals feed on a wide variety of fish such as cod, herring, various flatfish, gobies and sandeel
\22\. In 2017, the total count in the Wadden Sea amounted to almost 26,000 adult harbour seals
on land (Denmark, Germany and Netherlands); 2,971 seals were counted in Denmark \23\.

4

https://synergy.st-andrews.ac.uk/scans3/
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The Wadden Sea is the only breeding area for harbour seals on the Danish west coast and the only
area where a large number of seals regularly occurs on land \24\. The pups are born between June
and July, and moulting takes place in August. During these periods, the animals are often found in
their haul-out sites, and they are less likely to be swimming at sea.
Data on distribution at sea are only available for the harbour seals residing in the Wadden Sea,
where 21 harbour seals were tracked in 2002-2005 (Figure 6-26). The 21 harbour seals moved up
to 321 km away from the tagging site in the Wadden Sea but spent most of their time in or near
the Wadden Sea and at Horns Rev northwest of the Wadden Sea. It should be noted that the data
are rather old, and the 21 individuals may not be representative of the entire population \12\.
Several other groups or subpopulations of harbour seals are known to inhabit the Danish North Sea
and Skagerrak e.g., seals from the western part of Limfjorden. Their main activities are believed to
be foraging, socializing and resting along the coastline of Jutland; however, there are no telemetry
data that illustrate the distribution of these animals. Thus, the current distribution as illustrated in
Figure 6-26 is only representative for the south-eastern part of the Danish North Sea, and work is
in progress to add aerial survey data to the currently available knowledge.

Figure 6-26

Distribution based on 21 satellite tracked harbour seals displayed as Kernel Density Estimates
with values normalized to 1 mill. (2002-2005) \12\.
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6.8.2 Harbour porpoises
The entire North Sea population of harbour porpoises consists of about 345,000 individuals \25\.
They feed mostly on small, pelagic, schooling fish such as herring, sprat, gobies and sandeel.
Harbour porpoises tend to feed close to the sea bottom, at least within waters less than 200 m
deep. However, when hunting sprat, harbour porpoises may stay closer to the surface \26\. A study
published in 2016 showed that porpoises off the coast of Denmark hunted 200 fish per hour during
the day and up to 550 per hour at night. Almost all the fish they ate were very small, i.e. between
3 and 10 cm long \27\\28\. Harbour porpoises tend to be solitary foragers, but they do sometimes
hunt in packs and herd fish together \26\. Harbour porpoises are widely, but unevenly, distributed
throughout European waters. The distribution is presumably linked to the distribution of prey (e.g.
gobies, herring and sandeel), which in turn is linked to parameters such as hydrography and
bathymetry \29\.
Based on an unprecedented set of survey data for the harbour porpoise, collected in the UK,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, and Denmark, a seasonal habitat-based density model for the
central and southern North Sea has been developed. Visual survey data were collected over nine
years (2005–2013) by means of dedicated line-transect surveys. Generalized additive models of
porpoise density were fitted to 156,630 km of on-effort survey data with 14,356 sightings of
porpoise groups. Selected predictors included static and dynamic variables, such as depth, distance
to shore and to sandeel grounds, sea surface temperature (SST), proxies for fronts, and day length
\30\. The density models captured seasonal distribution shifts of porpoises across international
boundaries. The modelled seasonal distributions for spring, summer, and fall are shown in Figure
6-27, Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29, respectively.

Figure 6-27

Predicted harbour porpoise densities in the North Sea in spring (March –May) \30\.
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Figure 6-28

Predicted harbour porpoise densities in the North Sea in summer (June –August) \30\.

Figure 6-29

Predicted harbour porpoise densities in the North Sea in fall (September –November) \30\.
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6.8.3
Main route
There are no harbour seal or grey seal colonies located in vicinity of the planned data cable route.
The densities of the seal species are relatively low along the planned cable route. The density of
harbour porpoises along the planned cable route is relatively high in spring and summer, while the
density is low along the cable route in autumn and winter, see also Figure 6-27 - Figure 6-29.
6.8.4
Cable stub
The distribution of harbour seal, grey seal, and harbour porpoise along the cable stub route is similar
to what has been described above for the main route.
6.8.5
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on marine mammals during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Physical disturbance and underwater noise during installation activities.

The grey seal, the harbour seal and the harbour porpoise are protected under several regulations
and conventions and much attention is paid to their protection in general. All three species are listed
in the EU Habitats Directive Annex II, which means that they shall be protected via the designation
of special areas of conservation. For seals, these areas are primarily designated in connection to
important haul-out areas on land. Harbour porpoises are furthermore included in Annex IV of the
EU Habitats Directive, which states that a strict protection regime must be applied across their
entire natural range within the EU, both within and outside Natura 2000 sites.
Marine mammals are highly mobile species with ranges extending over large areas. The cable route
does not cross areas designated for protection of marine mammals. Preparation of the seabed and
the installation of the Havhingsten cable will involve increased vessel traffic and modifications of
the seabed during construction. The activities may potentially impact marine mammals by causing
disturbance, displacement and changes in food availability. In Section 6.6 and Section 6.7, it is
assessed that the impacts on benthic habitats and fish, respectively, will be negligible and
consequently the impact on marine mammals due to reduced feeding opportunities are also
assessed to be negligible.
It is generally accepted that exposure to anthropogenic sounds can induce a range of effects on
marine mammals, from behavioural modification to permanent injury. However, the cable
installation activities and vessel noise are non-pulse activities and, as such, no permanent or injury
effects on marine mammals are expected from the proposed construction operations for the
submarine cable. Marine mammals are likely to be adapted to the background levels of
anthropogenic noise in the North Sea caused by shipping, oil and gas exploration, wind farm
development and operation, the fishing industry and recreational activities. The additional vessel
traffic and underwater noise related to cable installation activities will be local, temporary and
transient. Therefore, the extent of the impact is assessed to be low. The submarine cable corridor
and its surroundings are not considered of high importance to marine mammals and only a few - if
any - marine mammals are expected to be in the area during construction.
Furthermore, the character of the construction work allows the animals to swim away from the
activities and return to the area soon after completion of the construction works. Based on this, the
probability of adverse impact is very limited. In conclusion, the impact on marine mammals from
disturbance due to vessel traffic and underwater noise is assessed to be negligible.
The overall impacts on marine mammals caused by construction and operation of the cable is
assessed to be negligible.
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6.9 Seabirds
At least 19 species of seabirds breed on the coasts of the greater North Sea, in particular large
numbers of northern gannet (Morus bassanus), herring gull (Larus argentatus), lesser black-backed
gull (Larus fuscus), black-legged kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), and common guillemot (Uria algaee)
\12\.
Outside of the breeding season, the North Sea is used as a staging and wintering area. The density
of seabirds offshore in the western part of the planned cable route is generally low \14\.
6.9.1
Main route
Several bird surveys have been carried out in the area of the planned cable route.
A national seabird survey carried out in 2007/2008 relatively close to the nearshore project area
(see Figure 6-30) showed the following important species in the area: divers (Gavia stellate, Gavia
arctica), common scoter (Melanitta nigra), and, further from the coast, the black-legged kittiwake
(Rissa tridactyla), little auk (Alle alle), razorbill (Alka torda), common guillemot (Uria algae), and
black guillemot (Cepphus grille) \14\.
Seabird surveys carried out for Horns Rev 2 and 3 (see Figure 6-30) showed that the common
scoter (Melanitta nigra) was the most numerous species in the area, and that a number of
individuals were of international importance. The survey area was also shown to be of high
importance for velvet scoter (Melanitta fusca), little gull (Hydrocoloeus minutus), and sandwich tern
(Thalasseus sandvicensis).
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The areas covered by the DMU (Danmarks Miljøundersøgelser) national survey undertaken in
2007/2008 and by bird surveys for Horns Rev 3 carried out in 2013.

The distribution of divers in the Danish part of the North Sea was surveyed in spring 2016. The
majority of the birds were red-throated divers (Gavia stellate), see Figure 6-31.
The distribution of common scoters (Melanetta nigra) is primarily confined to nearshore areas in
the eastern parts of the Danish North Sea, out to a distance of 50 km from the coast.
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Figure 6-31

The spatial distribution of 171 red-throated/black-throated divers recorded in April/May 2016
\12\.

Figure 6-32

The spatial distribution of 14,354 common scoters observed in the southern part of the Danish
North Sea during surveys of mid-winter waterbirds in 2013 \12\.
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Important bird areas (IBAs) and threatened and/or declining bird species
Important Bird Areas (IBAs) are internationally agreed priority sites for conservation action. A site
is recognised as an IBA only if it meets certain criteria, based on the occurrence of key bird species
that are vulnerable to global extinction or whose populations are otherwise irreplaceable. An IBA
must be amenable to conservation action and management. Figure 6-33 shows the designated IBAs
in the Danish part of the North Sea.
The OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining bird species for the OSPAR region “The Greater North
Sea” is shown in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4

OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining bird species.

OSPAR list of threatened and/or declining bird species for the OSPAR region “The Greater North
Sea”
Common name

Scientific name

Balearic shearwater

Puffinus mauretanicus

Black-legged kittiwake

Rissa tridactyla

Roseate tern

Sterna dougallii

Figure 6-33

Important bird areas (IBAs).
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6.9.2
Cable stub
The distribution of birds along the cable stub route is similar to what has been described above for
the main route.
6.9.3
Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on marine birds during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Physical disturbance and noise during installation activities.

The construction activities may cause displacement of birds in the local area for up to a few days
within a specific radius around the activities. Birds’ sensitivity to disturbance varies considerably
between species, as some species such as gulls may be attracted by human activities, other species
such as common scoter may be displaced from the construction area and may risk poorer foraging
opportunities and greater competition in their new foraging areas if bird densities in these areas
are consequently increased \6\. The extent of the impact is assessed to be low since the impacted
area of birds’ feeding habitats will be very small compared to the total area of the feeding grounds.
The seabed closest to the shore will not be affected by the project, as a marine bore pipe will be
installed using HDD from the BMH and out to the sea approximately 800 m from shore, which avoids
disruption of the seabed.
Due to the small area of impact and the short duration of construction activities at any specific
location, the overall impacts on birds are assessed to be negligible in both the offshore and
nearshore sections of the cable route.
Based on the above, the overall impacts on seabirds caused by construction and operation of the
cable are assessed to be negligible.
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6.10 Ship traffic
In the following, the impact on ship traffic and navigational safety during construction and operation
of the Havhingsten cable is evaluated.
The ship traffic along the stub cable route is essentially the same as for the corresponding section
of the main cable route. Therefore, only the main route is treated in the traffic description below.
The stub is included in the risk analysis.
6.10.1 Traffic analysis
The Automatic Identification System (AIS) is mandatory aboard all ships of 300 gross tonnage and
upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not
engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships irrespective of size \35\. In addition, an
increasing number of fishing and pleasure vessels are equipped with an AIS transmitter. This
provides for a comprehensive data set for ship traffic analysis. AIS data for 2018 have been
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downloaded from the Danish Maritime Authority as basis for a maritime risk analysis \35\. Figure
6-34 illustrates the ship traffic density west of Denmark.

Figure 6-34

Ship traffic during 2018, based on AIS data \36\.

It can be seen that the main international transit ship traffic crossing the cable route is along a 3040 km wide southwest/northeast-going band, which mainly holds traffic passing Skagen and
entering/leaving Kattegat. Traffic to the oil and gas production sites in the North Sea and to the
wind farms off the coast of Jutland is also clearly visible. Dividing the cable route into 1 km sections
(KP), the traffic per kilometre across the cable route is shown in Figure 6-35. It can be seen that
for the major part of the cable route, there is less than one ship passage per day. Only within one
section (KP 235) are there more than two ships per day (>730 ships per year).
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Ship traffic per KP crossing the cable route in 2018. KP000 is at the border to the UK EEZ, and
KP311 is at the Danish shore.

The ship traffic crossing the cable route is primarily comprised of cargo ships (including container
ships), tankers, and fishing ships (see Table 6-5). Support ships and “fast ferries”, among other
tasks, service the platforms and wind farms in the region. An example of a “fast ferry” is shown in
Figure 6-36. About 6% of the ships do not transmit a ship type and are listed as “Undefined”.
The 155 m long vessel CONTAINERSHIPS 6 is an example of a containership; see Figure 6-36. In
2018 it crossed the planned cable route 14 times. As an example of a fishing vessel, the 24 m long
SC45 MARIJTJE KEUTER is shown in Figure 6-37. It crossed the planned cable route 20 times in
2018.
Table 6-5

Ships crossing the cable route in 2018, sorted on ship type.

Type

Count

General cargo ship (including container ship)

17,401

Oil products tanker

5,271

Fishing ship

4,811

Support ship

927

Pleasure boat

401

Passenger ship

357

Fast ferry

319

Other ship

1,989

Undefined

1,928

Total

33,404
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Figure 6-36

Left: The UMOE FIRMUS (MMSI 235114757) is an example of a “fast ferry”. This vessel was likely
engaged in works related to the Horns Rev 3 wind farm, with 314 crossings of the planned cable
route. Picture from \37\. Right: The container ship CONTAINERSHIPS 6 (MMSI 211315100).
Picture from \37\.

Figure 6-37

The fishing vessel SC45 MARIJTJE KEUTER (MMSI 211279120). Picture from \37\.

As can be seen in Table 6-5, the total number of ships crossing the 312 km long cable route in
Danish waters in 2018 was approximately 33,000 (or an average of 0.3 ship crossings per day per
kilometre of cable). In comparison, more than 44,000 ships pass Kadetrenden south of Denmark
(35 km wide) and more than 52,000 ships pass between Skagen and Sweden (55 km wide) each
year (numbers from 2014 \38\). As such, the traffic density along the cable route can be considered
relatively low.
6.10.2 Assessment of potential impacts
Impact during construction
The impact on ship traffic during construction will be the result of an expected Safety Exclusion
Zone of ½-1 nautical mile (nm) in radius, to be agreed on with the maritime authority. The traffic
density is low and there is generally ample space for 3rd-party ships to adjust their course and pass
the construction vessels at safe distance.
The works do not take place near any harbours, designated traffic routes, Traffic Separation
Schemes, pilot points or other areas of special concern, and the closest distance to an oil or gas
production platform is more than 6 km. The traffic density is furthermore relatively low. A hearing
of the users of the waters has thus not been considered relevant.
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Impacts during operation
The main impact on maritime traffic from the cable during operation will be due to the 200 m
exclusion zone on each side of the cable, within which where anchoring, bottom trawl fishing,
dredging and similar works on the seabed will be prohibited. As there is ample space for anchoring
away from the cable, the impact on ship traffic during operation is considered negligible. For the
impact on fishery, reference is made to Section 6.14.
Summary
The overall impact on the ship traffic will be negligible.
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6.10.3 Risk assessment (unplanned events)
According to the Executive Order on the safety of navigation in connection with engineering works
and other activities in Danish waters, a risk assessment report assessment must be made \39\. The
risk assessment is scaled to the size of the individual project. For the current project, the risk
assessment is outlined below. For further details, reference is made to the Danish Maritime
Authority form “Assessment of safety of navigation in connection with marine construction works”
filled in for the Havhingsten cable project \40\.
Risks during construction phase
Risks to 3rd-party vessels during construction arise from the presence of the construction vessels
along the cable route. The number of ships crossing the cable route (in 2018) was shown in Figure
6-35 above. Based on the crossings, a simple collision frequency model was set up to quantify the
collision frequency between the lay vessel and crossing 3rd-party vessels, using the following
assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ship traffic intensity is equally distributed over time.
The lay vessel is 140 m long.
The lay vessel moves slowly (20 km per day / 0.5 knots) and is the struck vessel in a
collision.
Ships crossing the cable route are described by the average ship breadth within each
kilometre-section.
Ships cross perpendicular to the cable route.
Basic probability that two ships on a collision course will collide is 9 ∙ 10-5 \41\.
Mitigation factors not included in the basic collision probability (engineering judgement):
o Notice to Mariners: 0.75
o Regular broadcasts, warning procedures, safety zones etc.: 0.1
o AIS on most vessels: 0.45
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It should be noted that the collision frequency includes all collisions from ships, ranging from barely
touching to a full head-on collision. The construction works also include route clearance, landward
cable landing using a barge and offshore geotechnical drilling prior to HDD.
The ship-ship collision frequencies are estimated to be as shown in Table 6-6; further assumptions
on the size and speed of the construction vessels are in accordance with the project description
(Chapter 4).
Table 6-6

Estimated yearly ship-ship collision frequencies between construction vessels and 3rd-party
vessels due to the construction works.

Activity
Route clearance (main)
Nearshore drilling (main)
Nearshore cable lay (main)
Cable lay (main)
Total (main route)
Route clearance (stub)
Nearshore drilling (stub)
Nearshore cable lay (stub)
Cable lay (stub)
Total (stub)
Total (main route and stub)

Mean speed [knots]
Vessel size [m]
Frequency [per year]
0.56
140
1.8E-06
0.03
10
5.5E-07
0.03
10
5.5E-07
0.45
140
1.9E-06
4.8E-06
0.56
140
2.3E-07
0.03
10
5.5E-07
0.03
10
5.5E-07
(all work assumed to be done as nearshore)
1.3E-06
6.1E-06

Mitigation measures to reduce the risk include:
•
•
•
•

Notices to Mariners.
Notices to local fishermen.
Safety Exclusion Zone around the lay vessel (to be agreed with the Danish Maritime
Authority).
Dedicated lookout on the construction vessel, regular broadcasts and direct warning over
radio of nearby traffic.

Risks during operation phase
During the operation phase, risks to 3rd-party vessels arise from anchors or fishing equipment
(trawls or trawl boards) becoming stuck on the data cable. The cable is planned to be buried 2 m
into the seabed in Danish waters and have a 200 m exclusion zone along and on each side of the
cable. Therefore, it is estimated to be very unlikely for a bottom trawl or anchor to get stuck on the
cable. However, ships are known to accidently drag their anchor across the seafloor. Given the
small diameter of the cable (25-40 mm) and that only larger ships will have anchors large enough
to penetrate to the depth of the cable, the cable is expected to break if an anchor hooks onto it.
The risk to ship traffic is thus considered negligible.
The risk due to inspections of the cable and unplanned repair works is estimated to be around one
order of magnitude lower than the risk during construction of the cable and will be assessed
individually in each case when they arise according to the procedure in the Danish Maritime
Authority form “Assessment of safety of navigation in connection with marine construction works”.
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6.11 Existing and planned infrastructure
The offshore infrastructure in the North Sea includes the following objects:
•
•
•

Oil and gas license areas/installations, including platforms, pipelines and underwater
structures at the seabed.
Cables, including data fibre cables and electric power cables.
Wind farms with connecting power cables to land.

Figure 6-38 shows the oil and gas license areas and pipelines inside Danish waters. Figure 6-39
shows registered offshore cables and wind farms inside Danish EEZ.

Figure 6-38

Oil and gas license areas inside Danish EEZ of the North Sea.
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Offshore infrastructure (cables and wind farms) in the project area (Desktop Study).

6.11.1 Main route
The pipeline closest to the landfall of the main data cable route is the gas pipeline from South Arne
to the Nybro gas treatment plant, which was established in 1990. The landfall for the gas pipeline
is located more than 500 m south of the landfall of Havhingsten.
The planned data cable route will cross several areas reserved for offshore wind farms and cross
several pipelines and cables. All cable and pipeline crossings have been identified by the route
survey and are currently being verified and investigated further. A total of 21 crossings have been
identified, some of which are not in service anymore.
The exact number of active/inactive pipelines and cables (including specific pipeline/cable names
and owners) to be crossed by the planned data cable, according to results from the route survey,
are shown in Table 6-7.
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Cables and pipelines to be crossed by the planned Havhingsten Subsea Cable in Danish waters.

Crossing

Cable
Status

Cable
Type

Method
Located/
Info
Srce

Action
Needed

Latitude

Longitude

Depth
(m)

IS

FIBRE

MAGGIE

None

55 57,7009 N 004 24,1018 E

48

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT

55 59,5380 N 004 34,4014 E

48

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT

55 57,9531 N 004 24,9695 E

48

HERJE JA - GORM E

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT

55 57,0002 N 004 19,5628 E

49

EUROPIPE

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT

55 58,6797 N 003 57,9132 E

56

NORPIPE (GAS)

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT

55 57,0983 N 003 52,5412 E

56

FO DANICE Seg 2

IS

FIBRE

MAGGIE

None

55 49,5436

N 007 43,8775 E

22

FO CANTAT 3 Seg
F7

IS

FIBRE

MAGGIE

None

55 50,1731

N 007 23,9485 E

24

FO TAT 14 Seg N

IS

FIBRE

MAGGIE

None

55 51,1996

N 007 08,1092 E

23

FO ATLANTIC
CROSSING Seg A

IS

FIBRE

MAGGIE

None

55 52,8945

N 005 59,2012 E

46

EUROPIPE II

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT 55 54,7005

N 006 28,3667 E

42

DANISH GAS
EXPORT LINE (2)

Pipe

Pipeline

MAGGIE

URADUCT 55 53,3184

N 006 23,8179 E

44

POWER LINE

Pipe

MAGGIE

URADUCT 55 52,5816

N 006 09,2171 E

46

POWER LINE

Pipe

MAGGIE

URADUCT 55 52,5824

N 006 09,1932 E

46

TELE

OOS

N 007 21,5055 E

21

Segment 2-3
FO CANTAT-3
(Platform Link)
HARALD EXPORT
LINE
SVEND EXPORT
LINE

Segment 2-5

Power
Line
Power
Line
TELE

SSS

RC

55 50,2904

TELE

OOS

TELE

SSS

RC

55 53,6536

N 006 42,0373 E

39

FO TAT 10 Seg B

OOS

FIBRE

SSS

RC

55 53,6663

N 005 38,0151 E

51

-

-

-

-

Segment 2-5a
No crossings
RC

Subject to route clearance for burial

None

Surface laid

OOS

Out-of-Service Cable

IS

In-Service Cable / Pipeline

MAGGIE

Identified by Magnetometer. In-service cables subject 250m PLUP & PLDN

SSS

Identified by Side Scan Sonar

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.11.2 Cable stub
The planned northern data cable stub route will cross an area reserved for offshore wind farms, as
does the main cable route. The cable stub will not cross any cables or pipelines.
6.11.3 Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on existing and planned infrastructure during construction and
operation of the Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Crossing of cables and pipelines.
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Physical presence of the cable during operation, which imposes a safety zone in which other
structures such as wind farms and platforms cannot be constructed.

Crossing of cables and pipelines is only a matter of technique and, as such, does not pose a problem.
Before construction activities start, each crossing will be agreed with the owners of the cables and
pipelines to be crossed. All in all, there will be no conflict relating to crossing of in-service cables or
pipelines.
Havhingsten will cross several oil and gas license areas and an area reserved for wind farms.
According to the “Executive order on the protection of cables and submarine pipelines (BEK no. 939
of 27/11/1992) §4”, a 200 m protection zone is automatically established on either side of a cable.
Within this zone, anchoring, extraction of materials and any use of tools that drag on the bottom
are prohibited. It will be up to future developers to either avoid the safety zone or come to an
agreement with the cable owner.
The overall impacts on infrastructure caused by construction and operation of the cable is assessed
to be negligible to minor.
Impact
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6.12 Resource extraction sites
Marine sediments may comprise valuable raw material resources, especially for construction
purposes. However, the extraction of marine sediments is limited by the fact that the availability of
suitable dredging equipment decreases with increasing water depth. Furthermore, the costs of
extraction and transportation increase with distance from the coast. Therefore, most exploration of
sediments occurs at water depths of less than 20 m. The legislation on raw material extraction of
sand, gravel, stone, clay, lime and peat is administered by the Danish Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). There are several types of designated areas relating to raw material extraction:
•
•
•
•
•

Common areas (fællesområder): Anyone can obtain the right to extract material.
Potential common areas (potentielle fællesområder): Areas which in the future might be
designated for extraction.
Reserved areas (reservationsområder): Areas reserved for raw materials extraction.
Areas to be investigated (efterforskningstilladelser): Exploration for raw materials at sea
may only take place after permission has been obtained from the Danish EPA.
Auction areas (auktionstilladelser-§20): Companies can gain exclusive rights to extract by
bidding at an auction.
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In addition to extraction sites, sites for disposal have also been designated (klappladser). Disposal
sites show the locations of disposal and can be either open/current or closed/historic licences.
Disposal sites are typically designated for the dumping of dredged material or ship waste but can
also include chemical or munition waste.
The resource extraction areas and disposal areas located inside the project area are shown in Figure
6-40.

Figure 6-40

Resource extraction sites and areas designated for disposal \10\.

6.12.1 Main route
The main cable route crosses the southern part of a “Potential common area” which in the future
might be designated for extraction, see Figure 6-40.
6.12.2 Cable stub
The cable stub route crosses the same “Potential common area” as the main route crosses, but at
a more northerly location. This area might be designated for extraction in the future, see Figure
6-40.
6.12.3 Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on resource extraction sites during construction and operation of
the Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Physical presence of the cable during operation, which imposes a safety zone in which
extraction may be restricted.
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According to the “Executive order on the protection of cables and submarine pipelines (BEK no. 939
of 27/11/1992) §4”, a 200 m protection zone is automatically established on either side of a cable.
Within this zone, anchoring, extraction of materials and any use of tools that drag on the bottom
are prohibited. A cable will hence lay claim to a 400 m wide corridor within which extraction of raw
material will be prohibited while the cable is in operation.
The cable route does not cross any areas designated for extraction of raw materials. However, both
the main cable route and the northern cable stub cross an area that at some point may be
designated for extraction – a so called “potential common area”, see Figure 6-40.
The overall impacts on resource extraction caused by construction and operation of the cable are
assessed to be negligible to minor.
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6.13 Military practice areas
The North Sea countries maintain military practice areas of various types within the North Sea. In
the Danish part of the North Sea, several shooting practice areas are present along the nearshore
part of the cable route. Military practice areas in the vicinity of the cable route are shown in Figure
6-41.
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Military practice areas inside Danish waters \42\.

6.13.1 Main route
The main cable route crosses the military shooting area EKR78.
6.13.2 Cable stub
The cable stub crosses the military shooting area EKR78.
6.13.3 Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on military practice areas during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Physical presence of the installation ships during construction of the cable.

Navigation and other rights may be restricted in military practice areas. Areas along the coast are
regularly used for firing exercises, so it is recommended to inform and coordinate with the Danish
Ministry of Defence prior to construction activities in order to clarify any issues. Information about
planned exercises can be found at the homepage of the Danish Maritime Authority:
https://www.soefartsstyrelsen.dk/SikkerhedTilSoes/Sejladsinformation/Advarsler
The planned cable routes will cross the military shooting area EKR 78 inside Danish TW. If cable lay
is coordinated with the proper authorities to ensure that no exercises will interfere with construction
activities, then no impacts on military areas are foreseen.
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The overall impacts on military areas caused by construction and operation of the cable are assessed
to be negligible.
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6.14 Fishery
The Danish fishing fleet comprises approximately 1,400 vessels, of which 600 vessels operate in
the greater North Sea demersal fisheries. Smaller vessels (<12 m) constitute the greatest
proportion of the fleet, but account for less than 5% of the catch value of the Danish fishery. The
most important demersal fisheries target cod, plaice, saithe, northern shrimp (dybvandsrejer), and
Norway lobster (jomfruhummer) using bottom trawls and seines. The most important industrial and
pelagic fisheries are conducted by around 30 large (>40 m) vessels and around 200 smaller (12–
40 m) vessels; these fisheries target herring and mackerel for human consumption and sandeel,
sprat, and Norway pout for i.e. fish meal and oils \44\. In relation to a cable in the seabed, bottom
trawling is the fishery type of interest.
6.14.1 Bottom trawl
The density of bottom trawling by all nations during 2015 is shown in in the two figures below.
Figure 6-42 shows gear that only goes on the seabed (<2 cm penetration depth of the gear
components) and Figure 6-43 shows gear which goes into the seabed (≥2 cm penetration depth of
the gear components). Bottom trawling by Danish fishermen in the period 2013-2017 is shown in
Figure 6-44.
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Figure 6-42

Bottom fishing intensity. Trawl tools on the seabed with <2 cm penetration depth of the gear
components \9\.

Figure 6-43

Bottom fishing intensity. Trawl tools in the seabed with ≥2 cm penetration depth of the gear
components \9\.
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Bottom trawl by Danish fishermen in the period 2013-2017. Based on AIS data acquired from
the Danish Fishery Agency.

6.14.2 Brown shrimp (Crangon crangon)
Fishing for brown shrimp (Crangon crangon) in the North Sea is done with the use of beam trawls,
which are a type of bottom trawl that is hence captured in the figures above. Fishing mainly takes
place in the areas closest to the coast, as it is primarily in these areas that the shrimp live. The
fishery is mainly concentrated in a coastal area from Ringkøbing Fjord down to the Danish/German
border (southern Danish EEZ). The density of fishing for brown shrimp is shown in Figure 6-45.
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The density of fishing for brown shrimp in the North Sea based on VMS data from 2009 (Danish
fishermen) \45\.

6.14.3 Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus)
Danish fishing for Norway lobster takes place in the North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat. Fishing for
Norway lobster in the Skagerrak and Kattegat has been important since the 1940s; however, it is
only in the last 20 years that the North Sea has become a more important fishing area. Fishing for
Norway lobster takes place with bottom trawls and is hence also captured in Figure 6-42 and Figure
6-43 and is additionally shown in Figure 6-46 below. The Norway lobster is mostly caught on
mud/soft bottom at depths greater than 25 m \45\.
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The density of fishing for Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus) in the North Sea, Skagerrak and
Kattegat based on VMS data from 2009 (Danish fishermen) \45\.

6.14.4 Main route
As it can be seen on Figure 6-42 - Figure 6-46, the cable route does cross areas with high intensity
of various types of bottom trawl fishery. Along much of the nearshore area crossed by the cable
corridor, the fishery is almost exclusively comprised of beam trawl fisheries, which primarily target
brown shrimp.
6.14.5 Cable stub
The fishery within the cable corridor is almost exclusively comprised of beam trawl fisheries, which
primarily target brown shrimp. This fishery is generally most intense close to the coastline, see
Figure 6-45.
6.14.6 Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on fishery during construction and operation of the Havhingsten
data cable relate to:
•
•

Safety zone around construction vessels during installation activities.
Physical presence of the cable during operation, which imposes a restriction on fishery.

During construction, there will be a safety zone around the cable-lay vessel, within which ship traffic
and fishery is prohibited. However, the cable installation will be a continuously moving process and
the safety zone will be of a very short duration at any given location. The impacts on fishery during
construction of Havhingsten caused by a safety zone around vessels is assessed to be negligible.
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The main issue relating to a cable on the seabed is whether its presence leads to any restriction on
the fishery, and therefore loss of fishing opportunities. In order to protect the cable, in accordance
with the Executive Order on the protection of cables and submarine pipelines (BEK no. 939 of
27/11/1992) §4, a 200 m protection zone is automatically established on either side of the cable.
Within this zone, any use of tools that drag on the bottom (including bottom trawling), anchoring,
and extraction of materials are prohibited. The impact can be reduced by allowing trawling across
some sections of the cable route or along the whole cable route during the operation phase, as
described below.
Based on precedent, cable owners may grant a waiver to allow all types of trawling across the
permanent cable protection zone once the cable is installed. The current burial assessment indicates
that sufficient burial depth should be achieved to negate the need for a permanent cable protection
zone. However, the Project will not be able to confirm the ability to waive this requirement until
completion of the post-installation survey.
If dispensation is granted to allow trawling within all or part of the cable route during the operation
phase, then impacts during the operation phase would be reduced to short-term and negligible.
Since confirmation of this dispensation cannot be provided until after installation, the impact on
bottom trawling fisheries is conservatively assessed as moderate.
Commercial fisheries using passive gear such as gill nets, crab pots etc. will be allowed to continue
their fisheries within the cable corridor after the construction phase is completed. Thus, there is no
impact on these fisheries during typical operations.
The impacts during construction are assessed to be negligible, while the impacts on fishery during
operation of the cable if fishery cannot be undertaken inside the ±200 m safety zone are assessed
to be minor – moderate.
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6.15 Cultural heritage
Offshore
Denmark is surrounded by the sea and is rich in submarine cultural heritage. In the seabed, there
are Stone Age settlements that were flooded when the sea rose, and, from later times, shipwrecks
and structures from old ports or sea fortifications. Cultural heritage in the sea, lakes, and rivers is
protected under the Danish Museum Act if it is more than 100 years old. In special cases, the Danish
Agency for Culture and Palaces may decide that wrecks of aeroplanes and ships from e.g. the First
or Second World War are also to be protected, even though they are not yet 100 years old.
Disturbance or alteration of protected submarine heritage and shipwrecks is prohibited. Anyone who
becomes aware of submarine heritage or shipwrecks while diving, fishing, etc. must notify the
Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces or the local museum.
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The Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces shall be consulted in connection with all construction
and excavation on the seabed, e.g. for port facilities, extraction of raw materials, cable-laying or
damming. If the Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces suspects that the work will disturb protected
submarine heritage or shipwrecks, the developer may be ordered to pay for a marine archaeological
investigation. This also applies if traces of submarine heritage are found during the construction
work. Known offshore cultural heritage elements are shown in Figure 6-47.

Figure 6-47

Cultural heritage – offshore \43\.

Onshore
Approximately 30,000 sites and ancient monuments (fredet fortidsminder) are subject to
permanent protection under the Danish Museum Act. Most are burial mounds and megalithic tombs.
Visible sites and monuments are protected automatically. Other types of sites and monuments, e.g.
prehistoric settlements and old roads, may also be protected if the Danish Agency for Culture and
Palaces so decides and informs the owner. Old field boundaries of stone or earth are protected
automatically, but under slightly different rules. Protected sites and monuments may not be
damaged or otherwise altered. The objective of the Museum Act is to preserve as much
archaeological heritage as possible underground. The main principle is that whoever intervenes with
archaeological heritage must pay for an archaeological investigation.
Surrounding each ancient monument is a 100 m protection line (fortidsmindebeskyttelses-linje).
Within the protection zone, no changes may be made to the condition, i.e. for example plantings or
changes in the terrain.
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In addition, 1,348 heritage areas (kulturarvsarealer) are designated in Denmark, comprising a total
of 823 km2. A cultural heritage area is a cultural historical area of interest that is potentially hiding
cultural heritage. Heritage sites are not in themselves protected but may contain preserved cultural
heritage. The heritage areas have the function of “warning” potential developers that there is
significant cultural heritage in an area and that it may be worthwhile to relocate the planned
development to reduce the cost of archaeological studies. Known onshore cultural heritage elements
are shown in Figure 6-48.

Figure 6-48

Cultural heritage – onshore \43\.

6.15.1 Main route
No wrecks were identified along the main route during the route surveys.
6.15.2 Cable stub
Wrecks identified within the survey corridor during the survey operations were investigated and
reported in the form of wreck reports. Only one wreck was identified near the proposed cable route
within Danish waters. A side scan sonar and multibeam echosounder illustration of the wreck is
presented in Figure 6-49. The route has been engineered to maintain a minimum separation of 200
m from the wreck. The wreck is located in the cable stub survey corridor at a distance of 225 m
from the cable route and at approximately 18 m water depth. It is 36 m long and 9 m wide. A wreck
report is provided in Appendix 1.
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Side scan sonar and multibeam echosounder illustration of the wreck located at 225 m from the
cable route (cable stub).

6.15.3 Assessment of potential impacts
The sources of potential impacts on cultural heritage objects during construction and operation of
the Havhingsten data cable relate to:
•

Installation activities that physically destroy cultural heritage objects.

Potential issues in relation to cultural heritage mainly concern potential destruction during
construction works, specifically, trenching the cable into the seabed.
Offshore
The cable corridor has been surveyed for wrecks. Only one wreck has been identified. Since it is
more than 200 m from the cable route, no impacts are foreseen. Any encountered offshore cultural
heritage items can be avoided by local re-routing of the cable at a safe distance (typically 50-200
m).
Onshore
The cable will be installed up to the BMH through conduits created by HDD for a length of
approximately 1 km. As such, no work is expected nearshore, on the beach or in the dunes. All
work will be located in parking areas and hence no significant impacts on onshore cultural heritage
are expected.
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The overall impacts on cultural heritage objects during construction and operation of the
Havhingsten data cable are assessed to be negligible.
Impact

Installation activities

Impact magnitude
Spatial extent

Duration

Intensity

Local

Short-term

Low

Receptor

Overall

sensitivity

impact

Low - High

Negligible

that physically
destroy cultural
heritage objects

6.16 Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) (Directive 2008/56 / EC of 17 June 2008) is the
first comprehensive piece of EU legislation specifically aimed at protecting the marine environment
and natural resources and promoting sustainable exploitation of sea areas \46\. It establishes a
framework within which each Member State must take the necessary measures to achieve or
maintain Good Environmental Status (GES) of the marine environment by 2020 (Article 1).
The MSFD is implemented in Danish law through the Marine Strategy Act (Consolidated Act No. 117
of 26/01/2017) (lov om havstrategi) \47\. The Marine Strategy Act provides the overall framework
for the strategies that should be prepared under the MSFD in order to ensure that GES is achieved
or maintained in Danish waters.
In 2012 the Danish authorities prepared an overall marine strategy for Danish waters. The Danish
Marine Strategy applies to all Danish waters, including the seabed and the subsoil, in the TW and
EEZ. However, the Danish Marine Strategy does not apply to Danish waters out to one nautical mile
from the coast, to the extent that such waters are covered by the Water Planning Act (lov om
vandplanlægning) \48\ and measures under an adopted Natura 2000 site pursuant to the
Environmental Objectives Act (miljømålsloven) \49\.
The Danish Marine Strategy involves an assessment of GES in Danish waters with a definition of
GES at regional levels based on the 11 qualitative descriptors for determining GES in Annex 1 of
the MSFD.
As these descriptors cover a wide range of topics, the European Commission has developed a
number of detailed criteria and methodological standards for GES to help Member States measure
progress in status.
The classification scheme for current ecological and chemical status includes five categories: “high”,
“good”, “moderate”, “poor” and “bad”. “High” and “good” statuses for ecological and chemical
parameters result in an overall evaluation of GES for an area. In order to achieve GES, both
ecological and chemical statuses must be at least “good”. If either ecological or chemical status is
classified as “moderate”, “poor” or “bad”, this results in “impaired ecological status” or simply “not
good status”.
The environmental (ecological and chemical) status of the Danish waters at the two planned
landfalls is defined as follows:
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Overall ecological status of Danish waters (out to one nautical mile from coast)

Moderate

Overall chemical status of Danish waters (out to one nautical mile from coast)
Overall chemical status of Danish EEZ waters (>one – 12 nm from coast)

Good
Unknown

Table 6-8 lists the descriptors that can potentially be influenced by the data cable activities during
construction and operation.
Table 6-8

Descriptor
D1
Biodiversity

Descriptions and definitions of descriptors that potentially can be influenced by the establishment
of a data cable, description of GES, relevant condition criteria and relevant pressures.

Description of GES
Biological diversity is maintained. The
quality and occurrence of habitats
and the distribution and abundance of
species reflect the prevailing
physiographic, geographic and
climatic relationship.

Relevant condition criteria Relevant pressures
Species distribution
All pressures
Population size
P1 – P8
Population condition
Habitat distribution
Habitat extent
Habitat condition
Ecosystem structure
D5
Human-induced eutrophication is
Nutrients levels
P7
Eutrophication* minimised, especially adverse effects Direct effects of nutrient
thereof, such as losses in
enrichment
biodiversity, ecosystem degradation, Indirect effects of nutrient
harmful algae blooms and oxygen
enrichment
deficiency in bottom waters.
D6
Sea-floor integrity is at a level that
Physical damage having
P1
Sea-floor
ensures that the structure and
regard to substrate
P2
characteristics
Integrity
functions of the ecosystems are
safeguarded and benthic ecosystems, Condition of benthic
in particular, are not adversely
communities
affected.
D8
Concentrations of contaminants are
Concentration of contaminants
P5
Contaminants** at levels not giving rise to pollution
Effect of contaminants
effects.
Pressures identified in the MSFD annex III
P1 Physical loss (Footprint)
P2 Physical damage (Physical disturbance)
P3 Other physical disturbance
P4 Interference with hydrological processes
P5 Contamination by hazardous substances
P6 Release of substances
P7 Nutrient and organic matter enrichment
P8 Biological disturbance
*: Nutrients (nitrogen, phosphor)
**: Metals and organic substances

6.16.1 Assessment of potential impacts
Biodiversity (Descriptor 1)
Biodiversity is widely used in the MSFD and includes species, populations, habitats and ecosystems.
A rich ecosystem with a high biodiversity is more resistant to environmental changes \51\. Through
impact on the marine environment, biodiversity can also be affected, and biodiversity can be
adversely affected by all the impact types covered in the MSFD.
As described and assessed in Sections 6.6 - 6.9, construction and operation of the data cable will
only have very local, temporary, short-term impacts outside the very small and directly affected
area. The direct physical impact is considered reversible, and re-establishment of the faunal
communities is estimated to occur within a timeframe of one to a few years, see also Section 6.6.
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Therefore, the possible impacts from the Havhingsten project are not considered to prevent the
fulfilment of GES for Descriptor 1.
Seabed Integrity (Descriptor 6)
The integrity of the seabed can be affected by physical loss (by fortification or covering), and/or
physical-chemical disturbances (as excavation of sediment and raw material extraction may result
in changes in water depth and sediment composition). The only locations where the Havhingsten
data cable will result in long-term changes in the integrity of the seabed will be at cable/pipeline
crossings and where the cable is placed directly on the seabed with cable protection measures. At
these sites, there will be minor changes in substrate and water depth.
As described above and in Sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, construction and operation of the data cable
will only result in a small area that is directly impacted, in addition to a small area that is indirectly
impacted. As impacts will be temporary, short-term, and able to re-establish to pre-installation
condition within a year or two, the Havhingsten project is not considered to prevent the fulfilment
of GES for Descriptor 6.
Eutrophication (Descriptor 5) and Contaminants (Descriptor 8)
Release and mobilization of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), metals and organic contaminants
to the water column from the sediment may result from construction activities at the seabed, such
as trenching, which leads to sediment dispersion.
Establishment of the Havhingsten data cable into the seabed will result in seabed sediment
handling/dispersion during trenching operations. The amount of sediment to be handled, and the
amount hereof to be suspended will be small, see Section 5.3.
Based on the small amounts of sediment to be handled and the low concentrations of
nutrients/contaminants assessed in suspended sediment, and considering that the seabed in large
section of the cable route is an erosion bottom, the Havhingsten project is not considered to prevent
the fulfilment of GES for Descriptors 5 and 8.
6.17 Water Framework Directive (WFD)
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) is a key initiative aimed at improving water quality
throughout the EU to achieve a good status of both groundwater and surface waters \55\. In this
regard, the WFD has a number of objectives, such as preventing and reducing pollution, promoting
sustainable water usage, environmental protection and improving aquatic ecosystems. The main
focus of the WFD is freshwater but it also covers transitional and coastal waters up to 1 nm off the
coast for ecological status and 12 nm for chemical status. The objective of the WFD is to achieve
“good ecological and chemical status” for all EU waters by 2021.
The WFD has been implemented in Denmark by the Act on Water Planning (Act 1606 of 26
December 2013) and a number of associated orders. In accordance with this legislation, the Danish
Ministry of the Environment (the authority responsible for implementing the WFD) published a
management plan for each sub-region covering the period 2015 – 2021 in June 2016, including
water plan area 1 covering Jutland and Funen, which includes the project area of the planned
Havhingsten data cable \55\.
Part of the proposed data cable route is located within the Danish TW, where water management
plans are valid. The current ecological conditions are moderate based on the parameter Chlorophyll,
while the status of the parameters of bottom fauna and contaminants (Miljøfarlige forurenende
stoffer (MFS)) is reported as “Not known”, and the parameter eelgrass is not applicable to this sea
area, see Table 6-9. The existing chemical conditions for the parameter “EU priority pollutants” is
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classified as “Good chemical conditions” for coastal waters out to one (1) nautical mile from the
coast, and as “unknown” more than one (1) to 12 nautical miles from the coast, see Table 6-9.
According to the management plan for Jutland and Funen, the targets for the marine waters are
“good” ecological status within the 1 nm area, and “good” chemical status within the 12 nm area,
and the area is expected to meet the targets for 2021 through existing management measures
\55\.
Table 6-9

Existing conditions according to the water management plan 2015 – 2021 \55\.

Water management Plan (vandområdeplan) for area 1 in 2015 – 2021 of Jutland and Funen
Parameter

Existing conditions

The ecological conditions
Eelgrass

The criterion not applicable to the sea area at the landfalls of
Havhingsten

Chlorophyl

Moderate ecological condition

Bottom fauna

Not known

Contaminants

Not known

Overall ecological conditions:

Moderate ecological conditions

The chemical conditions
EU priority pollutants

Good (coastal waters out to 1 nm.
Not known (1 nm out to 12 nm)

6.17.1 Assessment of potential impacts
Based on the environmental and socioeconomic parameters described/assessed from construction
and operation of the Havhingsten data cable in Sections 6.4 - 6.15, the project is not assessed to
result in significant impacts inside the 12 nm zone in relation to chemical conditions or lead to any
significant impacts inside the 1 nm zone in relation to ecological conditions.
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Cumulative effects can be described as environmental impacts due to the incremental increase in
impact from the project in addition to other existing, utilized and unutilized permits or approved
plans for other projects. Cumulative effects can be caused by individually minor influences that
become significant when combined with other influences from the same or other projects.
The purpose of assessing cumulative effects is to obtain an overall assessment of the environmental
impact of the current project in relation to the area's environmental sustainability. The assessment
of cumulative effects is carried out by considering other existing plants and operations as well as
future activities.
With regard to cumulative impacts related to sediment dispersion, noise and physical disturbance,
the projects would have to be geographically very close to one another and coincide temporally for
any cumulative effect to occur. Sediment dispersion, noise and physical disturbance from
construction activities in connection with Havhingsten are, at any given location, local and shortterm, except where long-term crossing structures for cables and pipelines are to e established. It
is therefore unlikely that there will be any cumulative effects between other planned projects and
Havhingsten with respect to these sources of impact.
Cumulative effects on commercial fisheries can occur because of restrictions on bottom trawling
imposed by existing and/or planned projects becoming enhanced by similar restrictions imposed
during and after installation of Havhingsten. A dispensation for trawling over parts of or the whole
cable route may be applied for by the cable owner. The decision regarding to what extent such a
dispensation will be applied for will be made once the post-installation survey is complete and the
degree of how well the cable is protected from damage by bottom trawling is known.
Table 7-1 below contains a list of the known projects and plans that may potentially cumulatively
impact the environment in combination with the construction, operation and dismantling of the
Havhingsten Subsea Cable in the North Sea.
Table 7-1

Project
Havfruen

Known projects and plans that may potentially cause cumulative impacts.

Notes
The data cable Havfruen, which is planned to be established in 2019, has its landfall at
Nymindegab, approximately three (3) km north of the planned Havhingsten cable stub. The
offshore cable routes of Havfruen and Havhingsten will not cross. Based on the distance
between the two projects, cumulative impacts are unlikely.

NordLink

NordLink is a planned high-voltage cable across the North Sea between Germany and
Norway. The cable is planned to be established in 2019. If the construction phase of the two
projects were to overlap in time, cumulative effects could theoretically occur at the crossing
point of the cables during construction. Cumulative impacts during the construction phase
would be short-term and very local, while the cumulative impacts during operation would be
long-term and restricted to the crossing construction on the seabed, which will be localised
and have an insignificant environmental impact.

Viking Link

Viking Link is a planned and approved high-voltage cable connection to be established
between Denmark and the UK. The Viking Link connection will be landed at Blåbjerg a few
hundred metres south of the parking area of the main Havhingsten cable route. The route of
the Viking Link cable does not cross the Havhingsten cable route. If the construction phase
of the two projects were to overlap in time, cumulative effects may occur during the
construction phase - e.g. in relation to disturbance at the landfall. The Viking Link is planned
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Notes
to be established 2020 - 2023. Installation of Havhingsten is planned for the second half of
2019, and therefore cumulative impacts from the two projects are unlikely. If installation
takes place in same period, then minor cumulative effects from the two projects are likely
due to the short distance between the landing sites.

Baltic Pipe

Baltic Pipe is a planned gas pipeline between Norway and Poland, crossing the North Sea and
Denmark. If the two projects overlap in time, cumulative effects may occur during the
construction phase, e.g. in relation to physical disturbance to ship traffic, sediment dispersion
and noise. The Baltic Pipe connection will be landed at Blåbjerg, approximately 1.5 km south
of the Havhingsten landfall. Installation of the Baltic Pipe is planned to start in 2020. Due to
the distance between the landing sites and cable routes and the improbability of overlapping
installation periods, cumulative effects from the two projects are unlikely. If installation
periods overlap, then no or only insignificant cumulative impacts are foreseen with respect
to physical disturbance, noise and air emissions.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
The following mitigation measures have been taken in the desktop planning of the offshore cable
route:
•
•

Avoidance of protected and sensitive areas e.g. Natura 2000 sites
Avoidance of areas with existing or planned infrastructure, e.g. offshore wind parks, existing
raw material extraction areas and military areas.

The following mitigation measures are planned during the construction phase:
•

•
•
•
•

•

The project will, in conjunction with the relevant construction contractors, announce the
locations of the construction vessels and the size of the requested safety exclusion zones
through Notices to Mariners to increase awareness of the vessel traffic associated with the
project.
Re-routing will be performed around any identified wrecks and munitions
The project will, in due time, contact and coordinate with the appropriate authorities to ensure
that there will be no conflict between military activities and the construction vessels.
The risk of frac-out is low and the theoretical risk has been mitigated by an increase of the HDD
target depth to 16-22 m below beach surface.
The project will implement a series of monitoring and management measures during the HDD
to detect and respond to a potential drilling fluid release. An Inadvertent Release Contingency
Plan will be in place before the start of construction, which will show detailed planning and
management measures as well as corrective actions to be taken in the event of a drilling fluid
release.
To mitigate the UXO risk, ASN has prepared a UXO Awareness document which will be shared
with all Contractors and personnel involved in the cable landing activities. This document
describes what types of mines have been used in this area and what to do in case one is
encountered (recognize, retreat and report).
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TRANSBOUNDARY IMPACTS
The term transboundary impact refers to an impact which occurs across political boundaries e.g.
impacts from activities carried out inside the boundaries of one country on resources or receptors
inside the boundaries of other countries, or an impact on migrating species such as fish, birds and
marine mammals.
The activities and impacts associated with the establishment of the planned Havhingsten data cable
will not result in significant impacts neither inside nor outside the Danish EEZ. This is also the case
when and where the construction activities cross the DK/UK EEZ border. It is furthermore assessed
that impacts on migrating species will be insignificant.
No significant transboundary impacts have been identified.
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APPENDIX 1
WRECK REPORT

ISSUED BY

APPROVED BY

DATE

REVISION

PAGE

ONBOARD
GEOPHYCISIST

PARTY CHIEF

20/09/2018

0

1 OF 3

FUGRO GERMANY MARINE GMBH - WRECK INVESTIGATION REPORT 001

WRECK NO. 001
Ship / Unit:
Survey:
Date Located:
01/09/2018

MV Fugro Helmert
208-18-675
Date Examined:
02/09/2018

Listed Position:

Unknown

Fixed Position (UTM Zone 32 N / WGS84):

415480 m E

6188337 m N

LAT: 55° 49.9916' N

LON: 007° 39.0344' E

Method of Positioning: Fugro Starfix HP DGPS
Swept Clear:
Swept Foul:
Least E/S Depth:
General Depth:
Scour Depth:

Accuracy: <50 cm

Depth Data (ELLIPSOID)

Tidal Observations at:
Co-tidal adjustments by:
Sonar Height:
Sonar Length:
Sonar Width:
Orientation:
Bow Orientation:
Sonar Signal Strength:
Magnetic Anomaly:
Scour Length:
Seabed Texture:
Debris Field:
Buoyage:

No sweep performed
No sweep performed
17.7 m (LAT)
19.3 m (LAT)
19.9 m (LAT)

Tidal Observations
Tide reduced to LAT from DTU13 model and LAT
offset using GPS tide computation
N/A
Contact Data

1.2 m (at highest point)
36 m
9m
165° / 345°
N/A
Strong
Yes. Strong
Slight, more on northern and eastern side of the wreck
Probably sand
None
Unknown

Description:
The wreck was found in Block 14 (Northern Option), just inside the survey corridor.
The wreck is approximately 210 m perpendicular to the RPL, at KP35.92 (RPL: HVH_S2-5_DenmarkCopper-STUB_ALU_SR03).
The vessel is resting in an upright position on the seabed with the main deck level facing upwards.

FGMG_ASN_Block 14 N_FHE_Wreck Report-001_R0
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ASN
HAVHINGSTEN CABLE ROUTE SURVEY
NORTH SEA

Multibeam Sonar data showing Wreck- 001
Project No:

Client:

Area / Site:

Project Title:

Survey Type:

Line No / Heading

208-18-675

ASN

Block 14 (Northern Option)

HAVHINGSTEN

CABLE ROUTE SURVEY

156-FHE_S2_B14_North_-(225) / 255°

MBES 3D View – sounding points

MBES Overview

MBES 3D View - surface

Date of Survey:

01/09/2018

Survey Sensor:

Kongsberg EM2040 Multibeam Echosounder

Image Source:

Digital – not to scale

Vessel:

MV Fugro Helmert

Recording Medium:

SIS 4.3.2 / CARIS HIPS- SIPS 10.4.4

Velocity of Sound in Water:

1515 m/s

FGMG_ASN_Block14 N_FHE_Wreck Report-001_R0

Frequency : 400 kHz
Range: N/A
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ASN
HAVHINGSTEN CABLE ROUTE SURVEY
NORTH SEA

Side-Scan Sonar data showing Wreck-001
Project No:

Client:

Area / Site:

Project Title:

Survey Type:

Line No / Heading

208-18-675

ASN

Block 14 (Northern Option)

HAVHINGSTEN

CABLE ROUTE SURVEY

156-FHE_S2_B14_North_-(225) / 255°

SSS Waterfall

SSS Mosaic

Date of Survey:

01/09/2018

Survey Sensor:

Edgetech 4200 Side Scan Sonar

Image Source:

Digital – not to scale

Frequency : 600 kHz

Vessel:

MV Fugro Helmert

Recording Medium:

Discover / SonarWiz 6.04.0007 64bit

Velocity of Sound in Water:

1500 m/s

Range: 100 m

FGMG_ASN_Block14 N_FHE_Wreck Report-001_R0
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HDD – METHODS OF PROCEDURES
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METHOD OF PROCEDURES – HAVHINGSTEN

For Words
Below is a method description of the Assignment Sea Stallion Houstrup and Houstrup 1.
Expected start up may-June 2019, depends on permits.

Prework (Before Drilling)
Construction site detailed planning
Drilling machine
Based on information given, drill length 895 and 845 meters, OD 160 mm and ID 100 mm HDPE, it
has been decided to use drilling machine: 220 x 300 Vermeer. Attached is calculation on pipe
strength.

Sub-contractor
We are assisted from JD-Contractor A/S with divers and a ship, so handle the equipment on the
ocean. They are also assisting on cleaning the pipe, installing the wire and spray the flange in to
the sand.
JD-Contractor is experienced in that kind of jobs and has the capacity to support us.

Approaching conditions
There will be a need for laying iron plates in the work area. Access road is kept open for civilian
traffic.

Employee qualifications
Based on the retail plan it is estimated that the fixed and routine drilling team connected 220 x
300. They have experience with drilling of this caliber.

Permits
Before starting work, all current permits and drawings will be sought. On behave of the UXO
awareness report and our experience we have no concerns about that. In case we will find
something the dialogue will be with Alcatel for next step.

Plan of work
Estimated time schedule/plan of work on each site.
Mobilization: 1 week
Drilling and installation: 2 weeks
Demobilization: 1 week
The weather can be the unknown factor for the diver to work on the ocean, and not including
building concrete unite and the work that belongs to that.
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METHOD OF PROCEDURES – HAVHINGSTEN

Drill profile
Drilling profile is prepared taking into account regulatory requirements / permissions, LER
information, bending radius on pipes and drill bars.
When drawing a drill profile, consideration is given to a smooth curve on the drilling.
For drilling profiles, use Vermeer Drilling and AutoCAD.

Trace1
Scheduling trace according to permissions, LER information and project drawings. Trace is
allocated by land surveyor, which provides search cable for monitoring progress in drilling and
management.

Description of operating system
Para track

Cable and compass are mounted on the drill bit. The cable runs in the drill bars and is carried to
the office car with reading equipment, where the operator reads the drill head's position,
direction and depth via computer screen.
ParaTrack-2 uses selected magnetic points to customize the requirements of the most demanding
HDD projects.
ParaTrack-2 is a magnetic tracking system that uses state-of-the-art electronics with advanced AC
magnetic tracking based on selected magnetic points.
The accurate measurement of the direction of a pilot drilling takes place by means of a threedimensional positioning of the drill bit. Based on the data received, it is possible to control the
drilling along a planned two or three-dimensional drill line.
In order to keep the deviation of the planned drill line as small as possible, it is necessary to be
able to locate the drill bit during the pilot drill and at each position.
The probe is installed in the drill string directly behind the drill bit.

1 tracé, (fr., tracer 'draw a line'), curve describing the spatial course and adaptation in the terrain
of eg roads and railways. A route defines the direction of the plant in both horizontal and vertical
plan, called respectively. line alignment and length profile.
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Fig.: 1 Paratrack system

Completion (Drilling)
Mobilization of construction site
The construction site is mobilized according to the illuminated drawing of the construction site's
layout.
As there is no power in the room, the generator is used. There will be fresh water in the tanker.
Location of drilling machine, mixing plant, tank, recycling plant (bentonite), generator, welding site
and possibly. Waste containers are placed appropriately and take into account the safety and
health of the entire workplace.

Start and receiving grabs
Start mine established. The grub follows AT guide D.2.13 on the workmanship.

The drilling is monitored and controlled
Para track is used at the drilling to measure depths and direction.
Designing the drilling is carried out with due regard for geological studies and government
requirements, as well as bending radius on pipes and drill rigs.
Direction is determined and determined.
A drilling profile is drawn according to the above information and requirements.
Drilling machine is set up.
A cable loop is laid on the ground in front of the drill and up to the water edge, through which
direct current is applied to achieve an artificial magnetic field.
To generate a sufficiently strong magnetic field, a relatively high current strength is required. This
depends on the depth of drilling underground.
The cables are fixed during the laying so that they do not move while drilling is performed.
The above is repeated on the receiving page.
All cables are measured with cotes for x, y and z. (x and y are direction and z is depth / cote).
The projected drilling is put in the computer together with the measured cutter on the cables, and
thus the drilling is planned in the Para track system.
The probe is placed in the drill bit and the probe is connected to the cable, which is constantly
returned to the drill bit.
Magnet free drill string is inserted between drill bit and drill bars.
It is controlled by compass mounted in the probe.
The compass is calibrated according to the cables laid on the ground.
The drill head is calibrated.
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The cable in the drill rods is connected to the drill bit and swirl of the drill. The swirl is connected
to the loading car in the office car.
Pilot drilling is started.
Measurement of the coordinates (x, y and z) is collected for documentation of drilling and data as
well as drilling profile attached to the final quality assurance documents delivered on assignment.

Drilling mud
Drilling mud is mixed in mixer plants. The amount of bentonite in the mixture of drilling mud is
determined from the material coming from the pilot drilling.
Drilling mud recycles into environmentally friendly plants, after which it can be recycled.

Picture: Recycling system.
The drilling mud is pumped or driven with a vacuum cleaner for recycling plants.
Excess sand / soil resulting from recycling are disposed of via approved consignee and carrier.
The back flow of the drill mud is continually examined for density, mixing ratio, amount and
appearance in order to be able to assess whether drilling at optimal speed and properly drilled
drilling mud.
The type and appearance of the soil are assessed visually and continuously to ensure correct
settings and to minimize blow outs.

During pilot drilling a 150 mm hole will be left. This is cleaned through a "pig", which makes the
hole stable and cleaned.
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Tubes are mounted in continuation of the swirl that is firmly mounted at the end of the reamer's
rear. Reamer and pipe follow the borehole so that no more bends than the drill rods are intended.

Under the drawing the pipe is pulled with a reamer on 10”, and the bentonite in the drilling hole is
mixed to handle the sea water. Divers and ships on water help to handle the pipe under
installation to make sure that the installation is going well.

The pipe is flushed after installation 50 times the size of the pipe. And with the last flush we will
document the cleanness with a video to show it’s all clean. And then calibrated with a rigid
mandrel on 95 mm.
In beach man whole the pipes will be installed with stainless flange in 254 mm OD. And 25 mm
thickness with 8 drilled holes in a circle OD 215, 9 mm. On the inside is an eye to a 20 mm wire
superline braided rotate-free min. 12T, connected to a flange in the ocean, with the same spec.
like in beach man hole. This part of the pipe is not under the sand but the pipe is long enough to
get to top of the water to avoid meters of sand and for easy documentation. It’s then connected
to a bent that goes all the way to top of the ocean, to make sure of the location for further
installation. Then the divers take over the pipe for further installation on the bottom of the ocean.
All the HDD flanges, fittings and the bell mouth is included in the offer.

Picture: stainless Flange.
After installation the site is cleaned up and documentation is made and handled over to the
costumer. That includes DWG file with drawing and X,Y,Z coordinates on pipes.
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Stand-By
The stand-by rate will be taken in action, and includes crew if the weather does not meet the
weather criteria. They are ass following:
Wind: Max 8-10 mtr/sek
Visibility: 1000 mtr.
Ocean current: 1 knob
Swell: Period < 4 sek.
Waves: 0,5 meters sight.
In Addition, the ability to work depends to a great extent on the direction of the wind and waves;
witch often makes it possible to work even if the weather does not meet the above weather
conditions.
The diver will first be contacted when the weather is fine so the stand by rate is only for drilling
crew.
The following services are provided by diver:
-

Handling of drill head from ship
Cutting off pipe with diver
Mounting of flange - bolt mounting
Flushing / suction of flange end to 1,5 mtr. Depth
Diver must receive cleaning grit with wire which is flushed from land side to the seabed, and then
attach wire.
Estimates time on water 2 days
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APPENDIX 3
HDD – INFORMATION SHEET ON HDD MACHINE

D220x300 NAVIGATOR

®

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILL

COMPACT FOOTPRINT. Its compact footprint

VISE. The sliding vise moves 35.4” (89.9 cm)

is suited for hard-to-access, narrow jobsites, while
its self-contained design lessens the need for
cumbersome support equipment.

to help operators position the vise for maximum
efficiency when reaming or pulling product.

KNUCKLEBOOM CRANE. Optional knuckleboom
crane mounted on either side of the base anchor
easily maneuvers heavy tooling, reducing need for
support equipment.

POWER-TO-SIZE RATIO. The power-to-size
ratio allows for twice the pullback and rotation of
similarly sized drills for versatile applications.

COMMON CONTROLS. The D220x300 shares
common controls with other drills in the Navigator
lineup, decreasing operator training time and
allowing for faster startups.

ROD LOADER. A single row, sliding arm rod
loader allows for the staging of five rods at one
time, increasing boring efficiency by minimizing
rod loading time.

Prototype shown

VERMEER.COM

D220x300 NAVIGATOR

®

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILL

GENERAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

OPTIONAL CRANE

Min transport length: 37' (11.3 m)

Weight: 2600 lb (1179.9 kg)

Min transport width: 100" (254 cm)

Max reach: 26.3' (8 m)

Min transport height: 11.3' (3.4 m)

Max lift at max reach: 2530 lb (1147.6 kg)

Weight: 64,000 lb (29,029.9 kg)

Max capacity: 66,410 ft-lb (90,040 Nm)

ENGINE

Rotation: 406°

Make and model: CAT C13 ACERT Tier 4i

Wireless remote: Yes

Fuel type: Diesel

FEATURES

Max engine rpm: 2150
Gross horsepower: 415 hp (309 kW)

Breakout system: Open-top, dual clamp, 10.5"
(26.7 cm) diameter opening

Max torque: 1091 ft-lb (1479.2 Nm)

Drilling lights: Yes

Cooling method: Liquid

Flow indicator: Yes

Aspiration: Turbocharged and after-cooled

Stakedown system: No

EPA certification family: Tier 4i (EU Stage IIIB)

Cab: Yes

OPERATIONAL
Thrust/Pullback: 242,100 lb (109,814.7 kg)

Strike alert: Yes
Remote lockout: Yes

Max carriage speed at max engine rpm: 120 ft/min (36.6 m/min)

DRILL PIPE

Max spindle torque (low at max engine rpm): 30,200 ft-lb (40,945.7 Nm)

Thread type: NC50 DS [4.5" (11.4 cm) IF double shoulder]

Max spindle speed at max engine rpm: 164 rpm

Length: 20.3' (6.2 m)

Max ground drive speed at max engine rpm: 2.4 mph (3.9 km/h)

Rod diameter: 5" (12.7 cm) at 19.5 lb/ft

Noise level at operator’s ear: 85 dB(a)

Wall thickness: .362" (9.2 mm)

Drill rack angle: 10 - 17°

Joint inside diameter: 3.25" (8.3 cm)

FLUID CAPACITIES
Fuel tank: 134 gal (507.3 L)

Joint outside diameter: 6.625” (16.8 cm)
Weight per joint: 530 lb (240.4 kg)

Engine crankcase with filter: 36 qt (34.1 L)
Hydraulic tank: 166 gal (628.4 L)
Engine cooling system: 84 gal (79.5 L)

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Auxiliary pump flow at max engine rpm: 32 gpm ( 121.1 L/min)
Auxiliary pump relief pressure: 3000 psi (206.8 bar)

DRILLING FLUID SYSTEM
Max flow: 330 gpm (1249.2 L/min)
Max pressure: 1200 psi (82.7 bar)
Brand: Weatherford

Vermeer Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation.
Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes only and may display optional accessories or components. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer for more information on machine specifications.
Vermeer, the Vermeer logo, Equipped to Do More and Navigator are trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries.
© 2015 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Please recycle.
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APPENDIX 4
HDD MAIN CABLE – PROFILE AT HOUSTRUP

V3.2

Man kan ikke benytte eller bero sig boreplanlægger til at undgå underjordiske installationer.

Lokalisering af forhindringer og installationer og den planlagte boresti, der vises på ATLAS
boreplanlæggeren, skal betragtes som skønsmæssige til den nøjagtige placering
bestemmes på stedet. Når boringen nærmer sig den anslåede placering af underjordiske
installationer, skal den nøjagtige placering bestemmes på forsvarlig og pålidelig vis. OSHA
CFR 29 1926.651.

VP Villy Poulsen No Dig
Holstebrovej 9
97352299
Jobs:

Houstrup.vd3

Maskine:
D200x300
Dato:
February 11, 2019
Minimumsdækning:
0.0 cm
Længdegrad:
0° 0' 0.000000"
Højdegrad:
0° 0' 0.000000"
Retningsvinkel:
0°
Vertikal projektion:
0.00
Indgangsvinkel:
-25.0%
Opsætning, afstand:
-1.02 m
Opsætning, venstre/højre:
0.00 m

Borerør
Borerørslængde:
6.10 m
Diameter:
13.0 cm
Bøjning:
250.00 m
Quantity:
148
Indgangspunkt,afvigelse:
-310.0 cm
Borestål:
11.0 cm
Oprømmer:
20.0 cm
Størrelse af forboring:
8540 liters
Størrelse af oprømmet hul:
28233 liters
Borevæskemængde til forboring:
8540 liters
Borevæskemængde til oprømning:
28233 liters
Samlet borevæskemængde:
36773 liters

Noter

Houstrup - D200x300

February 11, 2019 1:24:21 pm
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V3.2

Man kan ikke benytte eller bero sig boreplanlægger til at undgå underjordiske installationer.
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Houstrup - D200x300

February 11, 2019 1:24:22 pm
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Man kan ikke benytte eller bero sig boreplanlægger til at undgå underjordiske installationer.
VP Villy Poulsen No Dig · Holstebrovej 9 · 97352299

Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
3.00

m
1.89

m
0.73

m
0.00

%
-25.0

%
0.0

m

%

1
2

9.10

7.81

2.21

0.00

-25.0

0.0

3

15.20

13.73

3.68

0.00

-24.6

0.0

4

21.30

19.65

5.14

0.00

-24.6

0.0

5

27.40

25.57

6.60

0.00

-24.6

0.0

6

33.50

31.50

8.06

0.00

-24.6

0.0

7

39.60

37.42

9.52

0.00

-24.6

0.0

8

45.70

43.34

10.97

0.00

-24.6

0.0

9

51.80

49.27

12.43

0.00

-24.6

0.0

10

57.90

55.19

13.89

0.00

-24.5

0.0

11

64.00

61.13

15.27

0.00

-21.9

0.0

12

70.10

67.10

16.51

0.00

-19.4

0.0

13

76.20

73.11

17.59

0.00

-16.9

0.0

14

82.30

79.13

18.53

0.00

-14.4

0.0

15

88.40

85.18

19.33

0.00

-11.9

0.0

16

94.50

91.25

19.97

0.00

-9.4

0.0

17

100.60

97.33

20.47

0.00

-6.9

0.0

18

106.70

103.42

21.05

0.00

-4.5

0.0

19

112.80

109.51

21.66

0.00

-2.1

0.0

20

118.90

115.61

22.13

0.00

-0.3

0.0

21

125.00

121.71

22.56

0.00

-0.3

0.0

22

131.10

127.81

22.99

0.00

-0.3

0.0

23

137.20

133.91

23.43

0.00

-0.3

0.0

24

143.30

140.01

23.86

0.00

-0.3

0.0

25

149.40

146.11

24.29

0.00

-0.3

0.0

26

155.50

152.21

24.73

0.00

-0.3

0.0

27

161.60

158.31

25.16

0.00

-0.3

0.0

28

167.70

164.41

25.59

0.00

-0.3

0.0

29

173.80

170.51

26.02

0.00

-0.3

0.0

30

179.90

176.61

26.46

0.00

-0.3

0.0

31

186.00

182.71

26.89

0.00

-0.3

0.0

32

192.10

188.81

27.32

0.00

-0.3

0.0

33

198.20

194.91

27.75

0.00

-0.3

0.0

34

204.30

201.01

28.19

0.00

-0.3

0.0

35

210.40

207.11

28.62

0.00

-0.3

0.0

36

216.50

213.21

29.05

0.00

-0.3

0.0

37

222.60

219.31

29.49

0.00

-0.3

0.0

38

228.70

225.41

29.92

0.00

-0.3

0.0

39

234.80

231.51

30.35

0.00

-0.3

0.0

40

240.90

237.61

30.78

0.00

-0.3

0.0

m

* angiver at dybde angives til vandoverflade
Houstrup - D200x300

February 11, 2019 1:24:22 pm
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Man kan ikke benytte eller bero sig boreplanlægger til at undgå underjordiske installationer.
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
247.00

m
243.71

m
31.22

m
0.00

%
-0.3

%
0.0

m

%

41
42

253.10

249.81

31.65

0.00

-0.3

0.0

43

259.20

255.91

32.08

0.00

-0.3

0.0

44

265.30

262.01

32.51

0.00

-0.3

0.0

45

271.40

268.11

32.95

0.00

-0.3

0.0

46

277.50

274.21

32.53

0.00

-0.3

0.0

47

283.60

280.31

31.72

0.00

-0.3

0.0

48

289.70

286.41

30.92

0.00

-0.3

0.0

49

295.80

292.51

30.12

0.00

-0.3

0.0

50

301.90

298.61

29.31

0.00

-0.3

0.0

51

308.00

304.71

28.51

0.00

-0.3

0.0

52

314.10

310.81

27.71

0.00

-0.3

0.0

53

320.20

316.91

26.90

0.00

-0.3

0.0

54

326.30

323.01

26.10

0.00

-0.3

0.0

55

332.40

329.11

25.30

0.00

-0.3

0.0

56

338.50

335.21

24.49

0.00

-0.3

0.0

57

344.60

341.31

23.69

0.00

-0.3

0.0

58

350.70

347.41

22.89

0.00

-0.3

0.0

59

356.80

353.51

22.08

0.00

-0.3

0.0

60

362.90

359.61

21.28

0.00

-0.3

0.0

61

369.00

365.71

20.47

0.00

-0.3

0.0

62

375.10

371.81

19.87

0.00

-0.3

0.0

63

381.20

377.91

19.75

0.00

-0.3

0.0

64

387.30

384.01

19.63

0.00

-0.3

0.0

65

393.40

390.11

19.51

0.00

-0.3

0.0

66

399.50

396.21

19.39

0.00

-0.3

0.0

67

405.60

402.31

19.27

0.00

-0.3

0.0

68

411.70

408.41

19.15

0.00

-0.3

0.0

69

417.80

414.51

19.03

0.00

-0.3

0.0

70

423.90

420.61

18.91

0.00

-0.3

0.0

71

430.00

426.71

18.79

0.00

-0.3

0.0

72

436.10

432.81

18.67

0.00

-0.3

0.0

73

442.20

438.91

18.55

0.00

-0.3

0.0

74

448.30

445.01

18.43

0.00

-0.3

0.0

75

454.40

451.11

18.31

0.00

-0.3

0.0

76

460.50

457.21

18.18

0.00

-0.3

0.0

77

466.60

463.31

18.06

0.00

-0.3

0.0

78

472.70

469.41

17.94

0.00

-0.3

0.0

79

478.80

475.51

17.82

0.00

-0.3

0.0

80

484.90

481.61

17.70

0.00

-0.3

0.0

m
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
491.00

m
487.71

m
17.58

m
0.00

%
-0.3

%
0.0

m

%

81
82

497.10

493.81

17.46

0.00

-0.3

0.0

83

503.20

499.91

17.34

0.00

-0.3

0.0

84

509.30

506.01

17.36 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

85

515.40

512.11

17.38 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

86

521.50

518.21

17.40 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

87

527.60

524.31

17.42 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

88

533.70

530.41

17.44 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

89

539.80

536.51

17.46 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

90

545.90

542.61

17.48 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

91

552.00

548.71

17.50 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

92

558.10

554.81

17.52 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

93

564.20

560.91

17.54 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

94

570.30

567.01

17.56 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

95

576.40

573.11

17.58 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

96

582.50

579.21

17.60 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

97

588.60

585.31

17.62 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

98

594.70

591.41

17.64 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

99

600.80

597.51

17.66 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

100

606.90

603.61

17.68 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

101

613.00

609.71

17.70 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

102

619.10

615.81

17.72 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

103

625.20

621.91

17.74 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

104

631.30

628.01

17.76 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

105

637.40

634.11

17.78 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

106

643.50

640.21

17.80 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

107

649.60

646.31

17.82 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

108

655.70

652.41

17.84 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

109

661.80

658.51

17.86 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

110

667.90

664.61

17.88 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

111

674.00

670.71

17.90 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

112

680.10

676.81

17.92 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

113

686.20

682.91

17.94 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

114

692.30

689.01

17.96 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

115

698.40

695.11

17.98 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

116

704.50

701.21

18.00 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

117

710.60

707.31

18.02 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

118

716.70

713.41

18.04 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

119

722.80

719.51

18.06 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

120

728.90

725.61

18.08 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

m
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
735.00

m
731.71

m
18.10 *

m
0.00

%
-0.3

%
0.0

m

%

121
122

741.10

737.81

18.12 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

123

747.20

743.91

18.14 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

124

753.30

750.01

18.16 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

125

759.40

756.11

18.18 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

126

765.50

762.21

18.20 *

0.00

-0.3

0.0

127

771.60

768.31

18.21 *

0.00

0.4

0.0

128

777.70

774.41

18.12 *

0.00

2.8

0.0

129

783.80

780.50

17.87 *

0.00

5.3

0.0

130

789.90

786.59

17.47 *

0.00

7.7

0.0

131

796.00

792.67

16.93 *

0.00

10.2

0.0

132

802.10

798.73

16.26 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

133

808.20

804.79

15.57 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

134

814.30

810.85

14.88 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

135

820.40

816.91

14.20 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

136

826.50

822.97

13.51 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

137

832.60

829.03

12.82 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

138

838.70

835.10

12.14 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

139

844.80

841.16

11.45 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

140

850.90

847.22

10.76 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

141

857.00

853.28

10.07 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

142

863.10

859.34

9.39 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

143

869.20

865.40

8.70 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

144

875.30

871.46

8.01 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

145

881.40

877.52

7.33 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

146

887.50

883.59

6.64 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

147

893.60

889.65

5.95 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

148

898.68

894.69

5.38 *

0.00

11.3

0.0

m
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APPENDIX 5
HDD CABLE STUB – PROFILE AT GAMMELGAB

V3.2

Man kan ikke benytte eller bero sig boreplanlægger til at undgå underjordiske installationer.

Lokalisering af forhindringer og installationer og den planlagte boresti, der vises på ATLAS
boreplanlæggeren, skal betragtes som skønsmæssige til den nøjagtige placering
bestemmes på stedet. Når boringen nærmer sig den anslåede placering af underjordiske
installationer, skal den nøjagtige placering bestemmes på forsvarlig og pålidelig vis. OSHA
CFR 29 1926.651.

VP Villy Poulsen No Dig
Holstebrovej 9
97352299
Jobs:

Houstrup North.vd3

Maskine:
D200x300
Dato:
February 11, 2019
Minimumsdækning:
0.0 cm
Længdegrad:
0° 0' 0.000000"
Højdegrad:
0° 0' 0.000000"
Retningsvinkel:
0°
Vertikal projektion:
0.00
Indgangsvinkel:
-25.0%
Opsætning, afstand:
-0.78 m
Opsætning, venstre/højre:
0.00 m

Borerør
Borerørslængde:
6.10 m
Diameter:
13.0 cm
Bøjning:
250.00 m
Quantity:
140
Indgangspunkt,afvigelse:
-310.0 cm
Borestål:
11.0 cm
Oprømmer:
20.0 cm
Størrelse af forboring:
8068 liters
Størrelse af oprømmet hul:
26671 liters
Borevæskemængde til forboring:
8068 liters
Borevæskemængde til oprømning:
26671 liters
Samlet borevæskemængde:
34739 liters

Noter

Houstrup North - D200x300

February 11, 2019 11:56:02 am
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925 m

900 m

875 m

850 m

825 m

800 m

775 m

750 m

725 m

700 m

675 m

650 m

625 m

600 m

575 m

550 m

525 m

500 m

475 m

450 m

425 m

400 m

375 m

350 m

325 m

300 m

275 m

250 m

225 m

200 m

175 m

150 m

125 m

100 m

75 m

50 m

25 m

0m

16 m

VP Villy Poulsen No Dig · Holstebrovej 9 · 97352299
-25 m

-50 m

18 m

14 m
12 m
10 m
8m
6m
4m
2m

-2 m
-4 m
-6 m
-8 m
-10 m

Dybde = 9.76

Dybde = 11.38

Dybde = 0.07

-14 m

Dybde = 0.07

-12 m

Længdesnit
Referencelinje

Houstrup North - D200x300

February 11, 2019 11:56:02 am
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
3.00

m
2.13

m
0.80

m
0.00

%
-25.0

%
0.0

m

%

1
2

9.10

8.05

2.28

0.00

-25.0

0.0

3

15.20

13.97

3.74

0.00

-23.6

0.0

4

21.30

19.92

5.07

0.00

-21.2

0.0

5

27.40

25.89

6.34

0.00

-21.2

0.0

6

33.50

31.86

7.60

0.00

-21.2

0.0

7

39.60

37.82

8.87

0.00

-21.2

0.0

8

45.70

43.79

10.14

0.00

-21.2

0.0

9

51.80

49.76

11.40

0.00

-20.9

0.0

10

57.90

55.74

13.00

0.00

-18.3

0.0

11

64.00

61.76

14.46

0.00

-15.8

0.0

12

70.10

67.79

15.79

0.00

-13.3

0.0

13

76.20

73.85

16.96

0.00

-10.8

0.0

14

82.30

79.92

17.99

0.00

-8.4

0.0

15

88.40

86.01

18.87

0.00

-5.9

0.0

16

94.50

92.10

19.60

0.00

-3.5

0.0

17

100.60

98.20

20.19

0.00

-1.0

0.0

18

106.70

104.30

20.65

0.00

0.0

0.0

19

112.80

110.40

21.10

0.00

0.0

0.0

20

118.90

116.50

21.54

0.00

0.0

0.0

21

125.00

122.60

21.99

0.00

0.0

0.0

22

131.10

128.70

22.43

0.00

0.0

0.0

23

137.20

134.80

22.88

0.00

0.0

0.0

24

143.30

140.90

23.33

0.00

0.0

0.0

25

149.40

147.00

23.77

0.00

0.0

0.0

26

155.50

153.10

24.22

0.00

0.0

0.0

27

161.60

159.20

24.67

0.00

0.0

0.0

28

167.70

165.30

25.11

0.00

0.0

0.0

29

173.80

171.40

25.56

0.00

0.0

0.0

30

179.90

177.50

26.01

0.00

0.0

0.0

31

186.00

183.60

26.45

0.00

0.0

0.0

32

192.10

189.70

26.90

0.00

0.0

0.0

33

198.20

195.80

27.35

0.00

0.0

0.0

34

204.30

201.90

27.52

0.00

0.0

0.0

35

210.40

208.00

27.08

0.00

0.0

0.0

36

216.50

214.10

26.65

0.00

0.0

0.0

37

222.60

220.20

26.22

0.00

0.0

0.0

38

228.70

226.30

25.78

0.00

0.0

0.0

39

234.80

232.40

25.35

0.00

0.0

0.0

40

240.90

238.50

24.91

0.00

0.0

0.0

m
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
247.00

m
244.60

m
24.48

m
0.00

%
0.0

%
0.0

m

%

41
42

253.10

250.70

24.04

0.00

0.0

0.0

43

259.20

256.80

23.61

0.00

0.0

0.0

44

265.30

262.90

23.18

0.00

0.0

0.0

45

271.40

269.00

22.74

0.00

0.0

0.0

46

277.50

275.10

22.31

0.00

0.0

0.0

47

283.60

281.20

21.87

0.00

0.0

0.0

48

289.70

287.30

21.44

0.00

0.0

0.0

49

295.80

293.40

21.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

50

301.90

299.50

20.57

0.00

0.0

0.0

51

308.00

305.60

20.14

0.00

0.0

0.0

52

314.10

311.70

19.70

0.00

0.0

0.0

53

320.20

317.80

19.27

0.00

0.0

0.0

54

326.30

323.90

18.83

0.00

0.0

0.0

55

332.40

330.00

18.40

0.00

0.0

0.0

56

338.50

336.10

17.97

0.00

0.0

0.0

57

344.60

342.20

17.53

0.00

0.0

0.0

58

350.70

348.30

17.10

0.00

0.0

0.0

59

356.80

354.40

16.66

0.00

0.0

0.0

60

362.90

360.50

16.23

0.00

0.0

0.0

61

369.00

366.60

15.79

0.00

0.0

0.0

62

375.10

372.70

15.44

0.00

0.0

0.0

63

381.20

378.80

15.35

0.00

0.0

0.0

64

387.30

384.90

15.26

0.00

0.0

0.0

65

393.40

391.00

15.17

0.00

0.0

0.0

66

399.50

397.10

15.09

0.00

0.0

0.0

67

405.60

403.20

15.00

0.00

0.0

0.0

68

411.70

409.30

14.91

0.00

0.0

0.0

69

417.80

415.40

14.83

0.00

0.0

0.0

70

423.90

421.50

14.74

0.00

0.0

0.0

71

430.00

427.60

14.65

0.00

0.0

0.0

72

436.10

433.70

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

73

442.20

439.80

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

74

448.30

445.90

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

75

454.40

452.00

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

76

460.50

458.10

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

77

466.60

464.20

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

78

472.70

470.30

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

79

478.80

476.40

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

80

484.90

482.50

14.58 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

m
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
491.00

m
488.60

m
14.58 *

m
0.00

%
0.0

%
0.0

m

%

81
82

497.10

494.70

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

83

503.20

500.80

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

84

509.30

506.90

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

85

515.40

513.00

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

86

521.50

519.10

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

87

527.60

525.20

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

88

533.70

531.30

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

89

539.80

537.40

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

90

545.90

543.50

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

91

552.00

549.60

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

92

558.10

555.70

14.57 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

93

564.20

561.80

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

94

570.30

567.90

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

95

576.40

574.00

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

96

582.50

580.10

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

97

588.60

586.20

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

98

594.70

592.30

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

99

600.80

598.40

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

100

606.90

604.50

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

101

613.00

610.60

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

102

619.10

616.70

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

103

625.20

622.80

14.56 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

104

631.30

628.90

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

105

637.40

635.00

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

106

643.50

641.10

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

107

649.60

647.20

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

108

655.70

653.30

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

109

661.80

659.40

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

110

667.90

665.50

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

111

674.00

671.60

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

112

680.10

677.70

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

113

686.20

683.80

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

114

692.30

689.90

14.55 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

115

698.40

696.00

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

116

704.50

702.10

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

117

710.60

708.20

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

118

716.70

714.30

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

119

722.80

720.40

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

120

728.90

726.50

14.54 *

0.00

0.0

0.0

m
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Plan

Borerør

Længde

Afstand

Dybde

V/H

Hældning Azimut

Fak.dybde Fak.V/H

Fak.hældning

m
735.00

m
732.60

m
14.54 *

m
0.00

%
0.2

%
0.0

m

%

121
122

741.10

738.70

14.45 *

0.00

2.6

0.0

123

747.20

744.79

14.22 *

0.00

5.0

0.0

124

753.30

750.88

13.84 *

0.00

7.5

0.0

125

759.40

756.96

13.32 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

126

765.50

763.03

12.77 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

127

771.60

769.11

12.21 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

128

777.70

775.18

11.66 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

129

783.80

781.26

11.11 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

130

789.90

787.33

10.56 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

131

796.00

793.41

10.00 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

132

802.10

799.48

9.45 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

133

808.20

805.56

8.90 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

134

814.30

811.63

8.35 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

135

820.40

817.71

7.79 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

136

826.50

823.78

7.24 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

137

832.60

829.86

6.69 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

138

838.70

835.93

6.14 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

139

844.80

842.01

5.58 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

140

848.97

846.16

5.21 *

0.00

9.1

0.0

m
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Attachment 2
Sea chart with the cable route

Attachment 3
Power of attorney from the landowner (same for both
landfalls) (Naturstyrelsen)

FULDMAGT
Journalnummer:
NST-540-00187
20. marts 2019

Naturstyrelsen Blåvandshuk, som ejer matriklerne 93, Houstrup By, Henne (13400355) og matrikel 156eh,
Bjerregaard, Lønne (13440951) giver hermed firmaet Rambøll AIS, Hennemanns Allé 53, 2300 København
5, fuldmagt til at fremsende ansøgninger om de nødvendige tilladelser og godkendelse for installationerne
til i landføringen og afledte aktiviteter i Danmark i forbindelse med Havhingsten datakabel. Rambøll AIS
repræsenterer firmaet Aqua Comms, som skal stå for anlæg og drift at datakablet benævnt Havhingsten.
Med denne fuldmagt er der ikke givet tilladelse fra Naturstyrelsen til projektets gennemførelse, men kun til
at der søges om opnåelse af de til projektet nødvendige tilladelser fra andre myndigheder.

Blåvandshuk den 20. marts 2019

kLornz
Skovrider

Attachment 4
Risk assessment according to guidelines from the Danish
Maritime Authority

ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY OF NAVIGATION IN
CONNECTION WITH MARINE CONSTRUCTION WORKS
Cf. order no. 1351 of 29 November 2013 on safety of navigation in connection with
engineering works and other activities, etc. in Danish waters
(as regards recreational activities, reference is made
to the website of the Danish Maritime Authority (link))

Planning phase
Screening
Initially, the client, its consultant or lead contractor makes a screening of the intended project.
In case of major projects (offshore wind farms, large port construction works, road/railway
bridges, etc.), the Danish Maritime Authority must be contacted in order to clarify the need for
any documentation and risk analyses, etc.
The screening must contain a description of the activity and the areas/waters affected (for
example geotechnical drilling at X Port in X Belt).
Brief description of the work:
The overall project consists of the establishment of a submarine data cable between
Denmark and the UK. The Aqua Comms are the Developer and Landing Party and are
working with Alcatel Submarine Networks (ASN) to deliver the Havhingsten project. For the
Havhingsten project ASN are providing services from feasibility, route engineering, system
design, manufacturing and installation to Aqua Comms.
This application covers the works to be done within the Danish waters.
The route is shown in the figure below.
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This screening as well as “part 1”, if filled in, must accompany the tender documentation or be
communicated otherwise to the performing contractor.
The performance of an activity is conditional upon the approval hereof by the authority
granting permits.
Does the activity take place close to any of these areas?
If the activity takes place in the waters of a port, the port authority must be involved.
(If one or more of the items below are considered to involve an increased risk, “part
1” must be filled in)
YES

NO

If yes, does the

Any arguments or

activity involve

reasons for not filling

an increased

in “part 1”

risk? (see note)
Navigable spans

X

Narrow fairways or channels

X

Ship traffic routes

X

Risk is not
significant. See
risk assessment
below.
X

Ship routeing systems, including
traffic separation systems and
deepwater routes, etc.
Port entrances

X

Leading lights or lights sectors

X

Anchorages

X

Areas of prohibition or dangers
(See

X

No. Coastal
zone on the

Areas of prohibition and Annex to Notices to

westcoast of

Mariners - EfS A)

Jutland.
Within 200 metres of submarine

X

No. Cables and

cables or submarine pipelines not

pipelines have

owned by the person or company

been identifies

responsible

and are being
handled
according to
industry
standards.

Pilot boarding places

X

Does the activity impede the

X

freedom of navigation?
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Assessment, part 1 (client/consultant/lead contractor)
(The template must be filled in and forwarded to the Danish Maritime Authority
(sifa@dma.dk) no later than six weeks prior to start unless otherwise agreed with
the Danish Maritime Authority)
1. Contact details of the one responsible for part 1:
Name:

North Sea Connect Denmark APS

Address:

Registered Office: C/O Bech-Bruun v/adv. Jakob Kristensen, Langelinie Alle 35,

2100 København Ø
Address for correspondence: 51-54 Pearse Street, Dublin 2, Ireland

Email:

legal@aquacomms.com

Telephone nos:

+353 (0)1 662 4399

2. Detailed description of the activity:
The data cable consists of two routes: A main route from the Danish westcost and westward
to the border of the Danish EEZ; and a “stub” starting from the coast a few kilometres
further north and extending app. 26 km westward. Cable routes are shown in the figure
below.
The offshore works include:
•
•
•
•
•

Route clearance and pre-lay grapnel run
Simultaneous cable-lay and trenching by ploughing (and localized jetting)
Near-shore geotechnical drilling prior to horizontal directional drilling (HDD)
Near-shore cable lay
Post-lay cable tracking

Near-shore works are performed using a barge, which can enter into lower water depths.
For a detailed method description, please refer to the project description “Havhingsten –
Environmental screening Denmark”, sections 4.7 and 4.8.
3. Coloured chartlets showing the location of the activity in the territorial waters :
The works will take place along the main cable route (red line) and the stub (red dashed
line), as shown in the two figures below. Colored background is ship traffic density. See
further map on page 1.
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4. Geographical latitude/longitude and place name of the activity given as geodetic
Datum (for example WGS84 and 57°25.86' N 10°42.75' E)
Cable route. Coordinate per 1 km.
55°46.06 N 8°10.96 E
55°46.27 N 8°10.08 E
55°46.49 N 8°9.21 E
55°46.7 N

8°8.33 E

55°46.92 N 8°7.45 E
55°47.14 N 8°6.58 E
55°47.41 N 8°5.75 E
55°47.67 N 8°4.93 E
55°47.91 N 8°4.07 E
55°48.14 N 8°3.2 E
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55°48.32 N 8°2.3 E
55°48.52 N 8°1.41 E
55°48.66 N 8°0.49 E
55°48.78 N 7°59.56 E
55°49 N

7°58.69 E

55°49.18 N 7°57.79 E
55°49.26 N 7°56.84 E
55°49.29 N 7°55.89 E
55°49.32 N 7°54.93 E
55°49.35 N 7°53.98 E
55°49.38 N 7°53.02 E
55°49.41 N 7°52.06 E
55°49.43 N 7°51.11 E
55°49.46 N 7°50.15 E
55°49.49 N 7°49.19 E
55°49.52 N 7°48.24 E
55°49.56 N 7°47.28 E
55°49.6 N

7°46.33 E

55°49.64 N 7°45.37 E
55°49.62 N 7°44.42 E
55°49.49 N 7°43.49 E
55°49.44 N 7°42.54 E
55°49.47 N 7°41.58 E
55°49.5 N

7°40.63 E

55°49.53 N 7°39.67 E
55°49.56 N 7°38.72 E
55°49.59 N 7°37.76 E
55°49.62 N 7°36.8 E
55°49.65 N 7°35.85 E
55°49.68 N 7°34.89 E
55°49.71 N 7°33.93 E
55°49.73 N 7°32.98 E
55°49.78 N 7°32.02 E
55°49.83 N 7°31.07 E
55°49.89 N 7°30.12 E
55°49.95 N 7°29.17 E
55°50.01 N 7°28.22 E
55°50.07 N 7°27.26 E
55°50.13 N 7°26.31 E
55°50.16 N 7°25.36 E
55°50.15 N 7°24.4 E
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55°50.2 N

7°23.44 E

55°50.24 N 7°22.49 E
55°50.29 N 7°21.54 E
55°50.34 N 7°20.58 E
55°50.38 N 7°19.63 E
55°50.43 N 7°18.67 E
55°50.47 N 7°17.72 E
55°50.52 N 7°16.76 E
55°50.56 N 7°15.81 E
55°50.61 N 7°14.85 E
55°50.67 N 7°13.9 E
55°50.76 N 7°12.96 E
55°50.84 N 7°12.01 E
55°50.93 N 7°11.07 E
55°51.02 N 7°10.12 E
55°51.1 N

7°9.17 E

55°51.19 N 7°8.23 E
55°51.26 N 7°7.28 E
55°51.36 N 7°6.34 E
55°51.47 N 7°5.4 E
55°51.58 N 7°4.46 E
55°51.69 N 7°3.52 E
55°51.79 N 7°2.58 E
55°51.9 N

7°1.64 E

55°51.98 N 7°0.69 E
55°52.05 N 6°59.74 E
55°52.13 N 6°58.8 E
55°52.22 N 6°57.85 E
55°52.3 N

6°56.9 E

55°52.39 N 6°55.96 E
55°52.48 N 6°55.01 E
55°52.6 N

6°54.08 E

55°52.72 N 6°53.14 E
55°52.82 N 6°52.2 E
55°52.89 N 6°51.25 E
55°52.95 N 6°50.3 E
55°53.03 N 6°49.35 E
55°53.11 N 6°48.4 E
55°53.19 N 6°47.45 E
55°53.27 N 6°46.5 E
55°53.35 N 6°45.56 E
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55°53.43 N 6°44.61 E
55°53.51 N 6°43.66 E
55°53.59 N 6°42.71 E
55°53.68 N 6°41.76 E
55°53.76 N 6°40.82 E
55°53.85 N 6°39.87 E
55°53.93 N 6°38.92 E
55°54.01 N 6°37.97 E
55°54.09 N 6°37.02 E
55°54.16 N 6°36.07 E
55°54.23 N 6°35.12 E
55°54.33 N 6°34.18 E
55°54.43 N 6°33.24 E
55°54.52 N 6°32.29 E
55°54.62 N 6°31.35 E
55°54.72 N 6°30.4 E
55°54.78 N 6°29.45 E
55°54.71 N 6°28.5 E
55°54.62 N 6°27.55 E
55°54.53 N 6°26.61 E
55°54.44 N 6°25.66 E
55°54.24 N 6°24.78 E
55°53.84 N 6°24.15 E
55°53.33 N 6°23.83 E
55°52.82 N 6°23.5 E
55°52.41 N 6°22.91 E
55°52.24 N 6°22.01 E
55°52.25 N 6°21.06 E
55°52.26 N 6°20.1 E
55°52.28 N 6°19.14 E
55°52.31 N 6°18.18 E
55°52.34 N 6°17.23 E
55°52.37 N 6°16.27 E
55°52.4 N

6°15.31 E

55°52.43 N 6°14.35 E
55°52.45 N 6°13.4 E
55°52.48 N 6°12.44 E
55°52.51 N 6°11.48 E
55°52.54 N 6°10.53 E
55°52.57 N 6°9.57 E
55°52.6 N

6°8.61 E
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55°52.64 N 6°7.66 E
55°52.7 N

6°6.7 E

55°52.76 N 6°5.75 E
55°52.8 N

6°4.79 E

55°52.83 N 6°3.84 E
55°52.86 N 6°2.88 E
55°52.88 N 6°1.92 E
55°52.91 N 6°0.96 E
55°52.91 N 6°0.01 E
55°52.89 N 5°59.05 E
55°52.89 N 5°58.09 E
55°52.93 N 5°57.13 E
55°52.97 N 5°56.18 E
55°53.01 N 5°55.22 E
55°53.04 N 5°54.27 E
55°53.08 N 5°53.31 E
55°53.1 N

5°52.35 E

55°53.13 N 5°51.39 E
55°53.15 N 5°50.44 E
55°53.18 N 5°49.48 E
55°53.2 N

5°48.52 E

55°53.23 N 5°47.56 E
55°53.25 N 5°46.6 E
55°53.28 N 5°45.65 E
55°53.31 N 5°44.69 E
55°53.34 N 5°43.73 E
55°53.37 N 5°42.78 E
55°53.41 N 5°41.82 E
55°53.44 N 5°40.86 E
55°53.51 N 5°39.91 E
55°53.59 N 5°38.96 E
55°53.67 N 5°38.01 E
55°53.75 N 5°37.07 E
55°53.82 N 5°36.12 E
55°53.91 N 5°35.17 E
55°54.01 N 5°34.23 E
55°54.11 N 5°33.28 E
55°54.2 N

5°32.34 E

55°54.3 N

5°31.4 E

55°54.4 N

5°30.45 E

55°54.49 N 5°29.51 E
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55°54.59 N 5°28.57 E
55°54.69 N 5°27.62 E
55°54.78 N 5°26.68 E
55°54.87 N 5°25.73 E
55°54.96 N 5°24.79 E
55°55.06 N 5°23.84 E
55°55.15 N 5°22.9 E
55°55.24 N 5°21.95 E
55°55.34 N 5°21.01 E
55°55.43 N 5°20.06 E
55°55.52 N 5°19.12 E
55°55.61 N 5°18.17 E
55°55.7 N

5°17.23 E

55°55.8 N

5°16.28 E

55°55.89 N 5°15.33 E
55°55.98 N 5°14.39 E
55°56.08 N 5°13.45 E
55°56.2 N

5°12.51 E

55°56.32 N 5°11.57 E
55°56.44 N 5°10.64 E
55°56.55 N 5°9.7 E
55°56.67 N 5°8.76 E
55°56.74 N 5°7.81 E
55°56.72 N 5°6.86 E
55°56.86 N 5°5.94 E
55°56.99 N 5°5.01 E
55°57.07 N 5°4.06 E
55°57.16 N 5°3.11 E
55°57.25 N 5°2.16 E
55°57.33 N 5°1.22 E
55°57.42 N 5°0.27 E
55°57.51 N 4°59.32 E
55°57.59 N 4°58.37 E
55°57.68 N 4°57.43 E
55°57.77 N 4°56.48 E
55°57.86 N 4°55.53 E
55°57.95 N 4°54.59 E
55°58.04 N 4°53.64 E
55°58.14 N 4°52.69 E
55°58.23 N 4°51.75 E
55°58.33 N 4°50.8 E
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55°58.43 N 4°49.86 E
55°58.52 N 4°48.91 E
55°58.62 N 4°47.97 E
55°58.71 N 4°47.02 E
55°58.81 N 4°46.08 E
55°58.9 N

4°45.13 E

55°59.05 N 4°44.2 E
55°59.19 N 4°43.28 E
55°59.34 N 4°42.35 E
55°59.48 N 4°41.43 E
55°59.62 N 4°40.5 E
55°59.69 N 4°39.55 E
55°59.69 N 4°38.59 E
55°59.69 N 4°37.62 E
55°59.69 N 4°36.66 E
55°59.69 N 4°35.7 E
55°59.58 N 4°34.76 E
55°59.47 N 4°33.82 E
55°59.37 N 4°32.88 E
55°59.26 N 4°31.94 E
55°59.15 N 4°30.99 E
55°59.04 N 4°30.05 E
55°58.94 N 4°29.11 E
55°58.81 N 4°28.18 E
55°58.59 N 4°27.3 E
55°58.34 N 4°26.46 E
55°58.13 N 4°25.57 E
55°57.88 N 4°24.72 E
55°57.63 N 4°23.87 E
55°57.4 N

4°23 E

55°57.29 N 4°22.07 E
55°57.25 N 4°21.11 E
55°57.17 N 4°20.17 E
55°56.93 N 4°19.31 E
55°56.76 N 4°18.41 E
55°56.8 N

4°17.45 E

55°56.89 N 4°16.51 E
55°57.02 N 4°15.58 E
55°57.15 N 4°14.65 E
55°57.29 N 4°13.72 E
55°57.41 N 4°12.79 E
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55°57.54 N 4°11.85 E
55°57.67 N 4°10.92 E
55°57.8 N

4°9.99 E

55°57.92 N 4°9.06 E
55°58.05 N 4°8.12 E
55°58.17 N 4°7.19 E
55°58.29 N 4°6.25 E
55°58.41 N 4°5.31 E
55°58.53 N 4°4.38 E
55°58.64 N 4°3.44 E
55°58.76 N 4°2.5 E
55°58.88 N 4°1.56 E
55°59 N

4°0.63 E

55°59 N

3°59.68 E

55°58.89 N 3°58.73 E
55°58.67 N 3°57.87 E
55°58.42 N 3°57.02 E
55°58.17 N 3°56.17 E
55°57.92 N 3°55.32 E
55°57.66 N 3°54.47 E
55°57.41 N 3°53.62 E
55°57.16 N 3°52.77 E
55°56.92 N 3°51.92 E
55°56.77 N 3°51 E
55°56.76 N 3°50.04 E
55°56.77 N 3°49.08 E
55°56.77 N 3°48.12 E
55°56.77 N 3°47.16 E
55°56.77 N 3°46.2 E
55°56.77 N 3°45.24 E
55°56.78 N 3°44.28 E
55°56.78 N 3°43.32 E
55°56.78 N 3°42.36 E
55°56.78 N 3°41.4 E
55°56.79 N 3°40.44 E
55°56.85 N 3°39.5 E
55°56.94 N 3°38.57 E
55°56.94 N 3°37.62 E
55°56.95 N 3°36.66 E
55°56.98 N 3°35.7 E
55°57.03 N 3°34.74 E
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55°57.12 N 3°33.8 E
55°57.2 N

3°32.85 E

55°57.29 N 3°31.9 E
55°57.37 N 3°30.95 E
55°57.45 N 3°30.01 E
55°57.54 N 3°29.06 E
55°57.62 N 3°28.11 E
55°57.71 N 3°27.16 E
55°57.79 N 3°26.21 E
55°57.87 N 3°25.27 E
55°57.96 N 3°24.32 E
55°58.04 N 3°23.37 E
55°58.04 N 3°22.41 E
55°58.01 N 3°21.45 E
55°57.83 N 3°20.55 E
55°57.63 N 3°19.66 E
55°57.6 N

3°19.55 E

Stub. Coordinate per 1 km.
55°47.52 N 8°10.87 E
55°47.73 N 8°9.99 E
55°48 N

8°9.16 E

55°48.28 N 8°8.34 E
55°48.58 N 8°7.55 E
55°48.88 N 8°6.76 E
55°49.17 N 8°5.95 E
55°49.44 N 8°5.12 E
55°49.69 N 8°4.27 E
55°49.94 N 8°3.42 E
55°50.19 N 8°2.57 E
55°50.45 N 8°1.73 E
55°50.7 N

8°0.89 E

55°50.91 N 8°0 E
55°51.04 N 7°59.07 E
55°51.11 N 7°58.12 E
55°51.19 N 7°57.18 E
55°51.26 N 7°56.23 E
55°51.33 N 7°55.28 E
55°51.41 N 7°54.33 E
55°51.48 N 7°53.38 E
55°51.55 N 7°52.43 E
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55°51.62 N 7°51.48 E
55°51.7 N

7°50.53 E

55°51.77 N 7°49.58 E
55°51.84 N 7°48.63 E
55°51.89 N 7°47.99 E
5. Period during which the activity is expected to be carried out:
Work will take place within the time period listen. Actual duration of work is given in
the parenthesis.
From

1/5-2019

to

30/7-2019:

to

30/10-2019:

Route clearance (RC) and pre-lay grapnel run

(PLGR) (4 weeks)
From

1/7-2019

Main cable lay and simultaneous ploughing

(4 weeks)
From

14/7-2019

to 30/11-2019:

Work related to cable and pipeline crossings

– Post burial (3 weeks)
From

14/7-2019

to

30/10-2019:

Inshore cable lay and trenching with the

PLSE barge and divers (5-6 weeks)
From

1/5-2019

to 30/11-2019:

Start as soon as possible, HDD and BMH

construction (12 weeks)
6. Result of any consultation of the users of the waters. See the website of the
Danish Maritime Authority (link)
(have any navigational objections to the activity been received):
Traffic density is low and with plenty of space for ships to pass the work vessels at a safe
distance. There are no ports, pilot points or other installations of significance nearby the
cable route. A consultation has thus not been deemed relevant as part of the risk
assessment.
There are a number of cables along the tracé. Cable owners are being handled in a separate
proces than the risk assessment.

7. Have any new or changed aids to navigation been approved in connection with the
activity? (buoys, lighthouses, beacons, signs, lights, etc. must be approved by the
Danish Maritime Authority)
YES

NO

REMARKS

x
8. Have any preventive measures been approved by the authorities, cf. item 17?
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YES

NO

REMARKS

x
9. Will the activity necessitate any changes of charts, port plans or nautical
publications?

(In case of YES, all relevant information must be forwarded to the Danish Geodata Agency no later than
three weeks after the conclusion of the activity [see www.gst.dk])

YES

NO

x

REMARKS
Position of the cable will go on the navigational charts.

10. Does the activity take place within the area of a vessel traffic service (VTS) in the
Sound or the Great Belt, respectively?
Sound VTS: Link
Great Belt VTS: Link

YES

NO

REMARKS

x
11. Will bottom-fixed structures with sharp edges be established below the surface
of the water?
YES

NO

REMARKS

x
12. Is it possible to place any new submarine cables or submarine pipelines in
connection with existing layouts of such lines?
YES
x

NO

REMARKS
The planned cable run parallel to existing cables in several places.
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13. Is it necessary to pass any of the below in connection with new submarine cables
or submarine pipelines?
Where

YES

NO

Can it be done

REMARKS

perpendicularly
to the direction
of navigation?
YES
Navigable spans

x

Narrow fairways or channels

x

Ship traffic routes

x

x

NO

Traffic route running
SW-NE in the North
Sea. Low traffic density.
Cable crosses nearperpendicular.

x

Ship routeing systems, including
traffic separation systems and
deepwater routes, etc.
Port entrances

x

Leading lights and light sectors

x

Other submarine cables or

x

There are a number of

submarine pipelines

cables along the tracé.
Cable owners are being
handled in a separate
proces than the risk
assessment.

14. Is it possible, when placing DC heavy current cables, to locate them so as to
minimize the impact on ships’ compasses?
(In case of NO, documentation of the impact must be forwarded to the Danish Maritime Authority)

YES

NO

REMARKS
Not relevant.

15. Are work vessels capable of warning approaching ships about the activity and
providing guidance about how to pass the area safely and giving notice about any
restrictions or obstructions by constantly having an overview of the ship traffic and
any other conditions in the area?

(In case of NO, the use of dedicated guard vessels must be considered; please contact the Danish
Maritime Authority)

YES

NO

REMARKS

x
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16. Have you as the one responsible (client/consultant/lead contractor) examined
the conditions in the activity area as regards the following:
(In case of NO, “Remarks” must be filled in. If it is not considered relevant, please mark n/a)

Condition
Traffic intensity, including

YES

NO

X

REMARKS

n/a

Traffic analyses based on AIS data. See

regular ferry connections,

the project description (referenced in

fishing and yachting, etc.

sec. 2 above).

Ports

X

Nothing to remark.

Fairways

X

Nothing to remark.

Buoyage and aids to

X

Nothing to remark.

X

Has been adresses in the above.

x

Pilot not required for this type of traffic.

x

Weather may set limits to the

navigation
Presence of submarine
cables, pipelines, overhead
power lines and bridges, etc.
Participating ships’ obligation
to take a pilot
Wind, weather, ice, sea and
current

construction works. Weather not seen
as a problem in relation to 3rd-party
vessels.

Communications

x

Work vessels will be able to contact
other vessels per radio and warn/guide
them.

Nature of the waters,

x

Geophysical survey prior to construction

including the bottom and

works.

water depths
Anchorages

x

Nothing to remark.

Pilot boarding places

x

Nothing to remark.

Military areas and shooting

x

Crosses through shooting area 15.

areas
Other simultaneous activities
in the area
Other things

x

May be coordinated through DMA

x

Nothing to remark.

17. Which preventive measures have been planned?
Abbreviations of approving authorities:
DCA = Danish Coastal Authority, DTA = Danish Transport Authority, DMA = Danish Maritime
Authority, DGA = Danish Geodata Agency
No.
1

Preventive measures
Physical safeguards, etc. (DCA or

YES

NO

REMARKS/DESCRIPTION

x

TS)
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2

x

New or changed buoying, including
lighthouses, buoys, beacons, lights
and signs, etc. (DMA)

3

Speed limitations or other

x

In connection with the work, an

restrictions to ships (DMA)

exclusion area around the work
vessels of up to 1 nm will be
applied for. The area follows the
ship and is therefore not an actual
"prohibition area". This is
coordinated in cooperation with the
Danish Maritime Authority.

4

x

Establishment of special ship routes
(DMA)

5

x

Establishment of areas of prohibition
(DMA, see item 18)

6

Hydrographic surveys (DGA)

x

7

Dredging (DCA or DTA)

x

8

Production of charts (DGA)

x

9

Information/guidance

x

Information is send through Notice
to Mariners.

10

Guard or accompanying vessels

11

Navigational coordination

x
x

Work vessels will contact other
ships per radio to coordinate the
traffic; especially in the more
densely trafficked areas.

12

Communication plans

13

Surveillance/monitoring

x
x

Other vessels are monitored by the
work vessels to enable timely
coordination of the traffic.

14

Emergency plans

x

HSE plans for the work vessel
crews will be in place.

15

Start training

x

16

Ensuring that the area can be left

x

For works with tools/cables on the

and be free and safe for navigation

sea floor, it will be difficult for the

before a ship arrives

work vessel to move out of the
way.

17

Other things

x

18. Request to establish areas of prohibition (cf. item 17-5)
See Item 17.3 above.
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19. Risk assessment after having launched preventive measures
(In connection with minor projects, this item can be filled in according to professional
discretion)
M = Planned preventive measure no. from the table in item 17 above.
Risk index after preventive measures
= Consequence figure + Probability figure (5 or less is normally acceptable)
Incident

Consequence figure

(What could go wrong?
”brainstorm”)

(total amount for environmental
cleaning, loss of values, loss of
lives/injuries per year):
0 in the amount of DKK 20,000
(limited)
1 in the amount of DKK
200,000 (minor)
2 in the amount of DKK
2,000,000 (considerable)
3 in the amount of DKK
20,000,000 (serious)
4 in the amount of DKK
200,000,000 and above
(catastrophic)

Probability

2

1

passing 3 -party

Estimated collision

vessel

frequency covers

Collision frequency
per year following
the
total
construction works
is
estimated
as
6.1∙10-6. Details are
given in the project
decription
subsection
“Risk
assessment
(unplanned events)“

Collisision between
work vessel and a
rd

M

7=10 accidents/year
(often) – about once a
month
6=1 accidents/year
(relatively often) – once
a year
5=0.1 accident/year
(probable) – once every
10. year
4=0.01 accident/year
(possible) – once every
100. year
3=0.001 accident/year
(seldom) – once every
1000. year
2=0.0001 accident/year
(very seldom) – once
every 10,000. year
1=0.00001
accident/year (extremely
seldom) – once every
100,000. year
0=0.000001
accident/year
(improbably seldom) –
once every 1,000,000.
year

R
(C+P)
<5>

3,9,11,13,

3

14

everything from a full
collision to a mere
glansing. Consequence
number is therefore
chosen in the
intermediate interval.
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Performance phase
Assessment, part 2 (contractor)
(Part 2 must be filled in before starting the work. In case there are any changes or
additions in relation to part 1, please forward the filled in template to the Danish
Maritime Authority (sifa@dma.dk))
In case the activity necessitates any changes in relation to previous notice in Notices to
Mariners, please inform the editorial office of Notices to Mariners (EfS@dma.dk / +45 72 19 60
40) as early as possible in order to ensure an updated warning of the shipping industry.
A-1. 24-7 contact details of the one responsible for part 2:
Name:
Address:
Email:
Telephone nos:
A-2. 24-7 contact details of the substitute for part 2:
Name:
Address:
Email:
Telephone nos:
B. Acceptance by the contractor of the assessment made in part 1:
YES

NO

In case of “NO”, proceed to item C – In case of “YES”, proceed to item D.

Date:

/

- 201

_______________________
Signature of the one

responsible

C. Description of deviation from part 1:
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D. Any supplementary description of the activity (part 1 – item 2):

E. Period during which the activity is carried out:
From

/

-20__

at

:

to

/

-20__

at

:

From

/

-20__

at

:

to

/

-20__

at

:

From

/

-20__

at

:

to

/

-20__

at

:

F. Will the activity lead to an impediment to freedom of navigation that is not evident
from the initial screening or from part 1?
YES

NO

REMARKS

G. In case any ships are involved in the activity, please list them here:
(Only primary vessels are to be listed – if changes are made during the process, the list will be
updated)
Name of
ship

Call sign

MMSI

Any IMO

VHF channels

Any cell

number

number

listened to

phone no.

H. Are the above-mentioned work vessels capable of warning approaching ships
about the activity and providing guidance about how to pass the area safely and of
warning about any restrictions or obstructions by having an overview at any time
over the ship traffic and any other conditions of the area?

(In case of NO, dedicated guard vessels must be used in accordance with a more detailed agreement with the Danish
Maritime Authority, if relevant)

YES

NO

REMARKS
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I. Have you, as the one responsible, examined the conditions in the activity area as
regards the following:
(In case of NO, “Remarks” must be filled in. If it is not considered relevant, please mark n/a)
Conditions

YES

NO

REMARKS

n/a

Traffic intensity, including
regular ferry connections,
fishing and yachting, etc.
Ports
Fairways
Buoyage and aids to
navigation
Presence of submarine
cables, pipelines, overhead
power lines and bridges, etc.
Participating ships’ obligation
to take a pilot
Wind, weather, ice, sea and
current
Communications
Nature of the waters,
including the bottom and
water depths
Anchorages
Pilot boarding places
Military areas and shooting
areas
Other simultaneous activities
in the area
Other things
J. Establishment of areas of prohibition
If, in consideration of safety of navigation or prevention of danger, it is requested to
establish an area of restriction in connection with an activity, you must send an application
hereon to the Danish Maritime Authority no later than six weeks before starting the activity.
A template for the application is available from the website of the Danish Maritime Authority.
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K. General professional assessment of safety of navigation before, during and after
the activity
Question

YES

NO

ELABORATIVE EXPLANATION

Is there, after having filled in
this template and according
to a general professional
estimate, any noticeable
danger to ships?
Is there, after having filled in
this template and according
to a general professional
estimate, any noticeable
danger to human beings?
Is there, after having filled in
this template and according
to a general professional
estimate, any noticeable
danger to the environment?
Is there, after having filled in
this template and according
to a general professional
estimate, any noticeable
danger to values?

Date:

/

- 201

_______________________
Signature of the one responsible
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Såfremt der er spørgsmål til dette skema bedes Søfartsstyrelsen kontaktes på CFS@dma.dk
Dykning ift. Bekendtgørelse nr. 1396 om offshoredykkeroperationer og offshoredykkermateriel
JA

NEJ

Hvis ja, er der indhentet offshore dykkertilladelse fra
Søfartsstyrelsen? (se note)

Foretages der dykninger på over 50 m
vanddybde.
Foretages der dykninger ved Havvindmølleparker
eller andre anlæg til produktion af vedvarende

✔
✔

energi.
Foretages der dykninger ved offshoreanlæg til
efterforskning, produktion eller transport af

✔

kulbrinter.
Foretages der dykninger fra dynamisk
positionerede skibe.
Viser en risikoanalyse, at det er nødvendigt at
stille skærpede krav? (Ved tvivlstilfælde træffer

✔

✔

Søfartsstyrelsen afgørelsen.)
Såfremt der er svaret nej til alle punkterne skal de to skemaer nedenfor udfyldes

Note: Denne type dykkerarbejde er i Danmark omfattet af regelsættet for offshoredykkeroperationer (BEK nr. 1396 af 12/12/2013) og
forudsætter en dykkertilladelse udstedt af Søfartsstyrelsen.
For gældende liste over godkendte offshoredykkerskibe se dette link: Liste over godkendte offshoredykkerskibe

Dykkeropgavens art og omfang
(Hvis flere af nedenstående vurderes at medføre forhøjet risiko, bør Søfartsstyrelsen kontaktes på CFS@dma.dk mht.
vurdering af om regelsættet for offshore-dykkeroperationer træder i kraft)
JA

NEJ

Hvis ja, medfører
aktiviteten
forhøjet risiko?

Begrundelse for, at det ikke er nødvendigt at stille
skærpede krav af hensyn til dykkeropgavens art,
omfang eller sikkerheds- og sundhedsmæssige forhold

Er projektet omfattet af reglerne om
store byggeprojekter og har

✔

bygherre udpeget en koordinator for
sikkerhed og sundhed?
Arbejder der flere entreprenører på
samme site?

✔

Nej

To entreprenoerer, en paa land og en i vand

Arbejdes der med objekter eller

✔

substanser som nødvendiggør
skærpede sikkerheds- og
sundhedsmæssige krav?
Har dykkerentreprenøren
(dykkerfirmaet) en tilladelse til
erhvervsdykning fra
Søfartsstyrelsen?

✔

Liste over godkendte inshore-dykkerentreprenører

Dykkeropgavens risikoanalyse
(Hvis flere af nedenstående vurderes at medføre forhøjet risiko, bør Søfartsstyrelsen kontaktes på CFS@dma.dk mht.
vurdering af om regelsættet for offshore-dykkeroperationer træder i kraft)
JA

NEJ

Hvis ja, medfører
aktiviteten
forhøjet risiko?

Foretages der dykninger på
vanddybder over 25m?
Foretages der dykninger i områder
med kraftige strømforhold?
Foretages der dykninger i en afstand
af over 5 sømil fra land?
Foretages der dykninger hvor vrag
eller undervandsinstallationer

✔
✔
✔

✔

penetreres?
Foretages der dykninger som kræver
overflade dekompression?
Er der andre elementer som
medfører forhøjet risiko? Hvis ja,
beskriv disse.

✔

✔

Begrundelse for, at det ikke er nødvendigt at stille
skærpede krav af hensyn til dykkeropgavens
sikkerheds- og sundhedsmæssige forhold

